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M A G A Z I N E

Join WRA on Alumnifire!
Are you looking for a way to connect with Reserve 
graduates and meet our current students? Alumnifire 
is here to help! Alumnifire is a new web-based 
networking platform designed to help WRA’s alumni 
strengthen their connections and support one 
another.

Through Alumnifire, you can locate an old classmate, 
search for fellow graduates in your field, share career 
advice, mentor a young graduate, seek connections 
and career counsel, and much more.

We know that one of the very best Reserve 
advantages is our vast network of talented, driven 
and ambitious alumni. We’re excited to give you this 
opportunity to learn more about one another and 
access a new way to interact exclusively with your 
fellow Pioneers.

Join today: WRA.alumnifire.com/
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FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL
Suzanne Walker Buck

Reserve community,

What an honor to be here!

Thank you for your gracious welcomes. We are going to accomplish great things 
together.

I come into my tenure with boundless optimism and deep gratitude. Thank you 
to Chris Burner and all the leaders who preceded him. What they built, with your 
support, is a jewel among schools in physical plant, pedagogy and philosophy. Reserve 
today is a captivating mix of pride and joy. 

The pride is in the traditions, the academic excellence and our core values. The joy is 
what we aspire to see in all our students; it is an outcome we want for everyone who 
encounters Western Reserve Academy.

Not to be confused with fun, joy is much more. At its most dispassionate, happiness is 
a consumer demand, but at its best, it is our deepest dream. Last year, Yale University 
off ered what became the most popular class in its history. Psyc 157: Psychology and 
the Good Life was about teaching students to lead happier, more satisfying lives. 
One in four students at Yale enrolled. At Reserve, our own surveys of students and 
parents revealed happiness as their most desired outcome, beating health, “academic 
challenge” and “support in pursuing interests.”

At WRA, we have the opportunity to be brokers of happiness. We see how our faculty, 
coaches and staff  play this role, infusing their passions into the curriculum and across 
campus. A recent article in The Atlantic illuminated joy as the foundation for innovative 
education: “The thing that sets children apart from adults is not their ignorance, nor 
their lack of skills. It’s their enormous capacity for joy...Human lives are governed by 
the desire to experience joy. Becoming educated should not require giving up joy but 
rather lead to fi nding joy in new kinds of things...schools should help children fi nd 
new, more grown-up ways of doing the same things that are perennial sources of 
joy...making friends, making decisions.” 

Joy is ebullient but never empty. We fi nd it in tradition, in stepping up, in sacrifi ce, in 
victory, in community and in growth. May we strive to foster wonder in learning, the 
proudest of pursuits.

Suzanne
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FALL MUSICAL

Daniel Mandel ’19 and Aubrey Lanham ’20 Lauren Dempsey ’21 Meimei Tannehill ’19

Isabelle Murray ’19,
Hanley Jeff eris ’19 and 
Suraj Dakappagari ’20

Joey Houska ’20 and Olivia Turk ’21

Regina Aguilar ’20 Carlin Szilagyi ’20

Tano Nguyen ’19 and James Doh ’20

Carter Frato-Sweeney ’22, Johnny Beskid ’22 
and Ian Richardson ’22
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Meimei Tannehill ’19

Josh Rogers ’19

Jill Reef ’21 Cassidy Crane ’19

James Doh ’20

Libby Hoff man ’20 
and Nate Beskid ’20

Harley Fisher ’19 and Olivia Robinson ’20

Noah Frato-Sweeney ’20

Full Cast

Jill Reef ’21, Noah Luch ’20 and JJ Je ’19

Dria Smith-Lash ’19
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OUR TOWN
WINTER PLAY

Jack Sovich ’19 Spenser Valentine ’19Christopher Yankay ’22 and  
Zohaib Malik ’19

Noah Frato-Sweeney ’20  
and Henry Ong ’20

Jasmine Wheeler ’20

Johnny Beskid ’22
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Johnny Beskid ’22

Nadia Konovalchik ’20 Sarah London ’22 Noah Luch ’20

Isabelle Murray ’19

Henry Ong ’20 and Nadia Konovalchik ’20

Taylor Harper ’22 and Roman LaBrosse ’20

Miranda Namiotka ’20 and Jill Reef ’21

Andrew Song ’19 and David King ’22

Gehrig Namiotka
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SPRING PLAY

Ellie Polyak ’21

Ananya Chetia ’20

Taylor Harper ’22

Joey Houska ’20

Andy Fan ’19

Spenser Valentine ’19
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Libby Hoffman ’21

Olivia Robinson ’20 Audrey Rhea ’21 Noah Frato-Sweeney ’20
Elizabeth  
Dearden-Williams ’19

Suraj Dakappagari ’20Brooke Ashley ’21Rainsong Jocas ’21

Jill Reef ’21
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Art Inspired by Art  Fall Dance Performance

David King ’22 and Erin Adams ’19

Aubrey Lanham '20
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Dorde Otasevic ’19

Henry Ong ’20

Vivien Marmerstein ’21

Dria Smith-Lash ’19  
and Aubrey Lanham ’20
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Katie Chen ’20

Dria Smith-Lash ’19

Flora Jiang ’19
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Sophie Borrmann ‘20

Amie Ly ‘20

Dilyn Penn ’22
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A t the Spring Athletic
 Awards assembly, Director
 of Athletics & Afternoon 

Programs Herb Haller ‘85 praised 
student-athletes and coaches for 
wearing the green and white with 
great pride and for the commitment 
and loyalty they showed that 
season. The same could be said 
for the entire year. At the end of 
each athletic season, we celebrated 
the talents and work ethic of 
our student-athletes, as well as 
the mentorship of long-tenured 
coaches, and the energy and 
aspiration of newer members of 
the coaching ranks. This year, WRA 
can boast a 62% combined winning 
percentage for all teams. We 
congratulate all athletes and their 
coaches for a phenomenal year.

PIONEER
ATHLETICS

BOYS CROSS COUNTRY
Will Downing ’19
Most Valuable Runner
Record: 26-90

FIELD HOCKEY
Kyra Bradley ’19
Aylie Fifer Spirit Award
Record: 8-6-1

GOLF
Max Jewett ’19
William F. Borges III Spirit Award
Record: 9-3

GIRLS TENNIS
Lydia Peercy ’19
Most Valuable Player
Record: 8-9 dual 
(11-11 overall)

VOLLEYBALL
Micayla Brent ’19
Most Improved Player
Record: 7-14
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GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY
Olivia Robinson ’20
Coaches Award
Record: 93-39

FOOTBALL
Evan Bongers ’19
Most Valuable Player (Off ense)
Record: 4-5

BOYS SOCCER
Henry Ong ’20
Most Improved Player
Record: 13-6-1

GIRLS SOCCER
Olivia Turk ’21
Most Improved Player
Record: 3-10-1

BOYS BASKETBALL
Dorde Otasevic ’19
Most Valuable Player
Record: 14-14

WRESTLING
David Gentile ’21
Most Improved Wrestler
Record: 33-16-2
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PIONEER ATHLETICS

GIRLS SWIMMING & DIVING
Lauren Landry ’20

Most Improved Swimmer
Record: 3-7

BOYS SWIMMING & DIVING
Michael McKeithen ‘19
Most Valuable Swimmer
Record: 7-4

ICE HOCKEY
Raymond Barrett ’20
Most Improved Player
Record: 11-18

GIRLS LACROSSE
Ella Siegenthaler ’20
Most Improved Player
Record: 9-8

GIRLS BASKETBALL
Megan Hovan ’20
Most Valuable Player
Record: 3-16
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RIFLERY
Ethan Ellis ’19
Most Valuable Marksman
Record: 265-34

SOFTBALL
Dria Smith-Lash ’19
Spirit Award
Record: 10-4

BOYS TRACK & FIELD
Keagan Le Roux ’19
Most Valuable Athlete
Record: 41-19

TENNIS
Kai Cheung ’19
Most Valuable Player
Record: 11-3

BOYS LACROSSE
Spenser Valentine ’19
Spirit Award
Record: 3-17

GIRLS TRACK & FIELD
Amy Zhou ’19
Most Valuable Athlete
Record: 36-25

BASEBALL
Jacob Pendergraft ’19
Most Valuable Player
Record: 16-9
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Hooray for Suzanne!
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Hooray for Suzanne!
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Is there such a thing as eternal optimism? It may 
be best to ask someone who, for more than three 
decades, has signed off nearly every letter with the 

words, “Hooray for Life!” This optimist, visionary and 
leader is our new Head of School, Suzanne Walker 
Buck.

Taken by the sentiment when she saw it scribbled on a 
card at a bat mitzvah in eighth grade, Buck decided to 
adopt the phrase, but more importantly, the attitude. 
The infectious energy, curiosity and tenacity that Buck 
exudes have made her a luminary in the school sector, 
known for her impassioned leadership, strong sense of 
empathy and ebullient spirit. 

“Working in schools speaks to my soul,” Buck said 
simply.

The soulful connection to schools is critical in a field 
where success doesn’t come to the faint of heart. 
Selling the idea of boarding schools in today’s world 
is not getting any easier, with The Association of 
Boarding Schools (TABS) reporting that only 6% of 
parents in North America are considering boarding as 
an option for their children. But in the face of sector 
realities, Buck retains her positivity because she 
believes our mission as a school is even bigger than 
“selling boarding.” She believes our real opportunity is 
facilitating joy.

Buck’s pursuits are not simply for the sake of feeling 
happy, positive or fulfilled (though what could be  
better than these outcomes?). Beyond its face value, 
the concept of joy has strategic underpinnings for 
education that align with progressive research in 
psychology and neuroscience. 

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development (ASCD), says, “If you were to ask students 
for a list of adjectives that describe school, it’s doubtful 
that ‘joyful’ would make the list. Yet the hearts and 
minds of children and young adults are wide open 
to the wonders of learning and the fascinating 
complexities of life.”

Buck digs into data and memories when she discusses 
her ambitions for WRA, in the classroom and 
throughout the community. She knows that in the 
most recent parent and student surveys, administered 
by our Admission Office and analyzed by Mathematics 
Department faculty member Adam Yankay, 
respondents prioritized happiness over all other 
outcomes. But this isn’t unique to WRA. It is a nationally 
documented desire among students, the sincere wish 
of a generation that feels stressed, unhappy or worse 
— just numb to learning.

Western  
Reserve  
Academy’s  

32nd  

HEAD OF SCHOOL  
Begins Her Tenure
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Buck’s 
commitment 
to fulfillment 
through learning 
and community 
dates back to 
her childhood 
experiences and 
life as a boarding 
student.

“It’s hard to say if 
nature or nurture 
influenced me 
more,” said Buck. 
“My parents were 
educators who 
always focused 
on inclusion 
and belonging. 
Some of my 
earliest, happiest 
memories are of teenagers grazing from our 
refrigerator, studying at our dining room table or even 
working in the yard! My parents were role models, 
counselors, coaches and fans. Everything they did was 
to say to students, ‘You matter.’

“When I went to boarding school [at Miss Porter’s 
School] I had the same feeling...I mattered. I thrived 
in the boarding community. How inspiring were my 
teachers! I just felt it was always such an amazing 
opportunity to be guided by professionals who honored 
my individuality and encouraged my growth and 
interests. Transformative: This is perhaps the only word 
that comes close to describing the boarding school 
experience.”

When Buck talks about working at a boarding school, 
she often describes it as an honor. 

“In the schools where I’ve worked, I have been struck 
by the commitment and dedication of devoted 
educators. This is evidenced and ingrained at Reserve. 

I have observed 
how teachers 
generously share 
their skills in the 
classrooms, art 
studios, playing 
fields and dorms. 
I am inspired to 
see people giving 
of themselves 
holistically and 
authentically, 
allowing learning 
to happen within 
the context of 
relationship. 
How powerful 
this is! And with 
such power 
comes incredible 
responsibility. 

As educators, we can’t ever take for granted the 
developmental impact of our words and actions to 
honor the gift that we have been given to guide.”

Buck’s plans for Reserve are smartly unified behind the 
pursuit of wonder and fulfillment. From a curricular 
standpoint, this means furthering an academic program 
that encourages the thrill of collaboration, discovery and 
forward thinking.

“There is so much innovation across the curriculum 
and Reserve’s programmatic offerings,” she said. “The 
Integrated Studies and Design (ISD) Department and 
classes like Compass give students the chance to create, 
soar and stand out. And our Cancer Immunology 
course? What a tremendous offering and partnership 
with the Cleveland Clinic! College Counseling stands 
ready to help students leverage and describe the 
impact of their experiences. Along the way, students are 
spending their days in world-class spaces like The Wang 
Innovation Center, where the excitement of making is 
paramount.”

“When I went to boarding school [at Miss  
Porter’s School] I had the same feeling... 

I MATTERED.  
I thrived in the boarding community.  

HOW INSPIRING WERE MY TEACHERS! 
I just felt it was always such an 

amazing opportunity to be guided by 

professionals who HONORED my 

individuality and ENCOURAGED 

my growth and interests. 

TRANSFORMATIVE: 
This is perhaps the only word that  
comes close to describing the boarding 
school experience.”
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The self-directedness 
that is deliberately 
embedded in WRA’s 
independent curriculum 
aligns with studies that 
say this trait is a key 
to happiness. A 2012 
study followed 109 
sixteen year olds over 
a school year, with 
participants creating 
a series of personality 
related inventories 
and being asked to 
report on their level of 
happiness. At the end of 
the year, the personality 
inventory and the 
self-rated happiness 
reports were compared. 
Results showed that 
the most significant 
predictor of happiness 
was the character trait of self-directedness. When this 
trait is encouraged and nurtured - in a boarding school 
community and intrinsically in a curriculum, the outcome 
can be transformative.

All together, Buck says WRA is on the best possible path, 
with the sturdiness of history, embrace of innovation and 
impassioned people at the center of it all. One alumna 
said, “I believe that while Suzanne can represent the best 
of Reserve, she will also bring new purpose and renewal to 
the school.”

Buck said she realized Reserve’s essence after initially 
“meeting” the school via its student-driven “Second 
Home” video last year. 

“I knew about WRA and this leadership position,” she 
said. “But all of a sudden, Heads of School at some of the 
most prestigious boarding schools were calling me and 
asking, ‘Have you seen WRA’s students and faculty? Their 
innovation? Their daring? Their enthusiasm?’”

Perhaps it shouldn’t have been a surprise then, when, 
during WRA’s Head of School search, Buck’s address to 
students in the Chapel included her own rendition of 

the prize-winning piece. 
She began what might 
be characterized as a 
“resume rap” by saying, “I’m 
scared out of my mind.” 
But after she ended her 
song, dropped the mic 
and endured the longest 
split second of silence, 
the Chapel audience 
erupted into applause 
and a standing ovation. 
The juxtaposition of a 
nerve-racking and rigorous 
search process with the 
fearlessness and abandon 
of a bold performance was 
captivating.

A member of the 
school’s Admission team 
summarized: “I have never 
been in a meeting where 

the vibe was as strong as when she addressed us, and 
have never seen so many students as excited as they 
were in Morning Meeting today. Suzanne has a unique 
ability to connect with others, which is what we need. 
She is energetic, positive, smart and everything a school 
needs. We would be so lucky to have her lead WRA.”

One of Buck’s first-year initiatives includes visits 
across the country to meet alumni. Though new to the 
community, she aptly assesses, “WRA is in a state of ‘a lot 
going on.’ Now, we just have to deploy.”

A member of the Reserve community would suggest that 
Buck, herself, is the optimal channel for deployment.

“Suzanne is one of the most well-known independent 
school professionals in the country,” said this person. 
“From current Heads of School, faculty members, 
students, consultants, placement coordinators and many 
more, everyone knows her, loves her, respects her and 
believes in her. Being on the road for the Admission 
Office has allowed me to humbly realize that a lot of 
people don’t know how amazing this school is. Suzanne 
will not only help put us on the map, but will build the 
respect we deserve among the country’s very best 
schools.”
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Buck was most 
recently Rector 
(Head of School) at 
Chatham Hall, an 
all-girls boarding 
school in Virginia. 
There, she led the 
school through 
the development 
and adoption of a 
strategic plan. She 
added nearly $3 
million in tuition 
revenue to the 
school’s budget 
in four years. She 
increased domestic 
student enrollment 
by 36% and annual 
fund dollars by 14%. 
She added to the 
litany of professional 
accomplishments 
that have stacked 
up at other boarding 
schools where she worked in admission and enrollment 
management roles, including New Hampton School (New 
Hampshire), Fay School (Massachusetts) and Westminster 
School (Connecticut).

Buck has taken her deep passion for the purpose of 
boarding schools to the national arena, serving on the 
Boards of the Enrollment Management Association (EMA) 
and TABS. TABS Executive Director Peter Upham said, 
“Suzanne is the complete leader. She is the gold standard 
for the new age of schools and inspires in ways that seem 
effortless.”

Indeed, the “on paper” superlatives are all there: the 
successful professional track record and the degrees 
from Connecticut College, Columbia University and 
Harvard. But what everyone wishes they could bottle is 
what never can be captured on paper, Buck’s personality 
and ability to connect so naturally.

Buck’s charisma in communities, alongside her husband, 
Johnny, who joins the faculty in our Fine & Performing 

Arts Department, 
shines in a boarding 
community. 
She, Johnny and 
their 13-year-old 
daughter, Halsey, 
look forward to 
situating Pierce 
House at the 
figurative heart of 
campus, hosting 
movie nights, study 
halls and plenty of 
students in a new 
space stocked with 
Gatorades and 
an always-open 
attitude.

“In the past year at 
Chatham Hall, we 
hosted 30 events 
at our house, 
totaling about 1,500 
guests!” said Buck. 
“We love it. Sharing 
our home, availing 

ourselves to others, enriching traditions and creating 
events of meaning to everyone at WRA is an extension of 
who we are and what we do.”

Buck is nothing if not student-centric, and she believes 
in embracing the joy of imperfection as a model for 
teenagers who often feel pressured to be perfect. As 
she strives to give cues to students — impressing upon 
them that being a teenager can be messy — she takes 
cues from them, too, which is heartening to see. Their 
common ground, noticeable in pop-up conversations 
along Brick Row, shared meals in Ellsworth Hall and more, 
is fresh, appealing and exuberant.

When asked what she likes best about the students she 
has met already at Reserve, Buck said, “They’re real. They 
care. They’re engaging. They’re interested.”

She hopes they will also jump into life with a dose of 
fearlessness. Much like approaching a podium, taking 
a risk, dropping a mic and beginning a grand new 
adventure.

 I have observed how teachers 

GENEROUSLY 
share their skills in the classrooms, art 
studios, playing fields and dorms.  

I AM INSPIRED  
to see people giving of themselves  

HOLISTICALLY AND AUTHENTICALLY,  
allowing learning to happen  

within the context of relationship.  

How powerful this is! 
And with such power comes  

INCREDIBLE RESPONSIBILITY.
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Most long-distance runners know 
that winning is equal parts speed, 
stamina and strategy. There’s 

also some humility involved, as you can 
never be entirely sure what the course 
or conditions will deliver. Dr. Nicholas 
Kent, our new Interim Associate Head 
of School, has used lessons from his 
days as a competitive runner to propel 
a career that has been an accomplished 
adventure. Entering Reserve as the right 
hand to new Head of School Suzanne 
Buck, Kent said, “I love the optimism 
of this community and the excitement 
about what's to come.” 

Kent comes to Ohio via Seattle, via 
Jakarta, via Shanghai and via Potomac, 
Maryland. Ironically, his fi rst foray into 
boarding school was at Culver Academy, 
the closest geographic point he’s been 
to his newest home here at Reserve. 
Kent lists his accomplishments at 
Culver, as a young humanities teacher, 
as “falling in love with teaching and 
fi nding my vocation.” From this earliest 
career point, he swept through the 
school world — and the world, itself — 
with gusto, fi rst encountering Suzanne 
Buck as a fellow Board member for the 
Enrollment Management Association 
(EMA).

Kent brings a vivid worldview to Hudson, 
with a boundless curiosity and many 
stamps on his career passport. In 
Shanghai, at the Concordia International 
School, he had a 360-degree view 
of education. His roles included 
humanities teacher, Head of Marketing 
& Admissions and High School Principal. 
In Jakarta, he was Deputy Head of 
School at Jakarta Intercultural School, 
overseeing nearly 300 faculty, cementing 
school accreditation and interacting 
with the Indonesian ministries of labor, 
manpower and education. His resume 
illustrates the great breadth of his 
experience (from curriculum creation 
to faculty retention to boosting test 

BOUNDLESS AND 
BORDERLESS 
Dr. Nicholas Kent 
Arrives at Reserve with 
a World Perspective

scores and university admissions), 
but the kind demeanor behind all this 
accomplishment is an unwritten asset. 

We sat down with the thoughtful, funny 
and focused Kent to learn more about 
this international educator who is way 
too humble to admit he’s a member of 
Mensa.

What will people know immediately 
upon meeting you?
I think they will feel the value that I 
put on interpersonal relationships and 
accessibility. I’m a positive person, I’m 
passionate, and I assume positive intent. 
I don’t like “no’s” as a fi rst response, and 
I embrace failure because I think you 
can fi nd great ideas there. I like to take 
risks and to always ask, “What are we not 
thinking about?”

I also think people will feel my respect 
for this school. We all know the world is 
changing and schools are changing. But 
at WRA, I am fi nding a school community 
that is rooted in historical success yet 
also asks, "How can we continue to 
outgrow ourselves?" It is a rare school 
that is both confi dent and curious. 

Ohio can’t claim the best climate, 
and it isn’t exactly “boarding 
school central.” What would you 
say to convince families of Ohio’s 
awesomeness?
Certainly it is diff erent here than some 
of the cities where I have lived. But one 
of the things I liked most about Shanghai 
was the opportunity to work with and 
integrate into the community. I foresee 
many opportunities to connect with 
Hudson, and I desire a cohesive Hudson 
and Reserve experience. 

With regard to selling Ohio overall, I 
believe in the region and everything it 
off ers, I also believe that today’s students 
don’t exist geographically. Their footprint 
and perspective is so broad. We can 
model face-to-face values on campus, 

and this is critical. But the reality is, 
students are face to face with peers all 
over the world in everything they do 
online. They are going to carry their 
interpersonal skills into a very big world. 
Geography and geographic boundaries 
really are no longer an issue. A student 
could be in Boston, Cleveland or 
anywhere else and still feel like the whole 
world is accessible to them. This makes 
Reserve a bigger possibility for more 
students than ever before.

You began your career as a teacher. 
What can you tell teachers at WRA?
I feel a personal obligation for all the 
teachers in the classroom. I am their 
advocate. Administrators can forget 
how hard it is in the classroom. Since I 
have been a teacher and administrator, I 
always see both sides. 

Tell us something you like and value 
in Suzanne.
Suzanne can get you excited about table 
salt. She just has this infectious optimism. 
She is truly a thought partner for me, and 
when she approached me about this job, 
I jumped into the opportunity of working 
with her at Reserve in this transformative 
environment.

What do you see as the role of 
leadership in times of transition?
Shepherding a school through a 
transition requires empathy, patience 
and transparency. I am open with 
people about the thought process 
driving change, and I emphasize that 
it is a thought process, a collaborative 
endeavor, and decisions are never a fait 
accompli. There is a lot of urgency in our 
world today, but I also believe in the gifts 
of patience and time when it comes to 
knowing people and appreciating their 
talents.

Tell us about your family.
I met my wife, Erin, in Seattle after she 
returned after teaching two years in 
Santiago, Chile. We set off  on a whirlwind 
adventure and lived in Shanghai, which 
was growing and booming. We have one 
daughter, Alice. Teaching, getting married 
and having a child are the best things I’ve 
ever done.

What do you see as your most 
important role at Reserve?
To serve the people who work in this 
community and to remove obstacles so 
people can do their best work. My job is 
to say, “How can I help you be the best 
that you can be?”
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It’s no question how WRA’s new Interim 
Director of College Counseling found 
herself at Western Reserve Academy. 

A well-timed phone call from Head of 
School Suzanne Buck was enough to 
pique Jennifer Berry’s interest, though 
she was ready to head into retirement 
after more than 30 years at the New 
Hampton School.

It was at this New Hampshire boarding 
school that she and Buck first met. Berry 
admits she is relishing the opportunity 
to once again work with Buck, whose 
boundless energy and enthusiasm she 
describes as irresistible and contagious. 
They also share a profound devotion to 
a student-centered institution, and this 
alignment matters a great deal to Berry.

Berry brings experience with curriculum 
design, academic advising and teaching to 
this role. In her six years as the Director 
of College Counseling at New Hampton, 
Berry has guided hundreds of students 
through the college application process, 
resulting in acceptances to more than 
750 colleges and universities. As an 
experienced English faculty member, she 
has a keen understanding and passion for 
student narrative and effective storytelling 
— a critical skill to help students bring an 
authentic voice to their applications.

We invite you to learn more about the 
new Director of College Counseling.

How does the boarding school 
environment impact the College 
Counseling Office?
I think boarding schools are set up 
perfectly so that the college counselor 
sees the student beyond the academic 
setting. This gives us a much more 
authentic and complete picture of the 
student.

There’s also this culture of in loco parentis 
that I take very seriously as a college 
counselor. For example, when I counsel 
boarding students, of course I want to be 
there to review their common application 
before they hit the send button and 
shepherd them through the process 
from start to finish. But I also want to 
be there for the very first application 
they send in. It’s such a special moment, 
and I think it’s important to be there 
with them. It can help them feel more 
confident and less anxious about the 
process. Boarding schools really allow 
us to have this kind of relationship, one 
that is more parental. And I think that’s 
important.

Meet WRA’s New 
Interim Director of  
College Counseling

What’s the best advice that you can 
give to someone who is about to 
apply to college?
Well, first I’d tell them that everything 
happens for a reason and to relax and 
let the process be the process.

When I was visiting Reserve, I had the 
chance to have lunch with a group of 
students. One of the things I told them 
is that I want them to love their “likely 
school” as much as their top choice. I 
want them to know everything there is 
to know about that school and know 
why that likely school could be a great fit 
for them.

One of my goals is to help students 
create a list of colleges that is well 
balanced from the start. You know, we 
need to protect hearts and egos in this 
process.

How do you define the role of a 
Director of College Counseling?
I think there are two roles. One is to 
serve students and model the way that 
I serve the students to the staff in the 
office. I also think my job is to create a 
team where a student should walk into 
the office and talk to any one of us and 
feel like they’re going to be served in 
similar ways.

There’s still a lot for me to learn about 
Reserve, but I would say that I think 
we can be a little bit more creative in 
our schedule and how we meet with 
students. From what I understand, 
students have one free block during the 
day, the A+ period, but students tend 
to fill that time. It’s also not a sufficient 
amount of time to fit all student 
meetings into one free hour.

To me, this means adjusting our work 
schedule to accommodate student 
availability. An example of this includes 

Jennifer Berry joins us from  
the New Hampton School,  

bringing more than 30 years  
of experience and a student-centered 

approach to the interim position.

offering evening counseling sessions 
when students have more time to 
meet. Another tool we utilize is that 
of technology. Students will be able 
to access me remotely, at times when 
either they or I am not physically on 
campus.

What hobbies do you enjoy?
I love to travel. In fact, today I’m off to 
the Baltic! I’m going to Copenhagen, 
Helsinki, Stockholm, Saint Petersburg 
and Berlin. I’ve never been to these 
places before, so I’m really excited! 
When I travel, I try to connect with 
former students, and I’ll be doing that in 
Berlin. I also love to cook, and I actually 
go to cooking schools around the world. 
I went to Italy last year, and I’m going 
to Switzerland in the fall. I love to read 
and write. I also play golf and ski, and 
just love to be outdoors. I have three 
children who are obviously the highlight 
of my life. My oldest is having a baby 
in July, so I’ll be a grandmother for the 
first time, which will probably be the 
highlight of my summer!

One of my goals 
is to help students 

create a list of 
colleges that is  

well balanced from 
the start. 
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Though steeped in tradition, WRA has committed 
to responding to a world that changes rapidly and 
continuously by looking carefully at what academic 

experiences are necessary for students to hone their narratives. 
We’ve moved away from “big box” curricula made by for-
profit companies and tapped into the creative capacities of 
our world-class faculty; no longer does a single test tell the 
story of our students’ journeys as learners. We’ve seen the 
transformative power of The Wang Innovation Center in how 
we teach and learn. We’ve shifted away from short classes that 
are conducive for “coverage” to 75-minute classes that allow 
for deep dives and exploration. And this winter, we formalized 
a new department, Integrated Studies & Design, to ensure that 
students build critical skills and pursue passion projects that 
allow them to pioneer.

Integrated Studies & Design (ISD) courses have already existed 
in the WRA curriculum, with Compass and the four courses in 
what was previously known as our Literacies Program: Learning 
to Code, Learning to Make, Learning to Communicate and 
Learning to Live Well, enrolling over half the student body. 
But those courses, until this year, did not have a department 
“home,” and, thus, were not represented by Department 
Chairs even though these courses played important roles in 
the academic life of our students and faculty. With the new 

department structure in place, we have created some new 
interdisciplinary offerings for our students that will allow for 
experiential project-based design and execution with guidance 
from faculty: GPS (Guided Project of Significance), which will 
use ECHO time on Saturdays for students to pursue a particular 
project, and MAP (Making, Articulating/Asking, Producing), 
a semester-long course similar to Compass but without the 
application. Students in the Class of 2021 and following will 
complete either Compass, GPS or MAP in their junior or senior 
years, meaning each student will have designed and pursued 
an individualized project of particular significance.

Additionally, creating the Integrated Studies & Design 
Department allows for faculty to create new courses that 
may not fit squarely in one of the traditional departments. 
Ralf Borrmann has designed new courses that bring together 
geography, technology and project-based learning. Lisabeth 
Robinson has explored her passion for health and wellness 
with Learning to Live Well. Sasha Maseelall and I have worked 
to bring public speaking and information literacy into the 
curriculum with Learning to Communicate. And Jeff Namiotka 
partnered with us in creating an ethics unit for sophomores. 
Courses in Integrated Studies & Design stress creativity and 
collaboration, and our faculty are modeling these traits as we 
design new, relevant experiences for our students.

By Douglas Ray, Integrated Studies & Design Department Chair

INTEGRATED STUDIES & DESIGN DEPARTMENT

Enhancing WRA’s  
Academic Value  
Proposition
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A Change 
in the Grade

This year, we bid our 7-point grade scale a fond 
farewell and welcomed the common grade scale to 
Western Reserve Academy. This was not a decision 
made lightly! Reserve has a long history with its 1-7 
grade scale and with history comes nostalgia and 
fondness. But what was once a point of distinction 
became a cumbersome challenge for increasingly 
inundated and competitive college admission 
offi  ces.

Today, the 1-7 scale is uncommon, and as such, it 
requires a signifi cant amount of work for college 
admission offi  cers to translate our grades to a 
standard scale. This means potentially shortening 
the time admission offi  cers can spend on other 
illuminative aspects of a college application. 

This is a move that has been thoughtfully 
considered by our faculty and administration. Over 
the course of several meetings, it was clear that 
our faculty has great pride and confi dence in the 
many ways a Reserve education distinguishes our 
students in the college application process. Simply, 
we agree that a unique grade scale is not the only 
way we can and will diff erentiate our students. 
Moreover, with this shift, we take full ownership 
of the grade translation process as it relates to the 
college application and enrollment process, for the 
benefi t of our students. 

With this change, we reinforce our commitment 
to our students and their futures. We know from 
our expert College Counseling Offi  ce the realities 
and challenges of college placement. Notably, 
when they vetted this idea to dozens of college 
admission offi  cers at top colleges and universities, 
they received full and ardent support. By 
implementing a common grade scale, we seek to 
give our students every advantage in the face of a 
changing college landscape and fulfi ll our promise 
to best prepare them for a bright future.

Integrated Studies & Design Department 
courses have three goals:
• Building 21st century capacities and competencies 

(creativity, collaboration, communication and critical 
thinking)

• Drawing connections from all parts of the curriculum AND 
all parts of the schedule (signifi cant dovetailing with Class 
Seminars & Service)

• Building “creative courage” for designing and exploring a 
signifi cant capstone project

And this department presents signifi cant 
advantages for our students:
• Allows each student to develop a specifi c “angle” as they 

navigate competitive college admissions
• Allows students to engage in interdisciplinary learning not 

currently available in the traditional disciplines
• Allows for time in the academic schedule to pursue a 

passion project

We are excited to see the opportunities that come with 
celebrating interdisciplinary, experiential learning. The WRA 
academic experience is now more distinct with the value-
added presence of Integrated Studies & Design.
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O n Thursday, June 6, WRA 
Trustees and faculty joined 
friends, family and other fans 

of former Head of School Christopher 
D. Burner ‘80 and former Associate 
Head of School Kate Mueller as we 
celebrated their accomplished tenures 
at the school. The event included 
touching remarks, reflections and the 
unveiling of the official portraits of 
these leaders. This fall, Burner heads to 
the Nichols School in Buffalo, New York, 
and Mueller to the McDonogh School in 
Owings Mills, Maryland. Their portraits 
will hang proudly in our halls and keep 
them close to a community who will 
miss them. Reserve will always be a 
place they can call home.

A Toast  
to Christopher D. Burner ’80 & Kate Mueller
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ALUMNI PROFILE

No two days are the same for Dr. Menna Demessie ’98. 
As the Vice President of Policy Analysis and Research 
at the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, 

Inc. (CBCF), Demessie is the leader for research and policy 
initiatives, and her work impacts critical areas such as 
education, criminal justice, voting and more — specifi cally for 
the African American and global black communities.

On top of this, Demessie is the founder and co-managing 
editor for the CBCF’s Journal of the Center for Policy Analysis 
and Research, a multidisciplinary journal analyzing public 
policy. Notably, she has experience working on democratic 
governance and gender equality in Benin, Ethiopia, Liberia 
and Nigeria. In recognition of her success in securing funding 
for D.C.’s African community, Demessie was awarded the 
Community Advocacy Award in Columbia in 2016 by District of 
Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser. Recently, she was appointed 
by the Prime Minister of Ethiopia to serve as Secretary of the 
Ethiopian Diaspora Trust Fund Advisory Council, promoting 
economic development in the region. All of this is a very much 
abbreviated summary of Demessie’s long and impressive list of 
responsibilities and accomplishments.

She also serves on the Board of Visitors at Reserve.

To put it simply, Demessie is no stranger to hard work — a 
trait not uncommon for the Reserve grad. Demessie received 
her joint PhD in political science and public policy from the 
University of Michigan, the same school that former Head of 
School Dr. Henry E. “Skip” Flanagan Jr. attended and mentioned 
often, with great pride.

“I always knew that I wanted to learn about institutions and the 
power of people to change their communities and the world,” 
she shared. “After I fi nished my undergrad at Oberlin College, I 
worked for Jones Day in Downtown Cleveland, trying to fi gure 
out if law school was what I wanted to do. That was a really 
powerful, eye-opening year for me, because I realized how 
much I loved openly debating issues and politics from both 
sides, which wasn’t ideal when litigating a case.”

She’s a self-described academic at heart, and her love for and 
focus on policy issues and how they aff ect change drew her 
to D.C.

It’s a career path that she’s immensely proud of and one that 
has allowed her to do exactly what she had hoped to achieve.

“The nature of the work — the impact of research, data 
and eff ectively messaging to Congress — can truly make a 
tremendous diff erence in forwarding good public policy,” she 
said. “I learned a lot in graduate school from mentors and 
scholars who supported my research exploring the ways in 
which political representation for racial and ethnic minority 
groups is shifting as Congress catches up with the times. 
I’ve also been fortunate to open doors for future scholar 
practitioners looking for meaningful career paths that allow 
them to apply their expertise to solve real-world problems.”

She shared that since 1976, the CBCF has demonstrated a true 
dedication to opening doors to students. The foundation is 
invested in fellowships and, notably, paid internships (a rarity 
in the capital) and free housing for young Americans looking to 
get involved in policy.

“I love my job because our mission invests in education and 
young people,” she said. “The CBCF’s Leadership Institute gets 
a constant fl ow of young people from all over the country 
to work on the Hill. Furthermore, there’s been a realization 
and acknowledgment that there really isn’t enough diversity 
in legislative staff  on Capitol Hill, which can relate to the kind 
of policy issue solutions (or lack thereof) that come out of 
Congress. So a lot of people in the House and Senate are trying 
to create better pipelines to bring a more diverse group of 
people into their staff  — and they can look to CBCF as a model 
that has been doing this for decades.”

She harbors a true passion for bringing educational 
opportunities to young minds. Perhaps this is what makes her 
so suited to teach.

Carrying Reserve Values 
into the Nation’s Capital
WRA alumna and 2018 Marticke Speaker Dr. Menna 

Demessie ’98 uses the lessons she learned at Reserve when 

working for policy change in Washington, D.C.
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“I teach undergraduates 
as an adjunct professor at 
the University of California, 
Washington Center,” she 
added. “I think if I would 
have done anything else, I 
might have become a college 
professor. I love learning from students just as much as 
teaching them.”

In working with students from all over the country — from the 
West Coast to the East Coast — Demessie is able to impress 
upon her students the internal workings of Congress and 
establishment politics and its influence on governance and 
representation at the federal level.

“It’s an important balance for me, to understand that the work 
we do is not just about number crunching and publishing 
reports, but also about capturing the minds, hearts and 
collective spirit that encourages people together to advance 
humanity for the better when given clear and accessible 
information about how policy is impacting their daily life,” she 
said. “And when I go to the classroom in the evenings with my 
students from across the country, I’m constantly reminded 
of how critical it is for the next generation of leaders to 
understand the importance of truly appreciating and engaging 
with diverse groups of people as much as they are with public 
policies.”

There is an opportunity in her classroom to share experience 
and firsthand knowledge with her students, and Demessie 
takes full advantage of their time and attention. Her course 
entitled “Political Advocacy and Public Opinion in a Digital Age” 
aims to help students perfect the art of persuasion in politics.

“We’re dealing with a lot of important topics — and students 
will be considering, both from an analytical and human lens, 
how policy can affect them as a person, their community as 
well as the people who don’t agree with them. These can be 
deeply personal and polemical issues. The point is to know how 
to operate in spaces where trade-offs and compromise may 
or may not be an option, and to still move the needle on the 
issues.”

She encourages her students to use empathy and open-
mindedness before their feelings and personal investment, and 
to keep a careful balance between the two. It’s an approach she 
knows well and uses often in the face of political obstacles and 
potential dead ends.

“It’s important to me that they understand the importance 
of open-mindedness,” she said. “When you get too clouded 
and personalize your feelings toward someone who holds a 
different view than you, you forgo the bigger conversations 
on systems, data, institutions, policies and groups of people 
affected by an issue because you made the issue about you as 

an individual.”

This is the reality of 
working on Capitol Hill, she 
said. In lieu of increasing 
rhetoric about political 
antagonism and extreme 

division, she stressed the prevalence of mutual understanding 
and relationships across the aisle. The day-to-day practice of 
governance on Capitol Hill is an environment of compromise 
and civility between legislative staff, committees and members.

“You know, it’s the same as that proper decorum that we’re 
all taught at Reserve,” she described. “Those little things we 
learned — how we’d sit in the pew and wait to be dismissed for 
class or shared responsibilities in the dining hall when eating 
with your classmates and faculty — they soon become part of 
your norm. We were all on the same page and learned to work 
as a team. Congress operates that way. For instance, whether 
you walk into a Republican or Democratic office, you will be 
greeted by interns who will welcome you; legislative aides 
doing the hard work on policy issues like education, healthcare 
or criminal justice reform; and members of Congress working 
on committees to pass bills. Yes, it’s true, there are political 
divisions, and the media definitely puts that front and center, 
but there are other equally prevalent narratives that show 
Congress trying to work together, and that will just not make it 
to the TV screen because it’s not a juicy story to tell.”

When reflecting on the values of respect, tolerance and 
effectively working with others, Demessie keeps Reserve close 
to heart, as well as the people who inspire her the most.

“Both of my parents are Ethiopian immigrants,” she said. “They 
moved to Ohio in the mid-1970s, and their story is similar to so 
many others’ I’ve heard. I have a lot of admiration and respect 
for people who try to make a life for themselves and their kids 
in another country. It’s really an amazing feat to uproot yourself 
and embrace a completely different culture from the one you 
know and make it your own. My parents are my heroes. I look 
up to them in many ways.”

The culmination of her education and hard-earned degrees —
her work at the foundation, in the classroom and more — feels 
like a validation of her parents’ hard work and sacrifice for her 
and her brother’s best chance at a bright future.

When she graduated from WRA, she gave the Commencement 
speech, and her father commended her for receiving the 
Friendship Trophy. He told her that character and respect as 
a noble citizen are invaluable, not just academic prowess. “It’s 
thanks to them that I was able to attend a school like Reserve,” 
she said. “It’s through their work and sacrifice that my brother 
and I were able to get the best education and attend this No. 
1 school in the Midwest. It’s something I’m really proud of, and 
I’ve never taken it lightly.”

“The nature of the work —  
the impact of research, data and 

effectively messaging to Congress — can 
truly make a tremendous difference in 

forwarding good public policy.”
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There is a lot we will miss about Tom Armbruster. Since 
1983, the Fine & Performing Arts Department faculty 
member has been a friendly fixture on campus. The Knight 

Fine Arts Center (KFAC) will be a very different building without 
the sound of people making a wonderful mess inside his studio 
— his beginner students shaping clay at the potter’s wheel or 
working in plaster, wood, metal or even plastics; his advanced 
students taking on stone and wood carving, steel and copper 
fabrication, advanced ceramic techniques and more. 

In the midst of all this, there’s often music, chatter and laughter. 
Armbruster has kept his studio so noisy that it was shuffled 
around campus before finding a home in the KFAC. Stationed 
between his fellow fine arts colleagues Emily Barth and Katie 
Velbeck’s lively dance studio and the artistic hub of Alan Doe’s 
classroom, Armbruster’s studio has occupied a proud place in 
a rather loud and expressive hallway. In the coming year, his 
absence will be a silence that is keenly felt, both inside KFAC and 
among so many of us who call Armbruster a mentor, a colleague 
and a friend.

Over the years, Armbruster carefully cultivated a nurturing and 
judgment-free space, where students could find both sanctuary 
and opportunity to create, discover and get lost in their own 
artistic process. 

The latter is what he finds most fulfilling as a teacher.

“I’m happiest when I see that they have forgotten where they 
are and what time it is,” he described. “I love it when they’re so 
involved in their artwork that they’re surprised when I let them 
know it’s time to clean up.”

Armbruster remembers his first year at WRA well. Back then, his 
studio lived inside Seymour Hall on the south end of the third 
floor. At that time, he shared his classroom with former faculty 
member Peggy Gordon, who taught 2D art. 

“I didn’t know that we had a campus crew to help move things,” 
he admitted. “I had about 2,000 pounds of clay delivered in front 
of Seymour, and I carried it up all those steps on my shoulder.”

It’s this can-do attitude that could be responsible for some of the 
more obvious ways Armbruster has left an impact at this school. 
For example, he built the exhibition pedestals inside Moos 
Gallery because “there wasn’t a place to exhibit students’ work!” 

He started the annual Moos Gallery shows, exhibiting the work of 
local artists and resulting in a strengthened relationship between 
the art community of Northeast Ohio and the school.

In his tenure, he has been a witness to a great amount of change 
in leadership, in curriculum, in campus and more. But to him, the 
most significant change has been within the student body — one 
that he has observed with immense satisfaction.

“Students seem to be a lot happier,” he said. “I’ve seen a gradual 
evolution of wellness and happiness over the years. Although 
nationally we know there are a lot of psychological issues for 
today’s youth, overall I think the WRA student population is much 
happier. I think the change in the schedule to fewer classes per 
day has really helped, particularly with the younger students. I 
see that there’s a bit less stress in their lives, and they have such 
a huge amount of stress on their shoulders. So I think that’s a 
really nice improvement.”

It’s obvious to anyone who meets him that the students matter 
the most to him. This is not unusual for any WRA faculty 
member; in fact, you could say that it’s a thread that unites each 
and every one. Former student and advisee Matt Hard ’13 saw 
firsthand the depth of Armbruster’s devotion to his students:

“Not many people know this, but I remember he would come in 
every Sunday morning with his wife,” Hard described. “It was like 
a ritual for him and his wife to come to the studio, clean up a little 
bit, and Tom would boast about some of his students’ work as 
he walked her through the studio. The only reason I know about 
this is because I was one of those kids who got up at 7 o’clock on 
a Sunday to go to the art room. I’m glad I did, because I got to see 
how he really did take pride in his students’ work.”

Outside of his classroom, Armbruster is an accomplished and 
nationally recognized artist. He has received three Ohio Art 
Council Fellowships and a National Endowment for the Arts 
Fellowship. In 2013, his glass sculpture Eternus Ingenium was 
selected for inclusion at the Indiana University Kokomo Art 
Gallery. In 2005, another one of his pieces was chosen for 
inclusion in a show at the Corning Museum of Glass, marking 
the third time in 20 years his work had been chosen for this 
honor. You can find his work in the museum’s Twentieth Century 
Collection, the Columbus Museum of Art Permanent Collection 
and the James A. Michener Collection at Kent State University.

The Hands-Off Approach 
to the Tactile Experience:  
A Look Back at Tom Armbruster’s 
Artful Tenure at WRA
After 36 years in WRA’s Fine & Performing Arts 

Department, Tom Armbruster will retire to happily spend 

more time in his studio and with his beloved wife, Pat.
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Armbruster, with all of his success and experience, is not an 
overly instructive teacher. He says he is quite reluctant to offer 
input or advice, even if his students ask, demand or implore. 
Once he has taught students the tools and techniques, he 
is content to stand by and observe his students, genuinely 
interested in their work but impartial to their direction and their 
results.

“I like to put myself in the role of an idiot,” he said proudly. “If I 
act the fool, then they are able to see more easily and take risks 
with something that’s really difficult. You have to understand, it’s 
extremely difficult to try to make something that is so personal. 
At this age, it feels especially risky because it can feel like 
everybody’s watching what you’re doing.”

This teaching style extended beyond the classroom and into his 
role as an advisor, so said Hard.

“He was really hands-off in a good way, both as a teacher 
and advisor,” said Hard. “It was very empowering. But at the 
same time, when you needed a push, he would give you one. I 
remember in my junior year, I had been considering not taking 
an AP class, and when I mentioned it to him, he just looked at 
me and started laughing. He said, 
‘Matt, you and I both know you’re 
going to be taking that AP class. 
It’s just a matter of if you sign up 
or if I sign you up.’ And of course, 
he was right! He really knew when 
to guide and when to just sit back 
and watch everything play out.”

When he considers the role of 
art in high school education, 
Armbruster has decades of 
experience with high school 
students and their affinity for 
visual art.

“Alan and I have never had a problem populating our classes,” 
said Armbruster. “Students run to visual art and other arts at this 
school. I think it’s because it’s unlike most of their coursework. 
In other classes, teachers already know the answers to the 
questions, and they know how to guide students to ask those 
questions. In here, we don’t know what the outcome will be, and 
I think it’s a real opportunity for students to exercise a different 
part of who they are and to be themselves, completely.”

It seems the fine and performing arts have always been an 
important part of the student experience at Reserve. Today’s 
students seem to have more and more opportunities to 
showcase their talents. Through Compass, students have 
pursued filmmaking, painted a mural at a local toy store and put 
on their own art exhibitions.

“I think art comes pretty naturally to students,” said Armbruster. 
“I think the creative process is really essential to human beings. 
It gives them a moment where they can dream about something 
that doesn’t exist. To try to express that dream or present that 
dream to others is really good for the brain. It’s so different from 
just trying to process information mechanically. I know there’s 
a lot of synthesis and analysis involved in other coursework, 
but there really isn’t the development of something new and 
something that’s a dream, something that hasn’t existed.”

Armbruster is grateful for his colleagues in the fine and 
performing arts, who have been united in this mission and who 
each work to achieve a similar experience for students.

“More than anything, I want students to feel that their 
individuality is special,” he said. “I want them to understand that 
they should make exactly what they want to make, and not try to 
compromise with what is socially acceptable or what they think 
will please the teacher.”

This is one of the reasons he likes to tell students that if they ask 
him what he thinks of their work, he promises to faint and fall 
dramatically to the floor — the sight of which will be so alarming 
and off-putting that they will forget they asked him the question 
in the first place.

“I’ve gotten quite good at this,” he said cheerfully. “You might say 
that in 36 years, I’ve not helped a single student.”

But of course, he has. Armbruster has encouraged students to 
express themselves, to celebrate their uniqueness and to make 
art without apology or hesitation. He has had a tremendous 
impact on this place, one that is perhaps best summarized by a 
former student:

“I just want him to understand how 
much he meant to all of us who 
have gone through his studio,” said 
Hard. “He gave us an invaluable 
set of experiences, taught us such 
important lessons and challenged 
us to think about what something 
means, why someone chose to 
do something. All of this definitely 
transcends the art room. It’s 
certainly shaped how I think, and 
we all just want to thank him and 
make sure he knows the impact he 
has had on us.”

His fine and performing arts colleague and friend Alan Doe had 
this to add:

“Many people know the Steve Martin-esque ‘wild and crazy 
guy’ that Tom is, but they might not know his more serious 
side,” said Doe. “He is a meticulous craftsman and master of 
organization. He pursues his passions with intelligence and 
dogged perseverance. As for teaching, I cannot overstate how 
much he has helped me professionally and personally. For those 
that have witnessed his plaster dance or received an email that 
always contained a compliment, you know there will never be 
another ‘Mister A.’”

Armbruster heads into retirement with a lot to look forward 
to, most importantly the time he will have to spend with his 
wife, Pat, his best friend and “center of my universe.” She too is 
retiring after 43 years of teaching in Hudson’s public schools. He 
anticipates a lot of gardening, studio work and travel. It’s a time 
he will enjoy greatly.

Meanwhile, Reserve — its students, alumni, faculty and staff — 
will miss Armbruster dearly, but we couldn’t be happier for him. 
We wish him all the best and thank him for his service to Reserve, 
a school that is a happier, more freeing and nurturing place 
thanks to him.
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ALUMNI PROFILE

In front of Dr. Sonia Vallabh ’02 and her husband, Dr. Eric 
Minikel, there is a mountain to climb. It appeared without 
warning in 2010, when Vallabh lost her mother, Kamni 

Vallabh. It was a loss that devastated her and her family but also 
marked a critical and monumental change in their lives. It was a 
long and painful year for the Vallabh family after Kamni became 
sick. They could only watch as her undiagnosed condition 
progressed and her suffering worsened, ending on life support. 
It wasn’t until December of that year that doctors determined a 
preliminary diagnosis after finding signs of prion disease in her 
spinal fluid.

Prions are misfolded proteins that form toxic pockets 
in the brain. They are the cause of rare and often fatal 
neurodegenerative diseases; in the U.S., the most common 
form of prion disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, takes the lives 
of about 500 people per year. Prion disease can be inherited, 
can arise spontaneously, or in very rare cases, can be acquired. 
But once the symptoms begin, it’s an irreversible and aggressive 
process in which prions rip through healthy tissue, leaving gaps 
behind.

After Kamni’s passing, her family learned that she had 
succumbed to a subtype of prion disease called fatal familial 
insomnia, and Vallabh was told that she stood a 50% chance of 
inheriting the disorder. She asked to be tested, and in a feature 
written by Wired reporter Kelly Clancy, Vallabh recalled the plain-
spoken words of the doctor’s results:

“The same change that was found in your mother was found in 
you.”

It is obliterating news, particularly for someone so young, with 
what should be a long life ahead of her. But Vallabh received the 
news with little shock — in fact, she said she felt calm. She now 
understood what she faced, and she came to a decision.

There was work to be done.

Vallabh and her husband left their successful careers in law 
and engineering to study science and medical research, fully 
committing themselves to the search for a cure. It began 
modestly; Vallabh signed on for more science courses and 
enrolled in a night class in biology at Harvard’s extension 

school. But this soon became a full-fledged dive into medical 
research inside the Broad Institute of Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and Harvard, and the pursuit of a PhD.

There is little time for the long and arduous process that  
comes with medical research and drug development. 
Fundraising for research was also an unexpected, frustrating 
and formidable challenge. As one path forward, the couple 
launched their own nonprofit, Prion Alliance, with the focused 
goal of raising funds through donations to support prion 
disease therapeutic science. There is opportunity to donate on 
their website, prionalliance.org.

Most damning was learning that the promising research that 
had initially inspired so much hope ultimately faced dead ends. 
They had known it wouldn’t be easy, but their disappointment 
was heavy and their “naivete” — as she described — “was 
mortifying.”

But their goals began to take new shape as they confronted one 
critical truth: They could not wait until the disease presented 
itself in a patient. With the rapid progression of the disorder, 
there would not be sufficient time to test a developing 
treatment. Unlike diseases such as Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s 
disease, the progression of prion disease happens, on average, 
over the course of five months from first symptoms to death. 
The other diseases have a 15- to 20- or in some cases 25-year 
diffuse course. 

And so, they turned to targeting the proteins before they misfolded 
and stopping the prions from appearing in the first place.

“We can’t wait to intercept people on that incredibly steep 
downhill. We have to catch them at a point where there’s still a 
meaningful quality of life left to preserve,” she said.

Inside the Schreiber lab at the Broad Institute, Vallabh and 
Minikel conduct their research on the development of 
therapeutics for human prion diseases. Their projects include 
searching for molecules that can reduce the amount of prion 
protein in the brain, and working to identify biomarkers to track 
disease progression and drug activity in living patients.

Vallabh had just successfully defended her thesis when she 

A Race Against Time:  
One Couple's Very Personal 
Fight Against a Fatal Disease
After being diagnosed with the same fatal disease 
that ended her mother’s life, Dr. Sonia Vallabh 
’02 and her husband left their careers to dive into 
medical research in hope of finding a cure. Ph
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spoke with WRA’s Communications & Marketing Office. It’s a 
significant mile marker in the career of any scholar, but she felt 
more as though she had checked something off a long list of 
to-dos.

“We’re really just going to try and roll right forward with 
our same momentum,” she said, graciously accepting 
congratulations but making it clear that she’s ready for the next 
task.

Minikel and Vallabh’s work, in part, harnesses existing research 
from Ionis Pharmaceuticals, which developed the synthetic 
DNA-based drug modality antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). 
If Minikel and Vallabh can show evidence that ASOs, when 
injected, can change the levels of prion protein in their mouse 
patients — and in doing so, impact their survival — their 
research can move forward into potential clinical trials. This is 
no small feat, but Vallabh reports that there’s sufficient data 
and a growing confidence that this could be a real gateway for 
her team.

“Prion diseases are such extreme cases, where doing a 
conventional clinical trial with symptomatic patients might 
actually be impossible, so we have an opportunity to fast track 
our work,” she said. “There’s an opportunity to do something 
different and really just pivot to total prevention and try to 
identify people based on risk, treat them with this drug that 
should lower prion protein in the brain and should, therefore, 
delay onset and reduce risk.”

They have engaged scientists at the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) on one potential path forward. They 
hope to show that an ASO reduces levels of the disease-
causing protein in the brains of at-risk individuals. If they are 
successful, their data could potentially support an application 
for provisional approval of a drug.

“The FDA has been very supportive,” she said. “So now, one of 
our big mandates in the lab is to gather the data that continues 
to support that strategy and prove that, yes, we can measure 
this biomarker; yes, it’s stable over time in the absence of drug; 
and yes, in the context of treatment it’s telling us something 
meaningful about the activity of the drug.”

Inside their lab, husband and wife must balance the practical 
and meticulous grind of medical research and the ebb and flow 
of an overwhelming sense of urgency and purpose.

“I feel like [that intensity] does set us apart from a lot of people 
we work with,” she shared. “We have amazing allies, but I think 
we’re on a little bit of a different wavelength. Yes, it can be really 
exhausting, and the way we’re personally invested in this isn’t 
something we can ignore. Honestly, I think one of the hardest 
things about our job is the fact that we approach it in such a 
goal-oriented way, and that’s really different than how a lot of 
scientists approach their work. We know so many people who 
really have a more exploratory range for what they’re doing 
and can just go where the results take them. We don’t have that 
luxury.”

But there’s a brightness in their lives that she said keeps her 

and her husband grounded — a new love named Daruka, 
their daughter, who was born in July 2017. Through in vitro 
fertilization with preimplantation genetic diagnosis, their child 
was born without the dangerous genetic mutation.

“I would say having our daughter has actually been a really 
wonderful way of helping us maintain balance in our lives,” she 
said. “She really helps us unplug, and every day she lets us think 
about something completely different — at least for a little 
while.”

When she reflects on the tremendous change she and her 
husband have experienced, in their careers and overall in 
their lives, she remarked that she does not feel that they, 
themselves, are completely different people. When they first 
transitioned into science, it wasn’t clear that the pair should 
work in the same lab, rather than divide and conquer. But 
choosing to work side by side was the right choice. Each new 
obstacle has been easier to face with him in her corner and in 
their lab.

“It’s been amazing to have the chance to work together on 
something that we both care so much about,” she said. “Before 
we ever transitioned into science, we were really focused on 
how to have a good life together and how to build work lives 
that would support that. And now that has a whole new level of 
meaning to us. Every minute of every workday is in support of 
having that good life together.”

It’s not often that she reflects on her time at Reserve. (With so 
much on her plate, this is no surprise!) But she was delighted to 
consider today’s students and what she might tell them, if she 
had the opportunity.

“I’d have to lead with the idea that life is full of surprises,” she 
said. “You have no idea what you’re going to end up needing 
your brain to do for you. It’s interesting, because I’m doing 
something I never thought in a million years I would be doing for 
a living. In fact, science didn’t come easily to me in high school. I 
thought I should follow my natural strengths, but I think I would 
tell students not to assume that you know what you’ll end up 
doing. Reserve is full of overachievers, and I think most of us 
naturally want to gravitate toward our strengths and play it a 
little safer. But it’s been kind of cool to realize that it’s possible to 
find a path outside what you think you’re good at, and that we 
can forge ahead and make a difference if we have to.”

A conversation with Vallabh about her work includes profuse 
and heartfelt appreciation for the support she has received 
from her family, friends, mentors and colleagues. She made 
special mention of her father, who after initial concerns about 
taking on such an overwhelming challenge, has provided 
encouragement without pause.

When asked what her mother’s reaction might have been 
had she known her daughter’s future, there was laughter in 
Vallabh’s voice.

“I certainly think she would have been proud of my degree from 
Harvard!” she said. “But yes, I think if she could have known, 
then she would have been very proud.”
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On Sunday, May 26, 2019, Western Reserve Academy’s Class 
of 2019 received their diplomas and took their offi  cial 
steps forward, now members of Reserve’s proud and 

accomplished alumni community.

Standing in for Commencement Speaker and former Head of 
School Christopher D. Burner ‘80 was Director of Athletics and 
Afternoon Programs Herb Haller ‘85. Haller took the podium to 
read Burner’s speech, which gave Burner the opportunity to say 
a poignant and heartfelt farewell to the Class of 2019.

“You are ready,” he said in the speech. “I urge you to embrace 
the lifelong learning that will and must occur throughout your 
education and life beyond WRA. The best we can do for you 
right now is to spark your curiosity and establish these skills for 
continuous learning and the inevitable innovation that will occur 
throughout your life and career.”

During the celebration, Co-Presidents of the Board of Trustees, 
Timothy R. Warner ‘69 and Andrew R. Midler ‘79, awarded 
Associate Head of School Kate Mueller with an honorary 
diploma, welcoming her as a member of the Class of 2019. The 
110 graduates of the Class of 2019 will matriculate to four-year 
colleges and universities at exceptional academic institutions 
such as University of Cambridge, University of Chicago, Duke 
University, The University of Pennsylvania, Northwestern 
University, New York University and many more.

Burner’s speech was closed by echoing the phrase coined by 
seniors in their senior speeches, which are delivered at Morning 
Meetings over the course of the school year:

“This I believe: You are ready for remarkable opportunities and 
challenges ahead of you. I know it.”

WESTERN RESERVE ACADEMY CLASS OF 2019

Commencement
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“This I believe: You are 
ready for remarkable 

opportunities and 
challenges ahead of you.  

I know it.”
Christopher D. Burner ‘80
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Reunion Weekend 
2019
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Head of School Christopher D. Burner ‘80 presented this 
year’s Morley Medal to Dr. Leslee L. Subak ‘79. Accepting 
on Leslee’s behalf and pictured is Morley Medal Committee 
Member WRA Trustee Dr. Anthony Wynshaw-Boris ‘73.

Head of School Christopher D. Burner ‘80 
presented this year’s Waring Prize to  
Dr. Joseph Wood ‘64.

Board of Trustees Co-President Timothy 
R. Warner ‘69 presented the Alumni 
Association Award to his classmate Thomas 
Seligson ‘69.

Jack Timmis ’49  
and his wife, Carol 
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50TH REUNION | CLASS OF 1969

Reunion Weekend 2019 

FRONT ROW: John Saalfield, Rick Hays, Spence Burton, Tom Seligson, George Brooks 

SECOND ROW: Tim Warner, Joel Hutchinson, Bob McCulloch, Cliff Maze, Bob Emmerich 

THIRD ROW: Charley Wayne, George Rosic, Mark Welshimer, Mike Rakowsky, Jeff Sherman 

FOURTH ROW: Ham Amer, Terry Keith, Don Flower, Mark Wiedenmann, Hank Holtkamp 

FIFTH ROW: Marty Hoke, John Seiberling, Roger Newberry 

BACK ROW: Bruce Conger
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1954

FRONT ROW: John Saalfi eld, Rick Hays, Spence Burton, Tom Seligson, George Brooks 

SECOND ROW: Tim Warner, Joel Hutchinson, Bob McCulloch, Cliff  Maze, Bob Emmerich 

THIRD ROW: Charley Wayne, George Rosic, Mark Welshimer, Mike Rakowsky, Jeff  Sherman 

FOURTH ROW: Ham Amer, Terry Keith, Don Flower, Mark Wiedenmann, Hank Holtkamp 

FIFTH ROW: Marty Hoke, John Seiberling, Roger Newberry 

BACK ROW: Bruce Conger

1959
Stan Cole, Ritchie Thomas, Mike Donaldson FRONT ROW: John Gier, Stephen Chang, Norm Wulff , Ernie 

Hedler, Dave Snyder MIDDLE ROW: Bill Walker, Herb Wainer, Jim 
Irwin, Jim Moodey, Andy Brooker BACK ROW: Norm Shaw, Rich 
Hood, Bill Spohn, Bill Shilts, Stu Snodgrass, Jeff  Jones 

FRONT ROW: Cody Campbell, Rich Weston, Steve Simons, Don 
Husat, Dick Topping. BACK ROW: Rick Herrick, Tom Jones, Tom 
Eaton, Bob Keener, Pete Howard, Ace Hoyt, Jeff  Lucas, Jeff  Minns

1964 1974
FRONT ROW: Fred Zonzius, Carl Esterhay, Earl Childs, John 
Missing, Mike Walker, Bob Sleutz, Joe Fisher BACK ROW: Banks 
Poor, Jim Chambers, John Staff ord, Ty York, Paul Cobb, Davis 
Cable TOP ROW (MIDDLE): Rich Grant NOT PICTURED: Amy Cull 
Willey, Buck Stevens

REUNION CLASSES
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1979 1984

1989 1994

FRONT ROW: Ronel Enrique, Geoff  Nauff ts, Lynn Ogden Weary, 
Midge Karam, Marc Michel, Hayes Gladstone, Fred Kraus BACK 
ROW: Charlie Tercek, Keith Reuther, Andrew Midler, Rick Laub, 
Charlie Tramel, Clay Warnick, Joe Eppy

FRONT ROW: Simon Demian, Emily Leonard Kite, Dana Schwarzkopf, 
Gail Roemer Montenegro, Jennie Campbell Peterson SECOND ROW: 
Anne Campbell Goodman, Kim Hasbrouck Barsella, Kristin MacLaren 
Abbott, Christine Walker Borrmann, Jackie Frost, George Evans THIRD 
ROW: Bill Baker, Mike Johnson, Mike Korcuska, Paul Jacques, Rob 
Murray, Mary Cox Barclay, Kristen Lepke Mayer BACK ROW: Paul 
Bierbusse, Bill Starn, Curtis Mays, Brad Newpoff , Sam Long, Chris Carr

FRONT ROW: Ted Woo, Anna Katharina Baulmann, Katie Beller, Ilse 
Schwarzkopf Rolf, Courtney Farr Cassidy BACK ROW: Dana Pawlicki, 
Kelly Raymond Burdsall, Deb Else, Judy Snyder, Chris Sacher

FRONT ROW: Robyn Shaheen Kosco, Dorisalaan Bert, Carey Martin 
Baucher, Alicia Tschantz Snyder, Kerry Kirk, Molly Dunne, Anita 
Patibandla, Michael Kutnik, Liza Blackman MIDDLE ROW: Leigh 
Weiss Johnson, Preble Giltz Girard, Bill Keith, Dana Szalontai, Abbey 
Swegan Baker, Scott MacCallum, Rob Marias, Charlie Gaetjens, Jason 
Wortendyke, Dave Camma, Toby Elmore BACK ROW: Clint Burke, 
Moe Nwankwo, Adam Cornett, Dave Vanik

Reunion Weekend 2019

REUNION CLASSES
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20142009

20041999
FRONT ROW: Amy Haller Salim, Erin Dickinson, Rachel Rubin, 
Vanessa Estonina Yeutter, Laurie Purse White, Hilary Thompson, 
Sara Pavlovich Liva, Hallie Godshall Ritzman MIDDLE ROW:
Megan Harris Lin, Brooke Bourn Mitchell, Justin Wortendyke, 
Tom Schlobohm, Cecily Woods Mullins BACK ROW: Jon Wanders, 
Michael VanBuren, Greg Tomasko, Pat Hoopes, JC Reindl, Sanjay 
Mavinkurve, Faisal Khan, David Haile 

FRONT ROW: Alexxa Gotthardt, Aliya Maseelall, Ranya Ghumrari 
MIDDLE ROW: Lauren Molten Horst, Jasmine Jackson, Kelly 
North, Mandy Dearborn BACK ROW: Phil Hardy, Rob Becker, 
Derek McKechnie, Dan Galea, Trevor Marticke

FRONT ROW: Kelly Muffl  ey, Liz Olsen, Taryn Murray, Sarah Fallon, 
Elizabeth Sankey, Clare Manoli MIDDLE ROW: Jake Thompson, 
Maggie O’Connor, Ashley Isaac, Amanda Shaw, Grace Voges, Kelsey 
Closen BACK ROW: Pete Anderson, Brayden Gerrie, Nate Stifl er, 
Matt Shaw, Noel Aker, Ethan O’Connor, Garren Gotthardt, John 
Grace 

FRONT ROW: Abby Hermosilla, Diane Ogede, Imani Brooks, Tricia 
Cunningham, Annie Carter, Selena Walsh, Hyun Min, Spencer 
Chlebina, Alex Campana, Jabril Smith. MIDDLE ROW: Emma Presley, 
Chloe Cusimano, Ashleigh Groves, Halle Sovich, Taylor Chlebina, Faith 
DeBolt, Joey Durr, Bruce Johnson. BACK ROW: Charlie Pearlman, 
Carlos Lizarraga, Jack McKenzie, Alec Rhodes, Nate Lund, Alex 
Wheaton, Michael Curtin, Ricky Mayer, Miles Van Blarcum, Robbie 
Markwell, Alex Fellows, Griffi  n Trau, Mitch Pollock, Robbie Murray, 
Samir Kuri, Rob Head.

REUNION CLASSES
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W RA Alumni Association Board (AAB) President 
Kristin Samuel Kuhn ’98 is interested in building 
and enhancing friendships. This guided her during 

her fi rst year as President of the AAB, a year full of exciting 
initiatives and renewed passion for alumni engagement. 

When Kuhn considers the expansive network of the school’s 
diverse, bright and growing alumni family, she sees opportunity 
to enrich their love and loyalty for the school, and this year she 
set out to do just that. Kuhn and her AAB executive leadership 
team — Co-Vice President Mike VanBuren ’99, Co-Vice President 
Dr. Priya Maseelall ’92 and Secretary Chris Wortendyke ’97 
— collaborated with the Admission Offi  ce for support with 
enrollment and yield, established new alumni outreach and saw 
the start of the school’s new online networking site, Alumnifi re, 
and more.

This spring, we sat down with Kuhn to unpack her fi rst year as 
President of the AAB and learn more about what’s to come.

What is the mission of the Alumni Association 
Board?
You know, a lot of times we joke around and say that we’re in 
the business of building friendships — not necessarily building 
funds — and I think we’re very much driven by this. Our 
role is to help maintain the alumni base’s connection to the 
WRA community and support the school’s eff orts to achieve 
this. Whether that’s accomplished through planned events, 
increased communication, or new relationships, we're always 
looking for ways to stay connected.

This year, the AAB became more involved with the 
Admission Offi  ce. How did this come about?
Mike VanBuren, Priya Maseelall, Chris Wortendyke and I 
make up the executive leadership group, and this past fall, we 
essentially grouped up into four subcommittees, with members 
of the AAB in each group. It will give us a little bit more purpose 
and vision over the next few years, and we have a better idea of 
where the AAB will go and what we can accomplish.

The fi rst subcommittee is focused on working with the 
Admission Offi  ce and supporting enrollment and yield. We’re 
looking for alumni that are interested in hosting admission 
events in their area, or alumni who want to send wonderful 

prospective families in the path of the school.

Additionally, we’re seeking those alumni families who have 
gone through the admission process. This year we had 
members of the AAB actually reach out to these prospective 
families who were in the process of applying, and also reach 
out once students were accepted.

I personally made some of those calls, and the people who I 
reached were thrilled to hear from someone with such a close 
connection to the school. They had already spoken with faculty, 
coaches and current students, so to be able to talk to alumni 
was pretty special. And it was great for me to be able to talk to 
a couple of students, especially the ones from Hudson. I said I 
had a very similar background to them, because I also came in 
as a new ninth grader from Hudson. It was really fun to make 
those connections right off  the bat. 

There are three other subcommittees. What are 
their focuses?
One of the subcommittees specifi cally helps to coordinate local 
and regional events. Chris is overseeing the local events, such 
as the one at Kent State, and Mike is organizing ones in Denver, 
Atlanta, Pittsburgh and Boston. Essentially, we wanted to have 
one weekend where everyone is connecting, something that 
builds up a lot of buzz and energy and excitement. Our timing 
just happened to fi t in well with the ice hockey schedule so, 
for example, we put together an alumni hockey event. Last 
year was the fi rst year, and this year we had a huge increase 
in attendees, and it was so much fun. I think we all see a lot of 
opportunities to put on more events like this, such as a baseball 
game in the summertime. 

There’s a separate subcommittee that helps organize the 
Scholarship Golf Classic, which is held during Reunion 
Weekend. Proceeds from the events go to a scholarship for a 
rising senior, so that’s an eff ort that’s really important to us — 
and it’s a lot of fun!

Finally, we have general outreach, which includes connecting 
alumni to current students. We worked with Lydia Peercy ’19 to 
organize a networking event this year, which hosted the senior 
class, local alumni and the Alumni Association Board’s executive 
committee. This was incredibly successful, and we plan to host 
the event next year as well! One of the other things we’d like 

New Leadership and New Initiatives: 
Alumni Association Board President works to strengthen 
the love between alum and alma mater
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to do more is help with move-in and move-out days. 
Priya is overseeing this, and it’s been fun to add more 
chances for alumni to engage directly with the students. 
We’re hoping to do more of this.

From your perspective as AAB President, 
what are you looking forward to upon our 
new Head of School’s arrival?
I love that there’s this natural buzz about her. So 
many of our alumni members want to meet her, both 
because they’re excited to meet our first female Head of 
School but also because we can all see that she brings 
an energy that I think everybody’s eager to experience. 
What’s particularly exciting for me is that I don’t think 
we’re going to have to persuade her to join us at these 
events. I get the feeling she’ll really want to be there and 
is looking forward to meeting us, too. 

This year, WRA joined the Alumnifire 
network, a networking website specifically 
for the Reserve community. What are your 
thoughts on this website and what it offers 
alums?
I certainly think that Alumnifire is a great resource 
for current students. It gives them the opportunity to 
engage directly with WRA alums in meaningful ways. I 
also think that it’s been a huge success for our alumni 
community alone. Being able to reach out to all alumni 
and create networking opportunities has always been 
a big goal of ours. We’ve wondered how we could 
implement this and how to do it right and well, and 
Alumnifire really creates a great avenue for this. I have 
a friend who says, “Every job I’ve ever had is thanks to 
Reserve or a Reserve connection.” I think that’s pretty 
powerful. Now students will have better access to these 
opportunities, and I think that’s great. 

How would you describe your leadership 
style?
I’ve been able to observe the AAB as a board member 
for years, and having Rob Marias ’94 as our previous 
President was definitely inspiring. He has such passion 
for the school, and I wanted to make sure that our 
board didn’t lose that. I also wanted to make sure that 
we, as a board, were accomplishing something, had 
a united vision and were seen as a vital part of the 
Reserve community. It’s been a really great year, and I 
think we’re all looking forward to what’s ahead.  

If you’re interested in getting involved with the Alumni 
Association Board or have any questions, please contact 
Kristin at k.s.kuhn@gmail.com or reach out to her via 
Alumnifire at wra.alumnifire.com. 
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1943
No Class Correspondent
Bob Fornshell reports: “At this age, exciting happenings are 
rare. However, the youngest grandchild is graduating from 
Bucknell University in May and his sister from the William & 
Mary Law School a week later. The other three grands are all 
working in New York City, one with a major role in a hedge 
fund, one with IBM and one with Dow Jones. Barbara and I 
continue to bumble along, basically in good health. I am long 
retired from orthopedic surgery. I extend my best wishes to 
remaining classmates of 1943.”

1949
No Class Correspondent
John Nicholson writes: “I arrived in this great country at the 
end of World War II at the age of 15. My first four years were 
spent attending Western Reserve Academy, where I absorbed 
the culture and history of my new homeland. It was evident 
to me how blessed I was for having the opportunity to live in 
my new surroundings. Quickly I absorbed the philosophy ‘For 
those that much is given, much will be required.’ It was my 
honor and privilege to serve 44 years with the United States 
Navy. In small measure, this service allowed my four children, 
nine grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren an opportunity 
to enjoy the ‘American Dream.’ Thank you, Western Reserve 
Academy, thank you.”

1950 70th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Dr. P. King MacBride |  
pkmacb@gmail.com
Lynn and Bill Bliss are both happy and well. Bill stays busy 
as Treasurer of his church and with heavy involvement in his 
favorite charity, which feeds and helps the poor and homeless 
folks in his community. More than 400 volunteers and 
supporters provide the help. Bill plays golf from the senior tees 
and can shoot his age. He shares that Lynn is beginning to take 
up the game. 

Jim Bonebrake reports that his hectic schedule (classes, 
exercise workouts, meetings) is unchanged and so is his ornery 
disposition (his words). 

Marianne and Jim Cameron enjoy the fact that their three girls 

Class Notes were collected in the spring of 2019.

Class Notes
now all live nearby in Florida. They are living in an active-adult 
gated community of more than 2,000 homes and enjoy more 
activities than they can handle, especially bridge. Jim’s advice 
for reaching a 69th anniversary: “Don’t divorce and don’t die.” 

Dorn Cobbledick must have read my whole note where I [King 
MacBride] invited guys to at least make their mark so I know 
they are still alive. He did, with an X.

Eric and Paula Gillett, psychiatrist and history professor 
respectively, are enjoying their retirement, especially by 
attending musical events in their area in California. Eric 
mentioned his regret that he had not attended any reunions, 
so I told him he could correct that in June 2020. Color it No. 70.

At Christmastime, I learned that Phil Kennedy was coping with 
some health issues. These included a move to the memory unit 
where he was living and a couple of falls that resulted in broken 
bones. He was working with a physical trainer and is walking 
more now, reads the bridge column and still has his sense of 
humor. He gives everyone a smile and a thumbs up.

Sharon and I [King MacBride] continue to lead life in the fast 
lane with numerous volunteer activities. Last May we left for 
another trip to Istanbul to attend our grandson’s graduation. 
Then followed a cruise from Barcelona to Rome with Sharon’s 
sister and her husband. We discovered that it is getting more 
difficult now to enjoy extended travels, however exciting the 
itinerary. It certainly makes one appreciate home sweet home. 
I hope you all enjoyed the photo of our Interim 68th Reunion in 
June 2018.

Stu Parry and Marilyn Henderson report enjoying time with 
Rachel and Phil Thornton and Rachel’s sister Wendy when they 
were all together in Palm Springs, California. Stu was looking 
forward to lunch with Mitch Barnes, who reports that he is 
doing well. Stu plans to attend the WRA graduation on May 26 
when the 12th or 13th Parry (Calvin Wiggam ‘19, Stu’s sister’s 
grandson) graduates from Reserve.

Rachel and Phil Thornton have survived their first winter 
as residents of Petoskey, Michigan. They did, however, 
occasionally enjoy some time in warmer places during 
the winter. Now they only have to drive 13 miles between 
Petoskey and the cottage at Walloon Lake instead of their 
previous commute of 1,100 miles. They now have five great-
grandchildren and 11 grandchildren. Phil urges all to begin 
planning to attend our 70th Reunion by putting it on your 
calendars now. That would make it June 5-7, 2020. 

Save the Date
5s & 0s!
Reunion – June 5–7, 2020

WRA would like to wish beloved 
former faculty member Velia Pryce a 
happy 89th birthday! On behalf of the 
Pryce family, all are invited to send 
their well wishes to her at: 

Velia Pryce  
C/O Cecily Maguire 
333 Central Park West #93 
New York, NY 10025
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Pat and Peter Van Pelt proudly announce they now have four 
great-grandchildren.

Martha and Tim Wagner report that they are grateful to 
have family close by. Tim is stable in his memory loss and is 
attempting watercolor painting. They visit with Bob Hill in 
Hudson about once a month for lunch. Bob has sold his car and 
replaced it with a three-wheeled electric scooter — black with 
red headlights. Look out, residents of Laurel Lake.

1951
Class Correspondents: Mr. Robert E. C. Little ‘51 | 
bob2Alice@aol.com and Mr. A. Lee Zuker ‘51 |  
leez33@msn.com
Class Correspondent Bob Little reports: “I have received notes 
from overly active class members highlighting the following: 

“Lu and Bill Fall should watch out! Bill Burleigh has a fourth 
grandchild in the hangar. He and Martha keep active repairing 
and updating a 100-year-old homestead. 

“Alice and I took a trip to Bora Bora and snorkeled with the 
sharks and stingrays. Bora Bora is a LONG airplane ride. Alice 
remains active playing pickleball while I have given up my 
“when in doubt, call them out” tennis. 

“While we’re on tennis, George Limbach is playing four to five 
times a week, and Ann also participates in games. They have 
moved to a senior living facility which offers lots of activities 
that are not reported to Facebook.

“Karl Ruether reports with no modesty that he is a celebrity 
due to his participation in the Piercing CrossFit and five other 
competition events. Somehow, these participations got 
on Facebook — with over 5 million hits! Surprise! This has 
increased his ego. Karl also noted that he put down his loin 
cloth as he and Gayle enjoyed a great Southern Caribbean 
cruise with Marlene and Lee Zuker. Karl and Gayle also are 
looking forward to a ‘bucket list’ trip to the Panama Canal in 
February 2020. 

“Dick Van Pelt noted that his wife, Caroline, is comfortable in a 
local accommodation and that he has moved into an apartment 
in Boulder. I am guessing he is still active since the last time I 
talked with him, he was digging holes for fence posts. 

“Finally, I am sorry to read about Dale Davis’ death. Dale for the 
first time joined us for our 65th Class Reunion in 2016.”

1952
Class Correspondent: Mr. George Michael Woloch ‘52 | 
epitome3@yahoo.ca
Class Correspondent George Woloch reports: “I was 
glad to hear from King Warburton, Andre Clewell and 
Jim Gramentine. I greatly appreciate the help of my 
correspondents. 

“Jim is going through his books as he prepares to move to a 
retirement community next year. 

“Andre writes from China that he is advising the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences as they develop guidelines for managing 
the new Giant Panda National Park. Back home, he has been 
lecturing in Washington, D.C., Detroit and elsewhere on the 
nexus between science and spirituality. 

“Last fall, King, who lives in New Hampshire, went to the 
Seychelles, Mauritius and Réunion for culture, scenery, wildlife 
and snorkeling. In February, he went to Bangladesh and 
Myanmar, and he just got back from a snorkeling/cultural visit 
to the Caroline Islands in Micronesia. His youngest daughter, 
Alexa, married in July 2018 and is in veterinary practice in 
nearby Massachusetts. I am quite impressed by my classmates’ 
travels, as I am pretty much limited to a 50-mile radius of 
Montreal now.

“A bit of sad news is that James Edgar Taylor died in 
Burlington, North Carolina, on November 20. Jim grew up in 
Shaker Heights and was my junior year roommate at Reserve. 
He was my classmate at Yale and went on to earn an MBA at 
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He rose 
to First Lieutenant in the U.S. Army, and then he began a career 
in accounting with Ernst & Ernst. He later owned and managed 
Discharge Machining in Euclid. He is survived by his wife of 
52 years, Theresa (Teri) Marie Evereth; three children, Britt 
Evereth, Priscilla Gregory and Blackwell Oliver James; and eight 
grandchildren. Jim enjoyed sailing boats on Lake Erie, skiing, 
reading and doing crossword puzzles.”

1953
Class Correspondent: Mr. Edward S. Benhoff ‘53 | 
edbtrade@aol.com
Class Correspondent Ed Benhoff begins: “I would like to first 
take a moment to remember Dave Jones, who passed away in 
March after fighting a valiant battle for several years.” 

In his note, Ed reports that he tries to stay out of trouble, spent 
three months of winter in Florida and headed home to see 
five great-grandkids and their respective families. He swung a 
golf club a couple of times but has not played as his shoulder 
doesn’t enjoy it anymore. With classmates thinning out, he is 
just hoping the rest can make it to 2023.

Ben Bole and his wife, Sandy, spent two and a half weeks in 
Tasmania, Australia, in the last year. Ben reports it was great 
but a very long ride to get there. They will be going to Columbia 
in August on a Rotary project to improve water conditions.

Harry Bower reports that, while not running anymore, he 
is happy, hale and healthy. He was not doing much when 
contacted other than watching March Madness.

Rev. Bob Craft’s wife, Carol, wrote that Bob had a hip 
replacement in March of 2018 and then a small stroke. In 
September, he got pneumonia and spent time in ICU. On to 
2019, which so far has involved congestive heart failure on  
Feb. 4; a stent installed on Feb. 11; a new aortic valve on  
Feb. 12; and a pacemaker installed on Feb. 19, followed by 
a small stroke. That’s quite a February, but he is now home, 
recuperating by watching soccer matches as of March 20.
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Don Gleichauf reports only on relatives: three kids, eight 
grandchildren and four great-grandkids. Otherwise, we assume 
he is well.

Dave Johnson says he is still ministering to a small 
congregation in Rhode Island, working with sanctuary people 
seeking asylum, and attending protests. He is writing his 
autobiography after printing his book, A Pilgrimage in Song, 
which is available on Amazon Press. After all of that, Dave says 
he may clean the garage. He also has nine grandchildren.

Steve Marks says all is reasonably good, but he still uses a cane 
due to some unsteadiness from cancer surgery. He and Anne 
both work, with him doing some commercial real estate. They 
have one grandchild and are hoping for more. They moved 
from a big house into a condo in hopes of fewer chances for 
falls and much less to care for. [Ed Benhoff: Who hasn’t done 
that?]

Link Morris sold the home inland and moved to a condo 
overlooking Lake Erie, where they enjoy the change of view 
every day, plus the lighter load of upkeep. They are headed 
for a family trip to Alaska in July with their daughter and 
granddaughter.

1954
No Class Correspondent
E. Bruce Brooks reports that Jesus and After, his 2017 critical 
study of the early Christian texts, which shows the Jesus 
movement as it was when it was still close to its Jewish parent, 
is now in its fifth printing. A dialogue between readers and 
author is available at bit.ly/2HlRJ55. The Analects of Confucius, an 
earlier study by Bruce and his wife, Taeko, (Columbia 1998) is 
currently being translated into Korean and Chinese. Their next 
book, due out later this year, is a study of the Tao Te Ching, the 
most important of the Taoist texts. People think it contains the 
sayings of one Laudz, or “The Old Master.” Brooks writes: “That 
is not quite correct. There were actually three authors, and the 
relations between them are surprisingly full of human interest. 
Stay tuned.”

1955 65th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mr. Richard T. Thompson ‘55 | 
rttcatawba@yahoo.com
Rudy Albert writes: “Sixty-five years ago was a long time ago. 
Time flies when you are having fun.” Rudy is starting to fall 
apart health wise. He is hard of hearing, and his recent memory 
is not very good. [Dick Thompson: You meet a lot of new 
people that way, Rudy.] He is also bothered with neuropathy of 
the hands and feet. As always, Rudy invites one and all to stop 
by if they are passing through Roanoke for some sipping of his 
single malt. Good stuff!

Paul Beale still hangs out at his abode in Spokane, Washington. 
Paul’s eyesight is diminished so he moves rather slowly, but he 
still visits his kids and wets a line on occasion.

Bob Bohan and Ann still like to travel and did so several 
times this past year. They live in Denver. Bob is taking one of 
his daughters to Washington and Lee University for his 60th 
anniversary, and then next year he will bring the other daughter 
to Hudson for our 65th Reunion. It seems like a long time ago.

Randy Collins keeps doing his thing out at the ranch. Cows 
keep eating grass, the oil keeps flowing, and a recent geological 
find keeps him excited about old bones. He plans to attend the 
65th Reunion.

Charlotte and Mike Collister are still moving around. They 
went to Croatia last July and ended up in Slovenia at Lake Bled. 
This winter was spent at the casa in Arizona. When they get 
back to Columbus, they will then head to Providence for the 
scenery, wine, cheese and bread, and then in June they head to 
Houston for a granddaughter’s graduation. Not too much golf 
these days.

Brian Crafts has let age creep up on him, so he moves carefully 
these days. The farm is still there, but the alpaca herd is getting 
smaller.

It was with sadness that we learned that Roger Davidson’s 
wife, Louisa, passed away last June. Roger is living in a memory 
care facility in the Fredericksburg area.

Nick Derrough reports from Washington that he is still working 
for Aerojet Rocketdyne. He must have found the fountain of 
youth out there. His youngest son recently graduated from 
college and lives nearby in Bellevue, Washington. Other than 
that, all is cool at the Derrough house, and Nick plans to attend 
our 65th.

Bob Dixon and Debbie still reside in Bath, Maine, where the 
living is easy. Bob still works, but not very hard. Another 10 
years or so, and Bob may consider retirement.

John Eberly writes that nothing new has happened to them, 
and they hope it stays that way. [Dick Thompson: I guess 
they are just treading water out there in Signal Mountain, 
Tennessee.]

Jack Edwards reports it is the same old, same old with trips to 
their various abodes, seeing the kids and doing a bit of sailing. 
We hope to see them at our 65th.

Ross Farrar and Noreen still live in Brookline, Massachusetts, 
where they are retired. This leaves enough time to see the 11 
grandkids. Life is good for the Farrars.

Andy Ford is still on the left coast trying to enjoy life in the 80s. 
He runs a bit, and he and Kathy still sail a bit. The kids still take 
up a good part of their lives.

Jerry Gapp is lying low in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, where he 
is close to his kids. Jerry used to be on the faculty of Elmira 
College, but now he just kicks back and enjoys life.

Tom Green and Gretchen write from the “home” that they are 
still on the move with six weeks in Acapulco, a trip to Paris, and 
then down the Seine to the Normandy beaches for the 75th 
anniversary of D-Day. Golf is still part of the program.
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John Gresham did not have too much to offer this year. Golf 
still beckons, but his golf group has dwindled, and his outings 
are less frequent. Other than that, all seems to be under 
control.

Harley Haines writes that he is still truckin’, but at a reduced 
pace. No awards this past year to speak of and nowhere to put 
them anyway since his trophy room is filled up. His health is 
on the decline, so he only works five days a week with reduced 
hours. He says there’s still time to get a checkup on your liver 
spots, if you have a problem. Harley and Nancy have kids and 
grandkids living in Colorado, so they get out there on occasion. 
Harley sends his best to all.

Don Heiber aka the “tooth doc” still lives at Sun City Peachtree 
in Griffin, Georgia. Don retired from dentistry some years 
ago and now spends his days refining his golf game. [Dick 
Thompson: You’ll recognize Don. He drives the little red cart.]

Tim Kahrl and Susan are now retired after 49 years of teaching, 
and Tim is trying to get used to his new role. Travel, kids and 
grandchildren keep them young, which is good.

Bob Karol did not report in. [Dick Thompson: We’ll catch him 
next year.]

John Kominis and Carol reside in Holly Lake Ranch, Texas, and 
are ardent Ted Cruz supporters. Life has slowed down for John 
and Carol, but they still get around and hope to be at our 65th 
Reunion.

Ed Kranzfelder and Marge still live on the ranch in San Juan 
Bautista, California, with their array of animals, including their 
parrot Archie. Life is good on the ranch.

Rollo LaFrance reports 
that he visited Harvey Weil 
recently and had a good 
time. [Dick Thompson: Rolly 
regularly emails pictures to me 
which are very interesting. A 
lifelong habit, I guess.]

Steve Lange and Mardie are in 
good health and still enjoying 
life. Steve is now fully retired. 
He spends most of his time 
walking the dog around the 
ranch, checking out what is 
what and who is doing it. They 
took a Rhine cruise last year 
but are now just hanging out.

Mike Lusignan and Louise 
are enjoying their new lifestyle at Collington-Kendal Continuing 
Retirement Community in Mitchellville, Maryland. Mike won the 
ping pong tournament, and Louise continues her interest in 
gardening. [Dick Thompson: Keep on trucking.]

Allen MacLaren writes that he and Devonne are hanging in 
there in the San Jose area on the left coast. Devonne broke her 
wrist over two years ago and is just getting back to normal. 
They have a granddaughter Fiona who recently graduated from 

the University of Chicago and now works in the Chicago area. 
Her sister, Katie, is at Stanford. Having enough of California, 
Mac and Devonne are considering a move to Nevada, not too 
far from one of their kids. Mac is driving a 2004 Toyota and has 
about 250,000 miles on it. They are looking forward to our 65th 
Reunion in 2020.

Bain Malone and Inky had a nice winter in Coronado, California, 
and just got back to good old Akron. All else is under control.

Bill McLain says that 11 grandchildren from ages 2 to 24 keep 
him and Lura on the move. Bill also takes daily walks, has coffee 
with his ROMEO gang and still gets in a bit of travel with Lura.

Phil Miller reports that a book he wrote on children, Milo 
Meander, is just being published. A website for the book is in the 
making, and the book will soon be listed on Amazon.

Ralph Minor and Judy live in Norfolk, Virginia, where they are 
both retired and enjoying the good life. They travel to see the 
kids, the grandkids and other points of interest. They get over 
to see the Alberts on occasion and report that Rudy’s single 
malt Scotch ain’t bad.

Dennis Moonan and Elke still live in Johnstown, Rhode Island, 
where they still run a general practice medical center, putt 
around on their motor sailor, and trip the light fantastic with 
ballroom dancing.

Jim Morris reports that there is nothing new to add from last 
year’s report. [Dick Thompson: There wasn’t much in last year’s 
report. They must also be treading water in good old Asheville.]

Rich Paul writes from Naples and Boston that all is well with 
him and Marilyn. Rich still plays both tennis and golf. Marilyn 
is into tennis and mahjong. Grandchildren are busy getting 
educations at Duke. They travel a bit to Pasadena, Chicago and 
Watch Hill, Rhode Island. In June, they will go to Hanover for the 
60th Reunion at Dartmouth. Hopefully 2020 will bring them to 
Hudson for our 65th.

Charlie Pinkerton and Sue are still going strong in Richmond 
and report that life is good. Ever involved, Charlie is now 
president of the local AARP chapter and keeps the folks 
updated on how to live their lives. He and Sue also won the 
mixed pickleball tournament at their local club. Their kids are 
close, which is good.

Jim Robertson did not report too much. Evidently, Berit put 
her foot down on Jim’s arbitrating and mediating. Health is still 
good.

Dave Rogers writes to send his best to all ships at sea. Dave’s 
ship is starting to take on a bit of water.

Marty Silbiger and Ruth are still enjoying the warm climes in 
Tampa. Marty still dabbles in golf, biking and medicine, and 
enjoys the company of a group of old “ROMEOS” once a week. 
Age 81 is good to Marty.

Hutch Stevens wonders how we can have a 65th Reunion 
upcoming when he is only 39. [Dick Thompson: Good try, 
Hutch.]

Rollo LaFrance ’55 admires 
Harvey Weil’s ’55 1961 Corvette 
at a fun WRA reunion this year. 
(Unfortunately, wet weather 
didn’t permit a cruise around the 
block.)
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Judy and I [Dick Thompson] continue to hang our hats (Make 
America Great Again) at Catawba Island on Lake Erie. Health is 
pretty good, weight is up a bit, and golf continues to be a chase 
to shoot my age. No luck yet. So far the 80s have not been too 
bad. It’s the 90s I’m starting to worry about. I’m looking forward 
to seeing everybody at our 65th.

Maurice Tomlinson did not report in again, so we’ll just report 
that he is still hanging out in Penfield, New York.

Harvey Weil said that he and Rollo had a fun reunion at the 
Weil manse recently. They relived old times and tales and 
tossed down a few. Harvey took Rollo out to the garage to view 
the ‘61 Corvette, but wet weather didn’t permit a cruise around 
the block. Harvey and Rollo were roommates at both WRA and 
Penn State.

Paul Wiedenmann and Jan stay busy traveling between 
Treasure Valley, Idaho, and Laguna Woods, California. There’s 
nothing too exciting happening, which suits Paul just fine.

Please take a moment to say a prayer or have a thought about 
our ‘55 brothers who are now pushing up the daisies. They left 
us too soon.

Ray Britt
George Darmstatter
Reese Dill
Richard Graham
David Klingener
Frank Macioge

Grant Mason
Thornton Murphy
Ernie Polack
Jim Seiberling
Duff Smith
Ed Sprankle

John Tangeman
John Tidyman
George Timmis
Tom Warm
Dinsmore Warner

1956
Class Correspondent: Mr. Alan Wulff ‘56 |  
alanwulff@optonline.net
Harlan Crider wrote to say: “My wife and I decided to move to 
Oregon to be near our grandkids (and their mom). Of course, 
they are adorable! We came to visit two years ago and loved 
Oregon so much that we bought a sweet house that sits on a 
hill overlooking the Columbia River. We live near Hood River, 
about an hour from Portland. People here are very friendly, and 
the scenery is spectacular. No more East Coast for us. I am still 
working. As my wife says, I will be working until I drop! It’s hard 
to believe that I am 81, and I’m still going strong. Best to you 
and everyone.” [Alan Wulff: Harlan, it sounds like you are in a 
wonderful place — in all respects!]

Jack Fowler checked in from Boston with this news: “When I 
got the note, my first reaction was that I did not have anything 
to report. However, upon further reflection, I can report that I 
just returned from a four-day golf trip to Arizona, and I am still 
teaching a graduate seminar on research methods. I also am 
still involved in research that I think is of value, albeit I do less of 
that than I used to. Both my wife, Judy, and I are pretty healthy, 
all things considered. So, I think I can say we are very fortunate 
and that life is good.”

Ted Hayes brings us up to date from Virginia: “My news is 
that my hernia operation was six weeks ago, and I am fully 
recovered. I am recording some of the 30 songs I’ve written 

that are still unrecorded. They were written for personal 
pleasure, but now that I’m 81, I have to ‘git ‘er done’ while I can. 
A recording studio and ace piano player are donating their 
services to this poor church mouse. I’m still living in the small 
Virginia town where I was a reporter for the weekly paper for 
a dozen years — and 1.4 million words. It adds up when you 
write 2,500 words a week. I know everyone in this town and vice 
versa, which is a real blessing. I had lunch with Bob McCuskey, 
my old roomie, last December in Alexandria. He was in D.C. 
for a conference. Bob still has a real agenda. My very best 
to you and to everyone.” Ted’s websites are as follows: Pop: 
swingtunesmusic.com. In praise of England: hyperionsongs.
com. In praise of the U.S.A. (listener discretion advised): 
tatteredoldflag.com.

Bob McCuskey has had an interesting year as his notes 
reveal: “Last July, I traveled to Galway, Ireland, to serve as an 
external examiner for a PhD thesis defense in physiology. 
It was presented by a student of a longtime colleague and 
friend at the National University of Ireland Galway. On a free 
day after the exam, I took a trip to the Aran Islands in Galway 
Bay, which was fascinating. It was wonderful to see old friends 
and colleagues. In addition, it was delightful to see some of 
my distant cousins who live in Northern Ireland. In August, 
my grandson, Jori, and his wife, Jana, hosted a wonderful 80th 
birthday celebration at their home in Corning, New York, which 
was attended by most of my family. In late September, during 
a visit with my son, Geoff, and my cousin, John Mickel ‘52, I got 
together for lunch with Alan Wulff in Norwalk, Connecticut. 
It was great to catch up, and I look forward to doing it again 
during my next visit. Age has caught up! Over Thanksgiving 
weekend, I was hospitalized with a very slow heart rate which 
resulted in the implantation of a pacemaker. A subsequent 
nuclear stress test in February resulted in having an angiogram 
and angioplasty with the insertion of a stent. Hopefully, all 
of that will sustain me for a few more years! I hope all my 
classmates are well and wish you all the best.”

Alan Wulff has been keeping busy in Connecticut, rejuvenating 
his Italian language capabilities in anticipation of a visit to Italy 
this fall. In addition to participating in two Italian conversation 
groups, Alan subscribes to Babbel, a very effective online 
language instruction course, and listens to the Italian language 
channel on cable TV. When not studying Italian, Alan walks his 
four dogs (not all at once) and serves on the board of a small 
condo complex. He also deals with the auto-replenishing, 
perpetual to-do list that appears on his desk frequently.

Bill Yeckley writes: “Ellen and I have given up our Brooklyn 
apartment and moved the contents to a condo in Scottsdale, 
Arizona. We loved our time in New York, but we felt it time 
to move on. We have spent part of the winter here for many 
years and had an opportunity to try it full time, so we jumped 
on it. We just enjoyed lunch with Guy Gundaker, an annual 
event for us. We expect more of such in the future. Guy looks 
good and is doing fine. He is looking forward to attending his 
granddaughter’s high school graduation and a family wedding 
later this spring. We go back to St. Louis to sell our house this 
week. After 35 years, that project looks pretty daunting, and 
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downsizing makes us a bit wistful. When settled, we will again 
begin looking for something back east as a base to visit the 
grandkids. In the meantime, I want to remind classmates of our 
great golfing location and sunny winters. Visitors encouraged.” 
[Alan Wulff: Pay attention, everybody. Here is your opportunity 
to visit the Southwest!]

1959
Class Correspondent: Mr. Ernest E. Hedler III ‘59 | 
eehedler3@gmail.com
Class Correspondent Ernie Hedler: “Wow, our 60th!”

Malcolm Cleaveland is soldiering on. Lynn has retired, and 
he’s teaching courses for Osher Lifelong Learning Institute on 
women in science, climate change and guns in America. His 
small business, making Z scale (1:220) intermodal accessories, 
may turn a profit this year.

Andy Lewis writes: “Sally and I are still living in the mountains 
of Colorado, and as such, we have spent most of the past few 
months shoveling snow. Record snowfalls have kept us busy, 
and we are seriously considering a move to the Denver area. 
We have enjoyed being in Breckenridge for more than 15 years, 
and it will be difficult for us to leave. Leaving the long winters 
and high altitude behind will certainly make the transition 
easier. I don’t think we will make it back to Reunion, but I sent 
greetings to all.”

Barbara and Fritz Thiel had to put down their beloved Golden 
Retriever and now have a new puppy which they will be training 
rather than returning for Reunion. Last year, they had a chance 
to visit Mary and John Gier in Boston and enjoy the Beacon Hill 
atmosphere. 

In December, Norm Wulff unexpectedly lost his wife of 52 
years, Betty, to a blood clot in the lungs. They were the perfectly 
complemented couple. Norm has offered his house in Mentor 
to any classmate coming to Reunion or just visiting the area.

Ernie Hedler ends with: “For myself, my youngest, Lane, will 
be graduating in May from Columbia College Chicago and will 
be staying in the city with a job in advertising, while still writing 
plays. After our Reunion, I will be moving to Greenville, South 
Carolina, for the last phase of my life. No more Northeast Ohio 
potholes.”

1960 60th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mr. John T. Moss ‘60 | john@moss.net
Jonathon Brezin reports: “Now five years into retirement, I 
can fairly say that all I miss is the companionship of my fellow 
workers at IBM. I still get to write software, but now for my 
wife, who is a mathematician and wants some graphics to help 
her do her research. I’ve begun to reach out to my community, 
the Upper West Side of Manhattan, to give back a little for all I 
have received. On the social front, I’m helping out at Goddard 
Riverside Community Center, which is a large operation serving 
pre-K through seniors in our community. Google Goddard! 
They’re a side of New York not many folks see. For just plain 

fun, I have become one of the Patron Tour Guides at the 
Metropolitan Opera. I get to show groups of six to eight folks 
around the backstage of the Met, which is a phenomenal 
operation. I think of the Met being to live entertainment what 
NASA is to space travel: There is a veneer of highly visible, 
extraordinarily talented people behind whom there is a whole 
ocean of invisible but equally talented people doing all sorts of 
neat things. Bottom line: My days are full, and I feel incredibly 
lucky.”

Bill Faust writes: “Since the fall of 2018, Jan and I have been 
focused on downsizing and preparing to move from New Jersey 
to Oregon. We both have trouble just throwing things away, 
so finding new homes for things has taken a lot of energy. 
We expect to sell our New Jersey home some time over the 
summer of 2019 and then look forward to a slow, enjoyable trip 
across the country, visiting friends and national parks with the 
plan to get to Oregon sometime in late fall or early winter.”

Philip Hone Williams shares a big change in his life: “I’m 
moving into a 38-foot RV, which is half living space and half 
painting studio. I’ll be traveling and painting throughout the 
continental U.S. for the next few years. I’ll be visiting friends, 
relatives, galleries and shows for some of my favorite artists. 
I’ve spent the last two months downsizing my life into the RV. 
It’s quite a job, but it’s happening. My daughters are doing 
great. Hanna just graduated from Naropa University and is 
busy building her landscaping business in Boulder, Colorado. 
Sarah and her husband are both writers for film projects and 
commercials. With the internet, they can work anywhere and 
do travel quite a bit. Life keeps moving on in wonderful ways.”

Carl Lindblade writes: “It’s time for the next chapter. After 
35 years in the hotel business and 19 years teaching at the 
University of New Hampshire (with some overlap), I’ll be retiring 
full time in May. Moving forward, I’ll continue as the historian at 
the Omni Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, as they 
celebrate the 75th anniversary of the International Monetary 
Conference, where the World Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund were created and continue to this day. Dorothy 
and I will continue our annual crossing on the QM2. Next April, 
we’re organizing through OLLI a crossing built around the 
ocean liner saga from 1845 to 1955, noted for luxury but more 
profitable, bringing our great- and great-great-grandparents 
over. I’m looking forward to our 60th.”

John Moss notes: “I hope to see you all at our 60th Reunion in 
Hudson in 2020! Meanwhile, send me your news.” 

1961
Class Correspondent: Mr. Thorley C. Mills Jr. ‘61 | 
thorley76@msn.com
Bill Moonan was successful in his run for re-election as a 
selectman of Bedford, Massachusetts. 

Jim Sumpter and his spouse have been traveling the world 
of late. Last summer, they spent over a month touring Ireland 
and Scotland with a side trip to Stockholm. Highlight No. 1, 
according to Jim, was witnessing a performance of the Military 
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Tattoo, a marching band of over 300 bagpipers, in Edinburgh. 
Later last year, they embarked on a two-week Viking ocean 
cruise from St. Petersburg, exploring the Hermitage and 
Russian Museum there, then on through the Baltic to Poland 
and ending in Bergen, Norway. The Sumpters are planning their 
first trip to Africa, with friends this May.

1962
Class Correspondent: Mr. Timothy M. Garner ‘62 | 
tgarner444@yahoo.com
Tim Garner writes: “Sharon and I remain living on our little 
island off the South Carolina coast. After a mild winter, we 
are much engaged in renewing our flower gardens. I am also 
replacing our porch wicker, four large chairs and two love seats, 
with something more modern, so if you are headed this way 
this spring, bring along your saws and palm sanders! Longtime 
WRA faculty member Jim Fraser and I found this winter that we 
share this little island and have become fast friends. While Jim 
is visiting Peru right now, his wonderful daughter Elizabeth ’89 
is here and has ‘joined’ our island family for the spring. Sharon 
and I remain in great health and are especially busy with 
traveling and our volunteer commitments. We head to Hawaii 
for most of the month of May, in what has become a yearly 
habit. I keep busy with the island’s architectural review board, 
our local food bank and the Carolina Basset Hound Rescue. This 
fall, we hope to come back to Hudson; my hometown, Chagrin 
Falls; and Columbus. We hope Jake and Sue venture this way on 
the way to the Cornell reunion.”

Jake Holshuh and Sue email that they can be found in Winslow, 
Arizona, right now on a rock art search. There’s rain, snow and 
cold, but they still are pursuing lots of great sites. Sue and Jake 
remain fairly healthy and are traveling. They went to Chile on a 
birding trip and got as far south as Tierra del Fuego and as far 
north as the Atacama Desert. Next month, they head for Middle 
Asia, doing the “five stars” of the old USSR. They hope to take 
the fifth wheel east in the fall. However, Jake and Sue are not 
planning to come to Ohio this year as he has his 50th veterinary 
reunion at Cornell in June.

John Martsolf and Cathy are pleased to announce the arrival of 
a grandchild — their first — in March of this year.

1963
Class Correspondent: Mr. Robert L. Keener ‘64 |  
rkeener@neo.rr.com
Hugh Geoghegan writes: “It’s been a tough year due to 
lightning damaging our house last May, which resulted in a 
historic rebuild. Renovation is proceeding. Politically, we all 
seem to have entered a very new era as described in All the 
King’s Men as taught by Waring. What would ‘the J’ say about 
these times? Or ‘the HM’?”

W. Chase Keightley wrote to the school to share he is “finally 
off duty after 35 years of psychiatry and public mental health. 
Now I’m just staying alive and having fun!”

1964
Class Correspondent: Mr. Jack McKee ‘64 |  
jhmckee64@gmail.com
Jack McKee begins: “Your correspondent spent two weeks in 
March looking for the sun 
in Florida. Five of those 
days were spent with four 
grandchildren while their 
parents went to Cabo. 
Those five days were 
followed by time on the 
beach on Sanibel Island. 
Helen and I spent time 
with Tom Jones ’65 (or ’64 
to some) as well as lunch 
with Fran and Jim McHugh 
and Britt Flanagan. (We 
celebrated Tom’s mother’s 
100th birthday!) Yes, Tom 
is still working, if you can 
describe ‘Sunday only’ 
as working. We have six 
grandchildren in Maine and five in Ohio. Those in Maine keep 
us going to our cabin in Maine in the summer. We usually see 
Bart Weyand while there. Our summer travels include high 
school graduations in Ohio as well as Maine — fortunately 10 
days apart. I’m still hoping to be at WRA in June. Bob Keener, 
Don Husat and I frequently attend a monthly lunch with 
several ’50s alumni.”

Bob Hicks attended his 50th college reunion last May, which 
showed him it’s worth letting old friends know how you're 
getting along. So here’s a brief summary of his recent activities: 
The bicycle, amateur theatre and software development 
are keeping him happy as we grow older. Some of you may 
remember his interest in cycling even during high school, but 
he got quite serious about bike racing after university, and he 
now teaches an advanced skills clinic for the local bike club. 
Retirement has given him much more spare time, and he has 
ridden his bike nearly 60,000 km in the past five years. Bob 
and his wife just came back from a trip to Cuba, where they 
rode the length of the island, from east to west. She got him 
into the theatre. He has acted in more than 20 plays, and he 

Pictured from left to right: Jack 
McKee ’64, Tom’s 100-year-old 
mother and Tom Jones ’65. This was 
captured while Jack was in Florida 
visiting with Tom.

From left to right: Mark Lewine, Jack McKee, Bob Keener, Tom Eaton, 
Russ Trier, Don Husat and Cle Austin. According to Bob, Russ drove in 
from Kulpsville, Pennsylvania, (a six-hour drive) just to surprise them.
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just finished a pre-Christmas run of It’s a Wonderful Life, in 
which he played five parts, including God and the drunken 
pharmacist, Mr. Gower. His wife also has forced him to keep 
his computer skills honed, and he had to learn some new ones 
to implement an online database of the Ottawa Little Theatre’s 
106-year history: 1,200 productions, 9,000 volunteers and a 
40,000-member cast and crew. She did the Herculean archive 
work and data entry, but Bob created the plumbing. For anyone 
who’s interested, here’s the link: bit.ly/2JlgHoG.

Bob Houston hopes to see old (??) friends when he is at 
Reserve for the golf outing and Reunion in June. His news is 
that he has relocated to Miamisburg, Ohio, to be closer to 
his daughters and grandkids. Immediately after he got there, 
he had to go into the hospital for heart surgery. He is doing 
fine and has been fully released for all activities. His biggest 
problem was that it took a long time to get all the drugs they 
pumped into him back out of his system. He shares that his 
new contact information is: Robert Houston, 7281 Zeck Road, 
Miamisburg, OH 45343. His phone number is still the same: 
252.721.8006. He is looking forward to seeing everyone that 
returns this year.

Ace Hoyt reports that all is well as he continues to split time 
between California and Virginia. He is looking forward to seeing 
all his classmates at the 55th Reunion.

Jeff Minns made it through a brutal winter up there in 
Vermont! It was a super-cold winter, and it seems that it 
snowed every other day. As a result, he and Joy headed off 
to Maui in late March for some time in the sun. They stayed 
at their usual spot in Ka’anapali Beach and were treated to 
numerous whale sightings and lots of good food. Their kids 
informed them that they missed out on more snow storms 
during their vacation. Darn! On another note, Jeff is now in mid-
stage Alzheimer’s and also has acute renal failure. He seems to 
be totally unaware of both, which is good. He still putters about 
the house, taking care of the cat and feeding the birds. He no 
longer drives and often thinks he still lives in Peninsula. [Jack 
McKee: He proposed marriage recently, so I guess they’re still 
getting along fine!]

Bob Wellman is on the move as usual. He wrote about Arabia, 
and his travels include London and Hannover as well. He is 
still fully engaged with SABIC, which has great petrochemical 
plant growth plans in the Americas. Their focus is on Texas 
and Louisiana in the U.S., Alberta in Canada and São Paulo in 
Brazil. Although he feels like he’s astride a bucking bronco, all 
the travel and work-related issues that come up, sometimes 
without warning, are good humor. He writes: “I’m looking 
forward to our 55th Reunion and playing some golf with you, 
Cle, Jones and the Bob golf team.” His youngest daughter, 
Elizabeth, will have her Bachelor of Science in nutrition and 
her designation as a registered dietitian by June. He adds: 
“Thankfully, all six kids are doing well and not depending on 
yours truly for employment. Five grandchildren are the icing on 
the cake. Overall, life is busy but very good.” 

Bart Weyand was typing one-handed due to recent rotator-
cuff surgery. He won’t be able to make the Reunion this year, 

but he would like to give his regards to all. He writes: “Tricia 
and I are both retired and still living in Kennebunk. We had a 
fantastic seven-week trip in fall 2017, traveling around Ireland, 
Scotland, England and Spain and visiting old friends and family 
at each stop (except Spain). I managed to take the train to Perth 
(from Glasgow), where I had a wonderful lunch and visit with 
Bruce Bell. We hadn’t seen each other since the day of our 
WRA graduation in June 1964. We picked up just where we had 
left off 53 years before but with so much interesting history in 
between. It was a very rewarding and fascinating experience. 
We now have seven grandchildren, ages 5 months to 13 years. 
Six of them live near us in Maine. We are very lucky.” Your class 
correspondent hopes to see them this summer in Maine. They 
are going to their grandson’s middle school graduation at the 
beginning of June, so they will miss Reunion. 

1966
Class Correspondent: Mr. R. Eric Reidenbach ‘66 |  
dashal@aol.com
George Birnbaum writes: “I continue to practice executive 
employment law in my own firm in New York City, although 
our clients in finance, industry, media and, increasingly, college 
presidents and senior administrators come from around the 
country. Classmates who think they can sneak in and out of New 
York without having a drink with me (that’s you, George DeBolt) 
should think again. Many of you know my wife of 43 years, 
Alison, who remains the go-to psychotherapist for challenging 
marital and family problems in Fairfield County, Connecticut, 
where we have lived for almost 35 years. Our older daughter, 
Mary, is an opera and theatre stage director who teaches at 
Juilliard. Her production of La Boheme opens the Santa Fe 
Opera season in June of this year and runs through most of 
the summer, so don’t miss it if you are in the Southwest. Mary 
is married to a fine young lawyer who is establishing his own 
practice in New York City special ed law. Our younger daughter, 
Flora, is a TV and film writer, who most recently received sole 
“written by” credit for Episode 6 of the much ballyhooed Netflix 
series Russian Doll. Flora is married to a rising young museum 
curator who, by the time you read this, will have received his 
PhD in art history from Yale. We are grateful for our generally 
good health and wish all my classmates the same.”

Steve Cole writes: “Sunny and I are still spending half our time 
in Jupiter, Florida, and the other half in Catawba, Ohio. My stock 
response is that water is my drug of choice, and we enjoy living 
by water. Recently my children, who swore they would never 
return to Ohio, have moved back and are enjoying Northeast 
Ohio. The good news is that includes grandchildren of which 
there are five, plus two that have joined us with Jen’s new 
husband. So, we spend a great deal of time with family, which 
we enjoy. I’m still active on the board, I think it’s been 35 years. 
Exciting times are ahead with a new Head of School, whose 
charismatic leadership will be wonderful for the school. We’re 
still in reasonably good health, although we now have some 
metal and ceramic body parts which will last an eternity. As 
always, our home is open to classmates interested in sharing 
current or past stories. Good health to all.”
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George Lehner shares: “I have stepped back from full-time law 
practice, and I’m spending more time with The Fund for Peace 
and RefugePoint, where I serve on the boards. I still represent 
the White House Correspondents Association — challenging 
times. Our brief in the CNN/Jim Acosta case was cited in several 
columns. Less law practice means I have more time at our 
recently completed and totally renovated house on Cape Cod 
and more time for bike riding, often with Jamie Reuter in 
Washington, D.C.”

Myron Levin reports: “At the ripe old age of 70 (I know, I know 
— most of you are 71, so I’m still a pup.), I’m still grinding away 
at FairWarning, the nonprofi t news organization I started nine 
years ago. You can take a look at fairwarning.org. I’m also still 
living in Pasadena, California, and I’m still the proud owner 
of a tiny stake in the world’s greatest professional baseball 
team, the Hillsboro Hops of the Northwest League (milb.com/
hillsboro). If your travels lead you to Pasadena or anywhere 
close, I hope you will get in touch.”

Terry Lockhart writes: “In the last several years, I’ve been into 
what I call ‘semi-retirement.’ After 25 years, I’m still working 
one day a week at Finish Post, a commercial video/fi lm 
post-production company owned by Soundtrack Recording 
Studios. They don’t want to let me go because I’m the only one 
who understands the obsolescent videotape-based analog 
infrastructure that we occasionally must call upon to fi ll client 
needs. I built the place from scratch back in 1994, and it’s been 
evolving ever since. However, at this point, I could do without 
the 75-minute commute into Boston. My ‘fun’ retirement 
job is a lot closer to home — less than fi ve minutes. I’m the 
systems engineer for my town’s (Sudbury, Massachusetts) 
public-access television studio, having started out there about 
12 years ago as a member of the board of directors. It soon 
became apparent that my longtime experience in commercial 
and public broadcast could be put to better use than just 
quarterly votes on the board. The result has been a complete 
infrastructure rebuild; the ability to broadcast live HD from a 
number of venues around town; and a 24/7 internet presence 
streaming full HDTV, live and on-demand, simultaneously with 
scheduled local programming on two channels each of Verizon 
and Comcast. I get to work when I’m needed, or just when I feel 
like it, and it pays better than Finish, too. Good deal. On the 
home front, my wife, Kelsey, is Director of Product Management 
for eClinical Solutions, and our son, David, is out of the house 
and doing very well as a developer/engineer for a startup in 
Cambridge called Pendar Technologies. They have just released 
their product, a pulsed laser-based device that can identify 
substances noninvasively at a distance. It looks kind of like a 
cop’s laser speed gun. Our daughter, Hilary, works in the Seattle 
area as a pastry chef/cake decorator, but her real talent is as an 
illustrator and cartoonist, working on a graphic novel version 
of her partner’s published fantasy novels. We’re very proud of 
them both. Finally, Kelsey and I are looking forward to traveling 
to Ireland for a 10-day, four-concert tour with our 30-voice 
singing group, The Halalisa Singers. We haven’t been abroad 
for some time, especially on our own dime. I’ll try to deliver an 
interesting report on that experience upon our return. I owe a 
signifi cant debt to WRA’s Bill Appling for early development and 

Thomas Daly shares: “All I’d like to say is that Marsha and I 
spend the wintery half of the year in Venice, Florida. If anybody 
is in the area, let’s do lunch. I’m buying. Email me at 
tdaly7@live.com.”

George DeBolt writes: “The recent wedding of True DeBolt ’11
to Ryan Kenmare in Grasmere, Lake District, England, turned 
into a WRA mini-Reunion. In True’s wedding party were her 
sister Faith ’14 and Reserve classmates Natalie Boerio ’11 and 
Annie Schiciano ’11. Also attending were Nic Boerio ’05 and 
True’s proud father, George DeBolt. True met Ryan as an ESU 
Fellow at St. Bees School on the Irish Sea three months after 
her graduation from Reserve. True and Ryan reside 10 minutes 
away from Gatwick Airport, in Crawley, England.”

Joe Dickinson reports: “My daughter Esther has made me 
a grandfather again with the birth of her daughter, Joni 
Silverman, in July 2018.”

Ollie Hemingway writes: “I 
celebrated my 72nd birthday 
last week in a small way, 
with the rest of the family at 
a local hostelry. If you can 
wait another two weeks, I 
shall have news of the arrival 
of not one, but two more 
grandchildren (identical 
twins). If not, I’ll update you 
for the next edition.” [Eric 
Reidenbach: The twin girls 
arrived just before midnight 
U.K. time on Friday, April 
5. Their names are Kathryn and Isobel, and both parents and 
grandparents are doing well despite the shock! That makes 
grandchildren numbers three and four.]

Mike Kenyon writes: “There’s not that much of interest. We 
did tour the Pacifi c Northwest, knocking Crater Lake, Mt. 
Rainier and Olympic National Park off  of my bucket list, as well 
as touring the last states (Oregon and Idaho) that I had not 
previously toured. I saw Birnbaum in New York for dinner. My 
niece just got engaged to NBA player CJ McCollum, and there 
was a big party in Philadelphia. That’s about it.”

Ollie Hemingway ’66 shared this 
photo of his twin granddaughters, 
Kathryn and Isobel, who were 
born on Friday, April 5.

A beautiful photo captured at True DeBolt’s (’11) wedding. From left 
to right: George DeBolt ’66, True, Natalie Boerio ’11, Annie Schiciano 
’11, Faith DeBolt ’14 and Nicholas Boerio ’05.
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comfortable pattern. We spend a lot of time traveling, spend 
a lot of time at our beach house in Avon, North Carolina, 
and try to spend as much time as possible with our 2-year-
old grandson. Travel this past year included trips to Slovenia 
and Croatia, and then to India in December. The trip to India 
involved attending a three-day Indian wedding, which was a 
blast. In early January of this year, I got my first artificial joint 
— a right hip. I’m expecting that I’ll probably have the other hip 
and both knees replaced in the next few years. I’m hoping that 
after I completely recover, George Lehner and I will be able to 
resume our periodic morning bike rides.”

Rev. James Sprague wrote to the school to share that his son, 
Jon, and his wife, Rachel, have just been named Directors of the 
Conservation Department in Lanai, Hawaii.

Hap Strobel reports that he is: “Yes, getting older and more 
forgetful — sometimes intentionally! As for news, I sold the 
‘big’ house and downsized first to a rental for a year, and then 
last November bought a downsized house with all key living 
aspects on the first floor. All three kids are still in Chicago and, 
therefore, so are the four grandchildren. A fifth is due end of 
June. Chris stays very active and humbles me in golf, alas. Our 
health is good, although what is going on in Washington, D.C., 
does challenge our mental and even at times emotional well-
being.”

Carl Thum reports: “Lisa and I still support students at 
Dartmouth. Ma Roundy’s wisdom is very much a part of how I 
teach first-year writing classes at the college. Our son, Austen, 
is graduating from the University of Vermont in May. Our 
daughter, Alexia, is an excellent downhill Special Olympics skier 
and prepares her March ice skating show solo for months. I 
had one knee replacement last April and the second knee this 
March. Cross-country skiing, mountain biking, hiking and fly 
fishing have long replaced running. I’m trying, unsuccessfully, to 
read as many books as George Birnbaum.”

Ike Watts writes: “My main news, if Don McCain has not 
reported it already, is that I did a trip in Thailand and Cambodia 
in January. Don contacted me after I posted plans on Facebook. 
It turned out that he and his husband, Oat, would be in 
Bangkok at the same time. We spent a fun afternoon and 
evening dinner cruise together. I never would have thought 
that the first time I would see a former classmate would be in 
Bangkok 53 years later! I just returned from Greece, where I 
did a short tour on the mainland and then 10 days on my own, 
divided between islands of Rhodes and Crete.”

1967
Class Correspondent: Mr. Mark A. Fowler ‘67 |  
mfowler@ssbb.com
Tom Allin moved to Durham, North Carolina, in January 
2017 after two years in Washington, D.C., as a Barack Obama 
appointee to the job of Chief Veterans Experience Officer in the 
Department of Veterans Affairs. He is now faculty advisor at 
Duke’s Fuqua School of Business and an adjunct instructor to 
the first- and second-year master of public policy students at 

mentoring of the meager talents I nurture and cherish  
to this day.”

Rob Pliskin was in New Zealand and Australia recently to 
facilitate his “Trauma to Transformation” workshops in equine-
assisted psychotherapy and learning. His workshops are for 
male and female military veterans and others, including those 
with complex PTSD, as well as for professionals in the field. 
The work is based on the science of post-traumatic growth. 
In the first week of April, Congressman Tim Ryan (D-Ohio) 
and Congressman Steve Watkins (R-Kansas) are presenting 
legislation titled “The Post-traumatic Growth Act” to enable 
Congress to support this perspective that is being proven 
effective for helping veterans and first responders literally 
“come home.” He is currently in Israel helping build capacity for 
this work there. Spare time has Rob waiting to see the latest 
wonderful photographs Ike Waits is taking from the next place 
in the world Ike visits. 

Eric Reidenbach writes: “Karen and I are both fully retired, now 
leaving lots of time to participate in activities that are important 
to us. Karen is on the board of the local animal shelter and has 
been instrumental in making it a nationally recognized shelter. 
Both of us are missionaries, active in Living Waters for the 
World, and are moderators for the El Salvador network. This 

keeps us busy organizing and making trips to install pure water 
systems in the many rural communities in El Salvador. We have 
recently returned from a very successful installation in a church 
called Estandarte de la Fe, where previously the community 
was drinking very contaminated water. I am an elder (don’t 
laugh) in our church, engaging in all the activities that make our 
church a really great place. We also are embarking on a trip to 
Italy with some friends in May, with major stops in Rome and 
Sicily. November may find us in Spain for a couple of weeks. In 
between I am playing golf as often as I can and still shooting 
my weight. Casa Reidenbach remains open to any and all that 
find their way to Mississippi. There’s always a great meal and a 
cold beverage waiting. Bless you all, and good health to you and 
yours.”

James Reuter writes: “Now that I’m in my seventh year 
of retirement, events have pretty much settled into a very 

Photo submitted by Eric Reidenbach ’66. He and his wife, Karen, are 
active in Living Waters for the World, making trips to install pure 
water systems in rural communities in El Salvador.
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group from Cairo to Cape 
Town on an iconic trip 
called the Tour d’Afrique. 
The 120-day adventure 
included lots of camping 
and learning how to live 
outside one’s comfort 
zone. When people learn 
that I cycled through the 
heart of Africa, I like to 
ask them if they saw me 
on TV. I tell them ISIS 
captured me in Sudan, 
and the Navy Seal team that rescued me had a CNN reporter 
embedded with them. You would be surprised how many 
people believe that to be true.”

Douglas Hunter and wife, Ann, fled the “dreary British winter” 
to find warm, Wi-Fi-free respite in South Africa and Botswana, 
near the “wonderfully named Limpopo River, [where we] 
sighted a sleek and stealthy cheetah, bat-eared fox and slender 
mongoose.” Douglas has cut back on some of his day-job 
responsibilities and is participating in “the cut and thrust” of 
Suffolk politics, where he is offering himself for another two 
years as a local Councillor. He and his family are well and 
observing, with wonderment, the denouement of Brexit.

Scott Johnson and his wife, Douja, report with delight that their 
daughter, Dr. Inès Johnson of Annemasse, France, gave birth to 
“a beautiful baby girl, Eyleen Jasmine, on November 26, 2018.” 
Scott continues to work as a facilitator and interpreter for a 
project sponsored by the Tunisian government and Japanese 
International Cooperation Agency, training Tunisians in the 
Japanese techniques of kaizen to improve the productivity and 
quality of their companies.

Will Jordan and his wife visited Paris this spring for a “biannual 
French fix,” in which they enjoyed “way too much magnificent 
food and wine, little divey shops in the Marais or 6th, a day 
trip to Chantilly and Amiens, seeking out a guinguette or two 
on the Seine” and generally re-enacting scenes from various 
Impressionist paintings.

On sabbatical from the University of Massachusetts Boston 
(UMB), Jemadari Kamara is in Senegal completing a book 
entitled Leadership and Legacy: Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and 
Amilcar Cabral, commemorating the life and work of the 
two assassinated leaders. This summer he will be in the 
Republic of Benin for a conference on education, conscious 
entrepreneurship and socially responsible development. From 
there, he travels to Geneva to visit his daughter Bai, son-in-law 
Lincoln and recently born granddaughter Amara.

Although coping with septuagenarian eye, knee and hip woes, 
newly Californianized Ted Laurenson continues to practice law, 
while also taking pleasure in four-mile hikes in the Berkeley hills 
with his German Shepherd, Penny. He writes: “No wonder dog 
owners live longer.” He and his wife, Barbara, celebrated the 
winter holidays in Australia, “diving on the Great Barrier Reef, 
visiting Melbourne and Tasmania, and taking in the amazing 

Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy. He writes: “It’s hard to 
believe that I’ll be turning 70 this summer.”

Staley Brod says he’s “still playing neurologist at Milwaukee 
Medical College of Wisconsin. I retired once but got bored, 
so I’m back at it, commuting back home to Plymouth, 
Massachusetts, every other weekend.”

David Cleveland reports: “I am now learning a lot about the 
difference between prednisone and dimethicone; diopters and 
presbyopia; bradycardia; free PSA; eGFR, keratosis and sessile 
serrated adenoma. I could go on.” David is currently handling 
a Freedom of Information Act case in the D.C. Circuit Court of 
Appeals that involves the difference between “standing” and 
“mootness.” He writes: “Our 50th Reunion was great. I enjoyed 
talking to the guys, sleeping in the A, and discovering that WRA 
students now study coding.”

Last fall, Curt Dunnam and Paul Stephens did a motorcycle 
speed run, down and back up 160 miles of the central section 
of the Blue Ridge Parkway. To quote Curt: “The hairpins and 
switchbacks were intense…and absurdly excellent.”

Your faithful Class Correspondent Mark Fowler, has reduced 
his lawyering by 95% and, together with his wife, Jessica, has 
launched a new independent bookstore (Bronx River Books, 
not to be confused with another bookseller named after some 
South American river) in Scarsdale, New York. He writes: “Where 
are you when we need you, Jack Finefrock ’68 (legendary 
bookstore guru at Kenyon College)?”

True to the lyrics of the song, Tom Gray and his wife, Sylvia, say 
all is fine in North Carolina. Tom will retire in June after 44 years 
of teaching high school Spanish.

Dave Hay has moved from one house to another down the 
street on Fairfax Lane on Hilton Head, South Carolina. Dave 
retired last June as General Counsel of MetLife Bank and says 
he has “not missed work in the least despite loving my career in 
financial services law.”

Don Holshuh writes: “Last year found me bicycling with a 

Last fall, Curt Dunnam ’67 and Paul Stephens ’67 participated in a 
motorcycle speed run down and back up 160 miles of the central 
section of the Blue Ridge Parkway.

Photo submitted by avid adventurer 
Don Holshuh ’67.
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New Year’s fireworks in Sydney.” And they enjoy getting 
together with Pam and Kevin McKean, who also reside in the 
Bay Area. Ted adds: “There are challenges, but life is good.” 

Bill Marting has also had “a challenging year.” He’s been a 
caregiver for his mother, who is suffering from dementia. He 
fell on the ice in January and tore his rotator cuff, requiring 
replacement surgery in April, followed by a long rehab process. 
[Editorial comment from your Class Correspondent: Thank you, 
Bill, for all you continue to do to keep the Class of ’67 in touch 
with Reserve and with each other.]

Since our 50th Reunion, Peter Wood and his wife, Ellen, 
traveled to Alaska for a week in Denali National Park and 
another week on the National Geographic ship Sea Bird, 
cruising the fjords and bays to Juneau; engaged in “very 
civilized hiking” in the Swiss Alps; visited their daughters and 
their families in Indiana and Missouri; journeyed through 
Yellowstone National Park for a week of photography; and 
savored beignets at Café du Monde in New Orleans. He writes: 
“Retirement is great!” 

1968
Class Correspondent: Mr. Rocky Ford ‘68 |  
rockyf.fa@gmail.com
Bruce Burtch just completed the third year of the Youth Poster 
Contest, which is in every middle and high school in Marin 
County, California. The poster contest provides a highly visible 
platform for the youth of Marin to stand up and speak out 
on social injustice, women’s rights, climate change, firearms 
regulations, discrimination and other issues important to youth. 
The Youth Poster Contest has received a Certificate of Special 
Congressional Recognition from the United States Congress 
and a Certificate of Recognition from the California State 
Legislature, among several other honors. Bruce conceived and 
produces the poster contest, pro bono, as his contribution to 
the youth of Marin County.

Rocky Ford shares: 
“Bobby and I spent a 
month at our place in 
Jupiter this past winter, 
and we had a blast. On 
June 30, I hope to be fully 
retired after more than 
25 years consulting with 
the independent schools 
worldwide. It has been 
quite a ride; I should have 
written a book! Bobby will 
retire from the salon on 
December 31. Our next chapter includes extensive travel and 
then serving as President of the Midtown Atlanta Rotary Club in 
2020-21.”

Ted Gup reports from Venice, reflecting on life: “Despite 
tragedies — or perhaps, because of them — I’m cherishing 
every day. I wrote about finding love at my age for The New 

York Times, and have in 
recent months scrupulously 
avoided writing a single 
word about He Who 
Shall Not Be Named. 
The impulsive feels ever 
more attractive and the 
consequences, at this 
age, ever more short-lived 
(literally). Sixty-eight is the 
new nothing…but it certainly 
is not what I expected. I 
think it was George H. W. 
Bush who said he hoped 
to die young as late as 
possible. I send my best to 
all my classmates.”

David Hunter writes: “It was great to see and spend time with 
all my classmates at our 50th Reunion last June. Kudos to the 
organizing committee, which did a terrific job in planning our 
Reunion. I am already looking forward to our next major one.”

Brook McCann sent in a 
picture of himself and John 
Nicolls, which was taken 
when “I visited him in Rancho 
Mirage, California, this year. 
My family stayed in nearby 
La Quinta in March, and 
John kindly invited us over 
for a home-cooked dinner. 
It was great catching up and 
reminiscing about a trip we 
took across the country in 
the summer of 1969 — 50 
years ago, and we’re still 
speaking!”

John Nicolls writes: “My husband, Mike Nelson, and I enjoyed 
a cruise with Cynthia and Bill Daugherty and several of their 
friends from Stuart, Florida, from Copenhagen up the west 
coast of Norway to the Arctic Circle on the Seabourn Ovation 
last September. Great scenery, and we discovered that most 
Norwegians speak better English than we do!”

Brook McCann ’68 (right) visited 
John Nicolls ’68 (left) in Rancho 
Mirage, California, this year.

Photo sent in from John Nicolls ’68. From left to right: John and his 
husband, Mike Nelson.

Rocky Ford ’68 shared this photo of 
him and his husband, Bobby.

Pictured above is Ted Gup ’68.
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Tim White writes: “Life on the farm is still pretty laid back. I 
continue to serve as a supervisor for the local Soil and Water 
Conservation District and am involved with the Friends of Ohio 
Barns. I’m enjoying pickleball, but I’m not nearly as dedicated 
as my wife, Kathy, who won a national championship at Indian 
Wells last fall. I’m called upon to caddy occasionally for our 
youngest daughter, Allie, who is on the Symetra Tour again 
and using her new journalism degree to blog for the Ladies 
Professional Golf Association. I’m happy to be able to follow 
the commentaries and adventures of my WRA classmates and 
teachers on Facebook.”

1969
Class Correspondent: Mr. Roger C. Newberry II ‘69 |  
roger.newberry@sbcglobal.net
Ham Amer sold his insurance agency in 2018 to Arthur J. 
Gallagher & Co., a publicly owned international insurance 
broker. He is working for them as an independent consultant 
until May 2021. His daughter, Caroline, lives in London with her 
Scottish husband. She has produced a sitcom called Nutritiously 
Nichola and is trying to sell it to Lion’s Gate or the BBC. In the 
meantime, you can see it on YouTube. His son, Drew, lives 
in Brooklyn and works for LeBron James’ video streaming 
company, Uninterrupted.

George Brooks will be bringing 
a special surprise to the 50th 
Reunion, a bottle of Old Rip Van 
Winkle Very Special Stock Bourbon, 
distilled in the fall of 1969. George 
hopes you join us for a taste of this 
unusual libation.

Bill Collins notes that he has 
successfully launched two children 
and been blessed with two 
grandchildren, successfully born. 
One grandchild is to be christened 
during Reunion Weekend, so he 
will not be at WRA. He writes: 
“I’m blessed with every resource 
and lack for nothing. I lead an 
everyday privileged-white-male 
life and do my best to keep a low 
profile.” He walks and bicycles, 
and he and his wife travel to 
Charlotte, North Carolina, to see 
their grandchildren. He is currently reading Distant Neighbors: 
The Selected Letters of Wendell Berry and Gary Snyder. He is active 
in his church and serves as a religious service volunteer at 
Tennessee’s Morgan County Correctional Facility, introducing 
mindfulness meditation. He says: “I was surprised and shocked 
upon first entering this facility by how much the tightly 
controlled ambiance is like that of a boy’s boarding school. 
Instead of brick and white trim and elm trees, there is cinder 
block and proscribed walkways surrounded by chain-link fence 
and razor wire.” Bill practices Taoist Tai Chi and mindfulness 
meditation. He is an ACo2A and attends Al-Anon meetings 
regularly. He reports that his health is good — despite a left 
knee his orthopedic surgeon describes as “destroyed.” He says: 
“Ah, well. I appreciate his clarity, and he injected a steroid.” 
About our coming reunion, Bill comments: “I find myself 
grateful beyond words for what I took for granted and for what 
I could not have imagined 50 years ago as a WRA alumnus now. 
All good wishes to my class of 1969 mates. Cheers!”

Bruce Conger noted that the Night King on the popular HBO 
television series Game of Thrones was played by Richard Brake 
’83. He appeared in two episodes in the 2014-15 season.

Charles Firke notes that he has nothing much to report — no 
news, no changes, nothing funny. He claims to be a dull guy 
living a dull retirement, all of which is highly unlikely. But he 
expects to be at the 2019 Reunion.

Henry Holtkamp checked in from his winter home in Florida, 
having just put his daughter, son-in-law and grandkids on the 
plane back north after a week of fun. After 50 years of busting 
his hump, he claims he is slowing down a bit — summers in 
Northeast Ohio and as much of the winter in Florida as he can 
get away with. Both of his daughters are married, but he has 
only two grandkids thus far. Both sons are living and working 
in Denver and loving that part of the world. Hank is happily 
single and plans on keeping it that way. His health is as good 
as one can expect at this age. He plays basketball, though 

Photo submitted by Marty Franks ’68, taken during his travels to 
China.

Marty Franks ’68 
shared a photo of 
his first grandchild, 
Jack: “He was born 
on my birthday. Best 
birthday present 
ever!”

George Brooks ’69 shared 
that he will be bringing a 
special surprise to the 50th 
Reunion, a bottle of Old Rip 
Van Winkle Very Special 
Stock Bourbon, pictured 
above and distilled in the 
fall of 1969.
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Charlie Wayne sent along the contact information he had for 
Erich Wolters, one of our classmates missing from alumni 
office records.

1970 50th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mr. Roger M. Bean '70 |  
rbean@theabfm.org
Roger Bean writes: “Like many of you, I am trying to retire! 
Some have been more successful at this process. I have given 
up the COO role and am now CFO for this year and probably 
next on a part-time basis. I was in Scottsdale recently for 
meetings and missed Rick Vogel but did have lunch with Dan 
Semegen. Dan Schiffer was driving through Kentucky and 
stopped by yesterday to catch up. He is doing well and splitting 
time between Wyoming and Charleston, South Carolina. I think 
I forgot to insert the news, below, from Greg Cooper last year, 
so here it is this time. Our 50th Reunion is next year. I hope 
everyone can make it back.”

Greg Cooper reports: “I finally retired from medicine after 
43 years, on January 1, 2018! My most recent position was 
that of Chief Executive Officer of Mercy Medical Group, a 
multispecialty group in Sacramento, California. I helped to grow 
the group from 90 physicians in 2002 to 450 in 2018. We also 
were recognized as one of the top-quality medical groups in 
California. My career started as a supervisor in the biochemistry 
lab at Cleveland Clinic, progressing to an ICU nurse, to 
podiatrist and then finally into administrative medicine, ending 
up as the CEO of Mercy Medical Group. I was very fortunate in 
my choice of working in the medical field in that it allowed me 
the opportunity to both help and learn from so many people. 
It was through medicine that I met my wife, Barbara, 24 years 
ago. She is also retired from her 35-year career in education, 
most recently as an elementary school principal and then as 
a principal coach. She has been a real trooper, as some of my 
positions required a move out of San Diego for several years. 
In retirement, we are happy to return to our permanent home 
here. I believe that most of my enriching experiences would 
not have happened if it were not for my time spent at Reserve. 
It was there that I learned the value of education and the 
study habits that enabled me to succeed, instilling in me a true 
excitement for learning. I am looking forward now to some time 
well spent with Barbara, travels, sporting activities and catching 
up on reading, including some books that I’ve wanted to read 
since Reserve days! I also look forward to spending time with 
our kids and grandkids. Our daughter Laurie, a pathologist, 
lives with her husband, Anthony, and three sons, Cooper, Van 
and Miller, in Charlottesville, Virginia, and our daughter Carly, 
an oncology nurse, lives with her husband, Warren, and two 
daughters, Caitlin and Isabelle, in Durham, North Carolina.

Dick Lipton sent in a follow-up to his cancer report last year: 
“I had my scan and saw both the oncologist and the ENT this 
past week. The scan was ‘clean’ and showed no cancer cells 
or hyperactivity; both doctors found no evidence of disease. 
Going forward, instead of seeing them both every six weeks, 
I will now see each one every three months (but on a rotating 

not competitively anymore, and golfs every day that ends in 
Y, weather permitting. He muses: “As we pull together for a 
milestone event, I am hoping our country will find a way to 
bridge the partisan divide and make the world a better place for 
our progeny. Peace, my brothers.”

Chuck Murray checked 
in from California. After 
Reserve, Chuck graduated 
from Case Western 
Reserve University School 
of Engineering and then 
went on to the University 
of Michigan for an MBA 
(1975). He migrated to the 
West Coast only to turn 
down a job offer from 
Intel and start a career in 
the insurance industry. 
“Talk about a financial fork 
in the road not taken,” 
is how he put it. Chuck eventually returned to Cleveland for a 
38-year, 10-relocation career with Lincoln Electric, retiring about 
six years ago. He married his Bay Area sweetheart (Leslie) in 
1978, and they have one daughter who is now 31-years-old. 
Chuck and Leslie have their primary residence in Moraga, 
California, and a secondary residence at Incline Village, Nevada 
(Lake Tahoe). He keeps active these days with tennis, golf, 
skiing and his No. 1 interest, mountain biking. He says: “The 
views and vistas from trails above the Tahoe Basin are simply 
spectacular.” He is also a church trustee, and he volunteers, 
gardens, travels with Ms. Leslie and, of all silly things, plays 
poker. 

Roger Newberry noted that Rip Van Winkle bourbon has been 
distilled and bottled under his father’s family’s control for nearly 
100 years. Roger is definitely planning to attend the tasting 
courtesy of George Brooks at their 50th Reunion. Roger and 
Carla enjoy every opportunity to spend time with their four 
grandchildren (three girls, one boy), two of whom live about 
three miles away. He is still working part time and continues to 
sail every time someone offers him a ride. He says: “As I find 
myself moving more slowly, I have taken more chances to serve 
on the Race Committee rather than compete directly. Not a bad 
deal because the host organization usually buys the food and 
the drinks!”

John Seiberling sent a note saying he had “no milestones to 
report other than, as for all of us survivors, my living to the age 
of eligibility for Elder status in the alumni community,” and that 
he planned to attend the Reunion.

Paul Steen said he is alive and well in Ithaca, New York. He 
writes: “From the upper bunk in Wood House on a warm fall 
evening, one could hear the muffled turnpike sounds of people 
going distant places. For a young 13-year-old, imagination 
was the escape. How far we have come, yet how close those 
yearnings. Sorry that I am unable to join you all this June. Have 
a great time!”

Chuck Murray ’69 submitted this 
photo, taken during his travels with 
his wife, Leslie.
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basis so that one of them will see me every six weeks). My 
next scan is not for another six months. This is obviously good 
news. The ENT warned that with the type of cancer that I had, 
a recurrence is always possible, particularly during the first 
two years after treatment ends. They will want to monitor me 
closely through 2020. However, as of this moment, everything 
looks good. There are still the lingering side effects, particularly 
a lack of saliva, which makes chewing interesting. My diet has 
changed out of necessity and continues to be focused more 
on soups, stews, salads, pastas and other “moist” foods; meat 
and chicken are no longer a staple. Given that chicken was a 
mainstay of Jane’s cooking before I was ill, this has resulted in 
a few conflicts when, per habit, she prepares a chicken dinner 
and I decline to eat it. We’re slowly working out the dietary shift. 
Otherwise, life is returning to normal. Since I last wrote, we took 
our annual Christmas trip with our kids, this year to Paris, and 
Jane and I also spent a fantastic long weekend in Dubai. I also 
had ‘business trips’ to Vegas, New Orleans and the Super Bowl. 
(That’s my story, and I’m sticking to it.) We just got back from 
playing golf in Dallas and are looking forward to the golf season 
beginning in Chicago (assuming that it ever warms up). My work 
schedule is also returning to normal, which means I am out of 
the house most weekdays — another thing for which Jane is 
thankful.”

David Loeb shares: “My wife, Blanca, and I have lived primarily 
in Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico, for the past 28 years. We also have 
homes in Green Valley, Arizona, and Loreto, Baja California 
Sur, Mexico, so we split time between them. I am pretty much 
retired from my radio communications business in Mexico, but 
our son, David ’00, now runs it. He has two daughters, and he 
lives in Mexico City. Our daughter, Bianca ’98, lives in Tucson 
and has three sons. We are doing lots of traveling and last year 
spent two months in Europe and two months in Southeast Asia. 
In January we will do an overland trip in Nepal and India and 
also spend time with friends in Pakistan. Watch out, Rick Vogel! 
We plan to attend next year’s 50th.”

Rick Vogel shares: “Our travel plans this year include a trip 
to Norway in July to seek out Paula’s father’s family heritage, 
followed by an August self-drive barge trip in the canals of 
Provence, France. In January, we’ll be off on another one of 
my ‘Indiana Jones’ adventures to Ethiopia and several adjacent 
countries, but I’m keeping June 2020 open for our 50th Reunion 
in Hudson!”

Steve Womack reports: “In February of this year, I was 
diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. That’s the bad news. 
The good news is that the subset I have is highly curable. I 
have a great group of doctors getting me through this, and 
the prognosis is good. Chemotherapy sucks about as bad as 
I imagined, but you plow through and get to the other side. 
So far, I’ve been able to keep working and teaching, and I just 
passed 100 pages into my next book. My goal is to show up 
for our 50th next year with my hair back. Hope to see you all 
there.”

1971
Class Correspondent: Mr. Martin P. Hauser ‘71 | 
mphbah76@att.net
Rick Dixon writes: 
“Hey, friends! We 
had an impromptu 
Reunion of dear 
old Reservites!” 
John Barrett ‘78, 
Rick Dixon ‘71 and 
Dick Wells ‘61 all 
posed for a photo 
in the dining hall 
at Episcopal High 
School (EHS) in 
Alexandria, Virginia. 
This was during 
Family Weekend. 
John’s son, Johnny, is a sophomore at EHS; Rick is in his 26th 
year at EHS, teaching German, English and History; Dick was 
visiting his grandson, Henry, a junior at EHS. “Nothing like a 
lunch filled with reminiscences about the days spent ‘amid a 
lawn’s wide sweep!’” says Rick.

Charles Sims writes: “My youngest son is a sophomore at 
the University of Texas in Austin, playing basketball on a DI 
scholarship — Jericho Sims, No. 20!”

1974
Class Correspondent: Mr. John P. Stafford ‘74 | 
johnpstafford508@gmail.com
Jerome Kearney writes: “I am still not sure I will attend the 
Reunion this year, though I want to and feel like I need to. Here 
is a brief overview of my life since Reserve. You can see that I 
am a U.S. Magistrate Judge for the Eastern District of Arkansas. I 
attended Vanderbilt University for both undergraduate and law 
school after Reserve. I worked in the Pulaski County (Arkansas) 
Public Defender Office; the Arkansas Attorney General’s Office; 
the U.S. Department of Labor, Dallas Regional Solicitor’s Office; 
the Federal Public Defender Office in Oklahoma City (where I 
was when the Murrah Building was bombed); and the Federal 
Public Defender Office in Little Rock before being appointed in 
2010 to the federal bench. I am married to Faye, and we have 
four children. I am hopeful that I get to see other classmates 
soon.”

Jeff Mauk left New Zealand in 2012 to join the U.S. Geological 
Survey in Denver. He’s currently co-leading a group that is 
identifying the locations of the most significant deposits of 
critical minerals in the U.S. Jeff and his wife, Judith, have been 
working on building gardens at their home in Lakewood, 
Colorado. They’ve planted blue grama grass, which is a native 
grass that doesn’t need to be watered and doesn’t need to be 
mowed. Their wildflower garden and native plantings become 
more established every year, and that’s bringing in more 
wildlife. They have a (rather too) large population of rabbits that 

John Barrett ‘78, Rick Dixon ‘71 and Dick 
Wells ‘61 had a mini Reunion at Episcopal 
High School in Alexandria, Virginia.
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are very nonchalant around humans, and at least one skunk 
that resides from time to time under Judith’s studio shed. More 
birds and more species of birds come through every year, 
and hummingbirds are now regular summer residents. Last 
summer, Judith was able to feed one from a hand-held feeder. 
Jeff  was at work at the time, and the text that he got said "I can 
now die happy."

Rob Loos has exciting news to share: “My new novel is out on 
Amazon and Kindle, and I think it kind of hits home. And yes, 
that is the WRA Chapel on the cover (used with permission). 
SYNOPSIS: The year is 1973, and 14-year-old Will Kling is at a 
crossroads. He’s moving away from home to experience his fi rst 
24 hours at Hudson Academy, an elite Ohio boarding school. He 
struggles to come to terms with all that he’s left behind, while 
his comic outlook on life helps him deal with the pompous 
Head of School, his quirky international roommate, and the 
‘preppy goddess’ who may be the love of his young life...until a 
major event changes everything in a blink. Told from Will’s point 
of view, Can I Go Home Yet? is a compelling blend of comedy 
mixed with drama and more than a dash of teenage sarcasm.”

1978
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Joan Glaser Hewitt ‘78 | 
hewitt1985@gmail.com
Class Correspondent Joan Glaser Hewitt writes: “Thank you 
to all who wrote so that our class news would not be empty 
(again). From all I heard, Reunion was wonderful. Unfortunately, 
I was unable to attend as our son was graduating from high 
school that weekend. Now we’re adjusting to being empty 
nesters. It’s funny, though, how quickly the schedule did not 
stay ‘empty’ very long and quickly fi lled up with new and 
diff erent things. Some days I wonder how we found the time 
for all the ‘kid’ things!”

Sadly, Pete Fong said that he missed our 40th Reunion (and 
all the ones before that). The Reunion does not seem to fi t 
well with his summer schedule. This year, he led a fi rst-ever 
expedition from the headwaters of Mongolia’s Delger mörön 
river to Russia’s Lake Baikal, a 60-day journey by foot, horse, 
camel, kayak and rowboat. If you’re curious, you can read more 
about the project here: bit.ly/30iXjOt and baikalheadwaters.org. 
You also can follow him on Instagram: @2018baikalexpedition

Audrey Mathews ’76, self-
described “proud mama,” 
submitted this photo of her 
daughter Castine Mathews’ 
original work.

Photo submitted by Rob Loos ‘77, who recently met up with 
classmates for golf at Terranea in Rancho Palos Verdes, California. 
From left to right: Rob, Mary Anne Doyle ‘77, Bill “Bones” Holden ‘77 
and Kim Holden. Rob reports that he and Bones both shot 37 on the 
front nine and “of course, it was a par three course.”

Pictured above is the backyard of Jeff  Mauk ’74.

1976
No Class Correspondent
Audrey Mathews writes: 
“I’m happy to report that my 
daughter, Castine Mathews, will 
graduate from Lesley University 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
in May! At the risk of sounding 
like one of those proud mamas 
(guilty!), she’s earned a bachelor’s 
degree in art therapy and 
holistic psychology and has 
been a Resident Assistant and a 
Dean’s List student. She’s also a 
wonderful artist!”

Tom (Reed) Parker reports: “My 
wife and I still reside in Pasadena, 
where she also works. I work 
in downtown Los Angeles for the county counsel’s offi  ce. We 
were in Northern California from the 1980s until 2014, when we 
came south. Our two boys are doing well, are on their own and 
have their college degrees. We have done some world traveling 
the past six years to Peru, Argentina, Brazil, U.K., Australia and 
New Zealand. We also have visited relatives in Singapore. I am 
somewhat far from retirement despite my age, and we look 
forward to additional travel in the future. Staying employed 
helps pay for travel! Our 31st anniversary comes up this year. 
I wish the best to all my classmates and fellow students from 
years just in front of and just behind 1976.”

1977
No Class Correspondent
After 22 years abroad, Jeff  Barnett and Mary Ann have been 
retired in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, since August. He writes: 
“We are at 366 Old Piedmont Circle, 919.593.3444.”
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Mary Jo Kaplan had a blast at the Reunion after many years 
away. Coincidentally, she saw Dale Janik a few days before the 
Reunion and Laura Temple shortly after. Both were wonderful 
mini reunions. Mary Jo also reported that her brother Doug’s 
(’80) son is a freshman at Reserve. Professionally, she has 
joined a consultancy called The Ready, doing organizational 
transformation, and is enjoying lots of travel for work and 
pleasure, including regular trips back to New Zealand, where 
she had a sabbatical/fellowship in 2013. Providence is still 
her home and is also home for her sister, Linda ’82, and her 
parents, who spend summers there.

Doug Lavin writes: “I loved returning to Hudson for the 
Reunion and want to thank Leah Maher and family for 
graciously hosting so many ’78ers. We had a blast! Thanks 
also to John Ong for his tireless organizing efforts! I live 
in Manhattan and am now heading corporate strategy for 
UST Global, an IT services and platforms company. My two 
daughters are in college, at Brandeis and Yale; and my wife 
recently published her book Daughters of 1968, a history of 
French feminism (available here: bit.ly/2VkfkYY). When we 
were students, the events of 1968 and Kent State in 1970 
seemed distant, but with the passage of time, the relative 
distance between ’68 and ’78 shrinks. It is sort of easier for us to 
remember the bold revolts of 1968 and the semi-restoration of 
the Reagan years than the anomie of the Carter years, so here’s 
the question for our class: Did we echo ’68 and ’70? Foreshadow 
the ’80s? Or capture the Carter zeitgeist? Maybe our cords-and-
down-vest look was a compromise of all three. Happy to buy 
a beer for any ’78ers coming through New York City.” [Joan 
Glaser Hewitt: Interesting questions, Doug. Any thoughts?]

While John Ong was an integral part of planning the Reunion, 
his news reflected big professional changes. He reports: “My 
news is that I took a job in September as the business manager 
at a pre-K-9 independent day school in Stonington, Connecticut, 
after a long career as a banker. Starting straight after Amherst, I 

had done quite a bit of volunteer bookkeeping and endowment 
managing in my volunteer life, so this job combines that with 
some of my general managerial and finance background. But I 
have also had a crash course in building management and fleet 
maintenance, so there is plenty of scope to learn new things, 
and I have really enjoyed the environment of teachers and their 
young learners. I am only a mile off of I-95 in a beautiful rural 
setting near the coastline, so anyone passing through the area 
en route to Rhode Island or Cape Cod is welcome to stop by 
and say hello!”

Cecily Pryce Maguire reports that the Reunion had a good 
turnout with a fun group. She says: “It is always so interesting 
to see how people have changed — and not changed!” [Joan 
Glaser Hewitt: Isn’t that the truth?!] Cecily and her husband 
are experiencing a gradual transition to empty nesting since 
one of their twin sons goes to Fordham, Lincoln Center, which is 
within walking distance of their apartment. So, although he has 
a dorm room, he is a frequent visitor. 

Heather Murphy von Allmen is celebrating that her youngest 
is graduating from college in June with a degree in mechanical 
engineering. (If anyone has any opportunities for a talented 
young engineer, let Heather know.) Heather and her husband 
bought a lake house in the Adirondacks on Long Lake and escape 
there frequently during the summer. Since she works from home 
for a small start-up, she is able to sneak away easily. She enjoys 
getting some work done and then taking a paddle out on the 
lake. She can also take advantage of the flexibility to hike some of 
the smaller peaks when the trails are not crowded with weekend 
tourists. Heather is really hoping this company is her last stop on 
her path to retirement…maybe by the next Reunion!

Speaking of retirement, Earle Weaver wrote to say that, after 
28 years with Emerson and five years in private equity, he has 
retired from the working world and is happily following his kids’ 
golf tournaments and lacrosse games. [Joan Glaser Hewitt: 
Congratulations, Earle! Sounds like fun!]

An “assorted collection of WRA 
graduates” gather for an October 
clambake in Magnolia, Ohio. 
Pictured above are: Jim Smith ’77 
(the host), Pete Collins ’77,  
Joe Holden ’75, Tom Parry ’77,  
Joe Badger ’77, Marc Waite ’77 and 
Bill Holden ’77.

Joe Holden ’75, Bill Parry ’75 
and Tom Parry ’77 celebrate 
together at Bill’s daughter 
Melissa’s wedding reception.

This picture was taken at the 
“2018 Joe Holden Cancer Survivor 
Knucklehead Reunion Tour” kickoff 
dinner. Pictured above are:  
Joe Holden ’75, Marc Waite ’77, Tom 
Parry ’77, Mark Hamlin ’74,  
Bill Parry ’75 and Stan Kryder ’75.

1977 classmates and 
roommates Marc Waite 
and Tom Parry prepare 
to watch the 2018 World 
Cup Final between 
France and Croatia at 
Marc’s riverhaus.

1977
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and I are immensely proud of them. Lisa and I look forward to 
the next class reunion and have every belief that we’ll be moved 
back to the U.S. next year. So, if any of our classmates find 
themselves in the Stuttgart area before the summer of 2020, 
please drop me a line. My personal email is todd.mccaffrey@
gmail.com.

C. Davies Reed sent exciting news, detailed in a special press 
release: The St. Francis In-The-Fields Episcopal Church was 
awarded a grant of $50,000 to enable its Senior Pastor and 
Rector, the Reverend C. Davies Reed, to participate in the 
2018 Lilly Endowment Clergy Renewal Program for Indiana 
Congregations. The grant award offers a ‘renewal leave,’ 
giving pastors a carefully considered respite for reflection 
and renewal. As one of 28 congregations in Indiana selected 
to participate in this competitive program, St. Francis In-The-
Fields has crafted a renewal program themed on pilgrimage 
that allows the rector to travel to selected United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
World Heritage sites in China, Tibet and Scotland. Fr. Davies 
seeks the challenges and rich blessings of pilgrimage, 
particularly regarding intercultural and interfaith dialogue. He 
said: “As I thought about taking a sabbatical after serving this 
parish for eight years, I was inspired by Saint Francis of Assisi’s 
pilgrimage, and how his plans were usurped by the far more 
subtle grace of learning the beauty of the other faith. I have 
always thought about how humans are explorers, constantly 
searching for what’s next, what’s out there; we yearn to learn 
and to seek.” 

Stephen Rogers shared that Chris White ’75 dedicated a CD, 
Song for Rob, to our classmate Robbie White. An online piece 
about Chris’ album is available on WRA.net/alumni/alumni-
news.

1983
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Janetta Stringfellow ‘83 | 
janetta.stringfellow@gmail.com
Susie Spearman says that she’s staying busy and cancer free.

Valli Ravi shares news of her financial webinar/workshop, 
which was available on April 6.

1984
No Class Correspondent
Peggy Bunzli reports: “I’m living in a small village in Switzerland 
again. My wife and I are working for a clean tech start-up, 
Swiss Vault, and loving it. Our twin boys are learning French 
and German and skiing tons. We’re super excited to go to the 
Women’s World Cup soccer games in Lyon, France, this summer 
— go, U.S.A.!! My brothers, Jim ’82 and Bill ’87, will be joining 
us here this summer for a family reunion and to celebrate Bill’s 
50th. We’d love to show you around our mountains if you’re 
ever heading this way. Seriously. See you on FB.”

Mary Cox Barclay writes: “As I sit here in early April on a dreary 
day in Indiana, I am thinking about warmer, sunnier days ahead 

1981
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Carrie Walker Nouse ‘81 | 
cnouse1@gmail.com
Class Correspondent Carrie Walker Nouse reports: “I hope 
everyone is doing well and enjoying a happy and healthy 2019 
so far. Things here in Northeast Ohio are completely normal 
as we enjoyed a snowstorm on March 31 and another snowy 
gift from Mother Nature this morning on tax day! I usually give 
updates on everyone else and don’t add much about myself, 
so I will provide a quick update. Our son, Will, graduated from 
Boston College and is currently working in San Francisco as 
a financial analyst. We enjoyed a great family vacation in San 
Francisco last fall and made our way up to wine country in 
Sonoma County, which was very enjoyable. Our daughter, Julia, 
is a junior at Saint Louis University (SLU), majoring in theology 
and Spanish. She is planning on volunteering this summer at 
the Annunciation House in El Paso, Texas, where she will be 
helping immigrants, and has an internship in campus ministry 
at SLU next fall. Since we are finally empty nesters, John and I 
made a somewhat questionable decision to get a new Labrador 
Retriever puppy in November. It’s a lot of work, but we’ve both 
lost weight due to the many daily dog walks.”

Todd McCaffrey sent the following update: “My wife, Lisa, and 
I celebrated our 28th wedding anniversary in April 2019 and 
relocated last July to Stuttgart, Germany, after our 16th move. 
(We can’t seem to keep an address.) I’ve now been in the Army 
for 33 years but expect to retire from military service within the 
next couple of years and still have absolutely no idea what I’ll do 
next! While we seem to be consistently transitory, army life has 
been good to our family, and we’re thankful to remain healthy 
and be able continue to serve with and lead some amazing 
young Americans. Our oldest son, Michael, has followed me 
into the business and is now a First Lieutenant stationed 
outside of Savannah, Georgia, with his new bride, Haley (who 
also comes from a military family). Our daughter, Sara, is 
working as an RN in Roanoke, Virginia. And our youngest, 
Andrew ’17, is a sophomore at Virginia Tech, majoring in pre-
med, although he’s in Switzerland this semester studying…or 
traveling. I can’t tell which one takes more of his time. It seems 
he calls/emails from a different European city every few days. 
All three are very successful in their own endeavors, and Lisa 

Carrie Walker Nouse ’81 sent in this photo from a family vacation in 
San Francisco. From left to right: Carrie’s husband, John; Carrie; her 
daughter, Julia; and son, Will.
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and hoping we will be able to attend the 35th Reunion this 
coming June. Much has happened in our lives, especially the 
late October arrival of my first grandchild, Charlotte Eve. (Yes, 
the rumors are true.) My daughter, Avery, and Charlotte are 
both living in our home in Carmel (just north of Indianapolis), 
and Avery has plans to attend the Indiana University–Purdue 
University Indianapolis School of Science in the fall. Meanwhile, 
my son, Connor, is finishing up his junior year at Indiana 
University in Bloomington, where he is majoring in health care 
management and policy. Life is very different and yet this is a 
happy time for all of us. Wishing all my classmates a happy and 
healthy year and safe travels to Hudson.”

Dana Schwarzkopf reports: “I have recently accepted a new 
teaching job in Muscat, Oman. I will continue to teach design in 
the secondary school. I also successfully defended my doctoral 
research in educational technology in February. I will be hooded 
on May 3 in Mount Pleasant, Michigan. I can’t wait to see my 
classmates at our Reunion!”

1985 35th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mr. Andrew I. Rand ‘85 |  
rand.andrew4@gmail.com
Mike Goodhue 
shares his thoughts, 
along with a picture: 
“My daughter, 
Caitlin, with a few of 
her Model UN high 
school classmates 
on top of the 
Duomo in Florence 
brought back some 
WRA memories…
It was the summer 
of 1984 when a 
group of us and Reserve alumni traveled with an enthusiastic 
Frank Longstreth (former WRA faculty member) all over Italy. 
We scraped the side of an open rental van door on the Amalfi 
Coast while driving, discussed Virgil’s Aeneid at length, sang 
Volare, learned some Italian, and upon arrival in New York 
City witnessed what a broken bottle of olive oil in a checked 
bag can do to clothes. I’m proud to continue the tradition and 
didn’t hesitate to say yes when she asked to go. Such a great 
experience.”

In keeping with the European theme, Andrew Rand reports 
that he and his wife, Cheryl, continue to enjoy life in Frankfurt. 
He writes: “After more than seven years of life in Germany, 
Europe still captivates us.” Their two kids, Abby and Alex, are in 
university more than 5,000 miles away in the U.S. and Canada, 
making visits difficult, but very sweet. He shares: “Being empty 
nesters has proven to be an adjustment, but the spoils of 
Europe have helped our transition tremendously!” He adds: 
“Keep the news coming, Class of 1985!”

Mike Goodhue ’85 shared this picture of his 
daughter, Caitlin, on top of the Duomo in 
Florence.

Ready for new WRA gear?
At the WRA Campus Store, you can find great 
gifts for friends and family, top-of-the-line 
supplies to show your school spirit and unique 
items you just can’t find anywhere else. 

Here are a few of our favorite things from the store:

• Exclusive Vineyard Vines tie, featuring the Chapel
• A cozy blanket in Reserve green
• Hand-hammered bottle coasters, bearing the WRA 

seal
• A fleece onesie, perfect for the future Pioneer

Shop online at WRA.net/about-wra/store or 
stop by the store, located inside the Metcalf 
Center.
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Kirk Young
shares: “Last 
summer, Tilak 
Ramaprakash
stopped in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, 
piloting a charter 
777. He was kind 
enough to give 
us a tour of this 
luxurious 88-seat 
plane before taking 
a group from a tech 
start-up on a charter. When I fl y, I’m usually sharing a plane 
with 399+ travelers — not counting the emotional support 
animals!”

1986
Class Correspondent: Mr. John A. Rehling ‘86 | 
jarehling@yahoo.com
After a 33-year hiatus, David Sindell is once again intimately 
connected to Reserve. His middle son, Ben, commenced this 
year as a freshman, living in Wood House. David just completed 
25 years of practice as an attorney. His base is in the Bay Area, 
where his wife, Hiroko, lives with their younger son, Adam. 
His oldest son, Noah, is fi nishing as a junior at the Stevenson 
School on Pebble Beach and has opted to attend School Year 
Abroad in China for his senior year. The rest of the year, David 
divides his time between businesses and friends in Tokyo, 
Thailand and France.

Brooke Sterne Whittemore saw classmate Betsy Jennings 
Lockwood last November while in Hudson to honor the 
passing of Helen Gregory. While in town, Brooke also caught 
up with Megan McArn Valentine ’85 and Christine Walker 
Borrmann ’84 and attended a fantastic dance performance 
in the KFAC. She writes: “I also recently caught up with Dawn 
Friedkin and Pam Roth Selin ’85. Of course, no one has aged, 
and we all look and act exactly as we did while hanging out 
on the ‘lawn’s wide sweep.’” At home, she is offi  cially empty 
nested. Her youngest son, Huck, is off  to boarding school, 
and her two older kids are in college. Brooke is keeping busy 
coaching middle school cross country, substitute teaching and 
volunteering, and she has the good fortune to be able to spend 
a fair amount of time traveling, including a recent trip to Japan. 
She says if anyone from Reserve fi nds their way to Connecticut 
or Rhode Island (in the summer), please do get in touch!

1988
Class Correspondent: Dr. Jude A. Thomas ‘88 | 
DrJudeThomas@gmail.com
Raf Berardinelli was recently appointed the new Director of 
Research at The CW Television Network, where he previously 
served in a consulting capacity for 1.5 years. Congratulations, 
Raf! Raf’s team processes ratings information and performs 
consumer testing. He notes: “It is a back-end, non-sexy gig, 

Every student that has walked down 

Brick Row was supported by generations of 

alumni and friends that made their education 

possible. Together we can create 

and maximize your planned gift. 

Contact the 
Advancement Offi  ce today. 

Mark LaFontaine • 330.650.9704

lafontainem@wra.net

PIONEER 
YOUR LEGACY.

Kirk Young ’85 with his son, Kyle, (who wants 
to study aerospace engineering) and Tilak 
Ramaprakash ’85.
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like most of television. Development is probably the most fun, 
working with the talent, really digging into a show — but this 
ain’t that!” As more people cut the cable, Raf is happy to be at 
a broadcast network, because people, of course, still like free 
stuff. Ohio friends should tune into WUAB, the CW’s Cleveland 
affiliate. You know that you want to catch up on Riverdale!”

Maggie Mell writes: “I am still living in and loving St. Paul, 
Minnesota, where I am enjoying everything it has to offer. I 
recently became a new member of the Governor’s Society to 
choose and refresh all interior items in the mansion. Work 
is fabulous. Design and real estate together keep me very 
happy and busy. I mentor all new agents in my office and was 
awarded the Master’s Circle award this year, which is the top 
12% of agents in our company. My kids are all doing great, and 
I get to visit them often. One more college graduation to go. 
Turning 50 this fall is exciting. I am looking forward to running a 
race in my birthday month as part of the Twin Cities marathon 
weekend. Plans are in the works for a big celebration with my 
family and friends. I hope everyone is doing well!”

Beth Ricanati has some exciting news, as her first book, 
Braided: A Journey of a Thousand Challahs, was published in 
September 2018. [Jude Thomas: Beth’s book is available on 
Amazon, and now I am hungry. Congratulations, Beth!]

Jay Roberts writes: “I recently received the exciting news that 
I have been selected as a Fellow with the American Council 
of Education for the 2019-20 school year. The fellowship is 
described as ‘the nation’s premier higher education leadership 
development program preparing senior leaders to serve 
American colleges and universities,’ and I’m excited to have 
been named as a Fellow with this wonderful program. 
Beyond this news, I spend a fair amount of time these days 
giving talks and workshops on experiential learning at other 
schools including, most recently, Colorado College, University 
of Alabama and Brigham Young University. This summer, I’ll 
be leading a workshop at the National Humanities Center in 
Raleigh, North Carolina, for recent PhDs, and a study trip with a 
colleague to Europe with a focus on sustainable urban design. 
I’m visiting London, Freiburg and Copenhagen in May and June. 
Beyond that work stuff, life continues apace here in Indiana. 
Our oldest, Ellie, is a freshman in high school, getting into all 
things biomedical and has joined the swim team. Our youngest, 
Arden, is in seventh grade and obsessed with dance. Four 
chickens, two bunnies, one dog and a cat keep us busy along 
with my growing obsession with Liverpool Football Club (up the 
Reds!). Lastly, it was a delight to spend some time recently with 
fellow faculty brat Allison Hogarth in South Carolina and to 
reconnect with many Reserve friends over the course of the last 
year.” Kudos, Jay!

Jude Thomas writes: “As for myself, life in Ohio is status quo. 
We arrived here 10 years ago, intending to stay for only two, 
and yet here we are. When we aren’t working, Kelleigh and 
I continue to run trails, mountain bike, kayak, hike, climb 
mountains, scuba dive and vacuum cat hair from every surface 
imaginable in our home, thanks to our three Maine Coons. We 
enjoyed some great trips in the past year, including visits to 
Iceland and Ireland (hiking), Roatan, Honduras and Islamorada, 

Florida (scuba diving), and much of the American Southwest 
(mountain biking, climbing, trail races and hiking). As I write 
this, we are preparing for another trip to Moab, Utah, for some 
slickrock desert mountain biking in the beautiful red rocks of 
southeastern Utah. Speaking of travel, earlier this year, I was 
on a flight from CLE to SFO, where I was traveling to escape the 
snow for a few days. From my seat on the plane, I noticed a guy 
walking down the aisle who was pausing to shake hands with 
nearly everyone on the plane as he boarded. Like a beloved 
community leader, he passed through the crowd of admiring 
constituents, exchanging pleasantries with everyone, and it 
was only when he approached me that I realized it was Joey 
Huang! During the flight, Joey visited my seat and explained 
that many of the people on the plane, like him, were bound for 
an automobile dealer conference in San Francisco, so he was 
acquainted with many. Who knew that Joey was so famous? 
While in the Bay Area, I stopped by Google HQ to have lunch 
with Scott Benson ’87. Scott told me, with some amusement, 
that after more than 15 years at Google, he is a bit of a rarity 
among a mostly fresh-faced group of young employees, which 
makes him a bit of an old-man-on-campus. Scott and his family 
are doing really well, and Google seems to agree with him. 
When we parted, he was leaving work to drive over to Tahoe for 
some skiing. Living in Silicon Valley must be pretty rough! Last 
fall, I also caught up with my favorite Aussie Andrew Mulcahy, 
who paid a brief visit to Akron and was bent on “an American 
breakfast at a greasy spoon.” I obliged, and our visit to a local 
diner did not disappoint, aside from the requisite indigestion. 
There is never enough time to catch up, though. Next time 
breakfast is going to be conditional: First we run, and THEN 
we eat! Finally, I should note that later this year, like many of 
you, I will celebrate my 50th birthday. This is a milestone that 
seemed a million years away when we last inhabited the Fair 
Halls, and yet it does not seem like such a long time to me now. 
Time passes too quickly. I have the happy privilege of sharing 
my birthday with my wife, who was born on the same day as 
me, albeit five years later. We plan to mark our dual-birthday 
occasion with a party-to-end-all-parties at a music venue in 
Akron on October 19. If you are in the area and would like to 
listen to some live music, share a few rounds, shout stories 
at one another about the old days, and watch me conjure Jim 
Morrison during the karaoke sessions that will invariably follow, 
drop me a note and I will see that you get an invitation! I miss 
all of your faces.”

1990 30th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Miss Amy Donnelly ‘90 |  
donnellya@wra.net
Damon Ansell writes: “I recently celebrated my 12th year at 
Diageo, based in Nairobi, Kenya. I’m really enjoying watching the 
kids grow up in Kenya, fluent in Swahili and thriving in a school 
not unlike Reserve. By that I mean a healthy combination of arts, 
sports and academics — all matter. Take care to the Reserve 
alumni, and I welcome them to visit our home.”

Aaron Domm reports: “I have been living in Charleston, 
South Carolina, for the last 12 years. We moved from Los 
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Angeles, where I did my training as a physician. I am married to 
Kathleen, a pediatrician, and we have three kids: Teagan (15), 
Griffin (12) and Aubrey (9).”

1991
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Elizabeth House Wallace ‘91 | 
dallasbeth@icloud.com
Cara Russell has some fun news to share: “I have two 
Christmas movies that will be airing on Netflix later this year: 
The Knight Before Christmas, starring Vanessa Hudgens and Josh 
Whitehouse, and Christmas Price 3: The Royal Baby, on which 
I’m an unaccredited writer. I also have a couple of movies in 
development with Hallmark (titles TBD), which will hopefully 
air this fall. My senior year AP English professor Dr. John Shaw 
encouraged me as a writer, and I’m forever grateful.

1992
Class Correspondent: Ms. Alison L. Day ‘92 |  
alison.lynn.day@gmail.com
Class Correspondent Alison Day: “Next issue, let’s hear from 
more classmates! Please send in your news!”

Deano Roberts writes: 
“After graduating from West 
Point, I went on to serve as 
an aviation officer, flying 
Apache attack helicopters 
on several deployments. I 
then went to command the 
U.S. Army’s Flight School with 
additional assignments on 
special mission unit weapons 
of mass destruction teams. 
My active-duty military 
career concluded at NORAD-
NORTHCOM in Colorado, with tasking to the Harvard Kennedy 
School as a Senior Department of Defense Fellow working on 
large-scale disaster response. I continue to serve today as a 
Colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve. Following my active service, 
I went to work for Facebook, helping to scale their global data 
center infrastructure. I left Facebook four years ago to join a 
small start-up called Slack, where I lead their operations teams.” 
Deano and his wife of 22 years, Kristi Erickson, currently live 
in Woodside, California, with their son, Deano. They are avid 
surfers and skiers.

1993
Class Correspondent: Miss Kara M. Dober ‘93 |  
karadober@yahoo.com
Hillary Springel Morrissy writes: “I thought I’d submit 
something after 26 years of radio silence. Here in Wilton, 
Connecticut, we’ve started a tradition of ringing in the new 
year with Kara Dober, despite her recent move to Boston. A 
good time (and lobster Benedict) was had by all. When I’m not 

extensively researching the troves of Netflix, this stay-at-home 
mom/domestic goddess keeps busy volunteering as President 
of the PTA, managing her son’s hockey team and driving him 
to and from every rink on the East Coast. That will all change 
this fall when my 14-year-old and I move to Michigan for his 
new team outside of Detroit, while dear husband holds down 
the fort in Connecticut. I can’t wait to be back in the Midwest 
again!” 

1995 25th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mrs. Stephanie Utterback Benore ‘95 
| thebenores@bellsouth.net
Jack Hopkins was awarded a Fulbright Grant to research 
brown bears in Slovenia. Beginning in January 2019, until the 
black flies are dead and gone, Jack and his family will be based 
out of Ljubljana.

1999
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Vanessa Estonina Yeutter ‘99 | 
vestonina@gmail.com
Class Correspondent Vanessa Estonina Yeutter begins: 
“2019 is quickly flying by, and in a few months many members 
of the Class of ’99 will be returning to campus for our 20th 
Reunion. Below are some updates on the class before we 
reconnect.” 

David Haile shares: 
“I was just selected by 
the Navy to command 
its newest destroyer, 
the USS Daniel Inouye 
(DDG 118). The ship 
is currently under 
construction at Bath 
Iron Works shipyard 
in Maine and will be 
homeported in Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii.” 
He will spend the 
next two years as 
the ship’s executive 
officer, followed 
by a tour as the 
commanding officer. 
David and his family 
are tremendously excited for this opportunity. [Vanessa 
Estonina Yeutter: Congratulations, David! What an amazing 
accomplishment and honor!]

Maggie McCain shared that after finishing her master’s in 
geography at the University of Hawaii at Manoa in 2013, 
she worked as a GIS analyst and cartographer for the State 
of Hawaii, battling the invasive coconut rhinoceros beetle 
(Oryctes rhinoceros). After four years of service to the state 
and eight years of living in Honolulu, she moved to June Lake, 
California, to work as a ski and snowboard instructor. She will 

A family photo from David Haile ’99, 
showing him, his wife, Michelle, and 
their four children: Nora (12), James 
(10), Christopher (7) and Brandon (5).

Pictured above is Deano Roberts 
’92 and his son, Deano.
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be returning to June Mountain next winter after spending the 
summer in Kailua, Hawaii. Unfortunately, she will not be able 
to make it to the Reunion but wishes she could to catch up 
with everyone. [Vanessa Estonina Yeutter: We will all miss 
you at Reunion, but we’re so glad to know you are doing well 
and enjoying life!]

Vanessa Estonina Yeutter reports: “I am doing well and 
enjoying life as a mom! I officially have a toddler and love 
watching him explore and grow. This past year has been about 
balance as I continue to work for Mars Wrigley Confectionery 
as a Manufacturing Manager. I still live in Valparaiso, Indiana, 
and after seven years of living in the same city, I have been 
fortunate to finally reconnect with fellow Reserve alum Kristin 
Wyer Smith ’00 — even if it is at the gym!”

To close, the Class of 1999 remembers Ryan Wirtz and sends the 
following tributes:

David Haile: “Here’s to Ryan Wirtz, a good friend and a good man. 
You will be missed, but you left behind some indelible moments, 
my friend.” 

Vanessa Estonina Yeutter: “Ryan Wirtz, you were an inspiring and 
passionate individual on so many levels, and you will be missed. 
From the moment we first met, you left a lasting impression on 
me, and you always will.”

2000 20th Reunion

No Class Correspondent
Whitney Beré reports: “My husband, David, and I are staying 
busy with our new addition, Sydney Dulin Beré, born on 
November 20, 2018. She was born with a lot of hair and a 
sweet spirit. Sydney joins our furry, one-year-old Golden 
Retriever, Birdie. After living in Chicago for 12 years, we moved 
to Davidson, North Carolina, a little bit ago, and we are really 
enjoying the warmer winters!” 

Doug Cornett shares: “In March of 2017, my wife, Anna, and 
I welcomed our son, Leo, to the family. Also, my debut novel, 
Finally, Something Mysterious, will be published by Knopf Books 
for Young Readers (Penguin/Random House) in the spring of 

2020. It’s a middle-grade mystery that follows three young 
detectives as they investigate weird happenings in their small 
town — not unlike Hudson!”

Kate Liebelt is celebrating seven years serving Deloitte’s 
life sciences and health care consulting practice. Work and 
personal travel has literally taken her around the world in 
the last year, including to Istanbul, Cape Town, Brisbane, 
Dubai, Munich, Tulum, Kuala Lumpur, Kamloops and more. 
She’s grateful for these adventures (and for Global Entry and 
CLEAR)!

Mike Maimone writes: “It’s been great to reconnect with 
classmates while I’ve been on tour, playing music over the 
years. It’s hard to believe my band Mutts turns 10 years old 
this summer! We’re releasing a compilation called Now That’s 
What I Call Mutts and going on tour, so contact me if you 
want to meet up when I’m in your city. Tour dates and links 
are available at muttsmusic.com. My solo band is playing 
some great festivals this year too, including Summer Camp 
Music Fest and Taste of Randolph in Chicago, so come visit 
if you’re in Illinois. (Dates and contact info can be found on 
mikemaimone.com.)”

2002
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Katharine Cobb Bowers ‘02 | 
katharine.b.bowers@gmail.com
Kate Cobb Bowers writes: 
“In 2018, I started my 
own medical practice, 
Firefly Pediatrics. It’s 
going extremely well, and 
Matt Bowers ’01 used 
his know-how to craft my 
website! Our kids are in 
kindergarten and fourth 
grade this year, and we 
had a blast seeing Yu 
Ming Liu ’01 at Tony 
Digati’s ’01 wedding in 
Florida this spring.”

Whitney Beré ’00 sent in a family photo, showing the newest member 
of her family, Sydney Dulin Beré. From left to right: Peter Hellman 
‘68, David Beré, Whitney Hellman Beré ‘00, Sydney Beré and Sunnie 
Hellman.

Kate Liebelt ’00 has enjoyed a year of travel, including stops in 
Istanbul, Cape Town, Brisbane, Dubai, Munich and more!

Photo submitted by Kate Cobb Bowers 
’02, taken at her classmate Tony Digati’s 
(‘01) wedding. Pictured on the right is 
Eric Bowers '96.
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Jamiel Maize was married 
on April 8, 2017. Jason 
Simon was her Best Man 
for the special occasion.

Rob McNerney writes: 
“This spring, I started two 
new jobs — the first with 
CoventBridge Group. 
With separate U.K. and 
U.S. operations, they are 
one of the world’s largest 
full-service investigative 
firms. The second brings 
me back to WRA as an 
assistant baseball coach. 
Being back on campus has 
been amazing. It feels great to give back to the school that gave 
me so much! My wife, Kaitlyn, and I are still in Solon, and our 
three kids, Keira (7), Karson (4) and Ryder (1), keep us extremely 
busy!”

Yvonne Nath is living in Shaker Heights with her daughter, Ilya 
(5), and French Bulldog, Panda (1). She recently completed her 
master’s in law firm management at The George Washington 
University and has found her calling as a Legal Business 
Strategy Consultant for LawVision. Though work often pulls 
her out of town, when home she is a very active supporter of 
the Cleveland Orchestra, and enjoys the art scene in Northeast 
Ohio and spending time with friends. She invites any lawyers or 
law firm/legal operations professionals who love to talk shop to 
reach out any time: ynath@lawvision.com. 

2004
Class Correspondent: Miss Caroline A. Young ‘04 | 
cayyoung1@gmail.com
Alexandra Clegg and her husband relocated last year from 
Chicago to Seattle, where Alexandra started a new job at A Safe 
Place for Mom, a nursing home referral business. She and her 
husband welcomed their first child, Catherine, in December.

Aliya Maseelall welcomed her 
son, Dev, in June 2018. Aliya and 
her husband are both attorneys 
for the State of Minnesota and 
live in the Twin Cities. She looks 
forward to celebrating her son’s 
first birthday in Hudson when 
she returns home for our 15-
year Reunion.

Cay Young was promoted to 
Vice President of Corporate 
Partnerships at the Los Angeles 
Sparks last year. She is looking 
forward to her fourth season with the team and looking to get 
her second championship. 

2005 15th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mrs. Jeana (Rifici) Mahramus |  
jeana.rifici@gmail.com
Ryan Larsen reports: “My wife, Meg; our daughter, Charlotte; 
and I will be moving to New York City in the next month as 
I am taking a new job at Columbia University, coaching the 
quarterbacks on their football team. Charlotte is now 10 
months old and is growing super fast!”

Trevor Pollack and Josh Rovenger were married on Oct. 21 
at the Cleveland Museum of Art in Cleveland, Ohio. Fine & 
Performing Arts Department faculty member Midge Karam ‘79 
took part in the ceremony as a ketubah witness. Her husband, 
former WRA faculty member Ed Wiles, also attended.

2006
Class Correspondent: Miss Molly L. McGrew ‘06 |  
molly.mcgrew1@gmail.com
Raquel DiNunzio was elected to the Womens Council of 
the Cleveland Museum of Art in March 2019. Raquel will 
play an active role advocating for the arts and engaging with 
the Cleveland arts community, as well as volunteering and 
participating in educational programs at the museum.

Helen Hunter shares that she will be graduating from the 
Pacific Northwest College of Art in December 2019 with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in painting and drawing.

2006

It was a WRA Reunion at the wedding of Nathaniel Depew ‘08 
and Katelyn (Drake) Depew ‘06. Back row, from left to right: 
Caroline Depew ‘12, Jessica Damicone ‘06, Alyssa Sands ‘06, 
Stuart Horgan ‘08, KC Aiken ‘71, Ed Wiles, Jonathan Depew 
‘14, Brendan Horgan ‘07, Adam Wise ‘09, Emily Depew ‘10 and 
Ben Cowie ‘04. Front row, from left to right: Chelsea Aiken 
‘06, Elena Manoli ‘06, Fine & Performing Arts Department 
faculty member Midge Karam ’79, History Department faculty 
member Sarah Horgan, Keelin Skurek ‘06 and Alix Wright ‘06

Aliya Maseelall ’04 welcomed 
her son, Dev, in June 2018.

Jamiel Maize ‘02 was married on  
April 8, 2017. Classmate Matt Bowers 
‘01 is pictured on the left.
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From left to right: 
Chris Corbett ’09 and 
Neil Patel ’08.

Pictured above is History Department faculty member Russ 
Morrison, Melissa Saab ’08, Shanley Pearl ’07, Drew Monroe 
’08, Megan Saab ’08, Leigha Field ’08, Soraya Ahmed ’08, Derek 
Monroe, Alison Monroe, Kelsey Morrison ’08, Josh Monroe and 
Katie Monroe. Photo was taken at the wedding of Megan Saab 
and Drew Monroe.

2007
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Suzanne M. Nolan Sykes ‘07 | 
suzannensykes@gmail.com
Lauren Croasdaile 
(daughter of Richard 
Croasdaile ’78) married 
Thomas Erb of Mentor, 
Ohio, on June 9, 2018, 
at St. Thomas Episcopal 
Church in White Sulphur 
Springs, West Virginia, 
with a reception at The 
Greenbrier Sporting Club. 
Amanda Daniels was a 
bridesmaid. Lauren’s sister, 
Caroline Croasdaile ’10, 
was the Maid of Honor.

Christopher Wells 
wrote in to say that he is 
graduating from Columbia 
Business School next spring and moving to Charlotte, North 
Carolina, post-graduation to work for a private equity firm.

2008
Class Correspondent: Miss Melissa M. Grannetino ‘08 | 
melissagrannetino@gmail.com
Leigha Field and co-founder Phoebe Kunitomi recently 
launched a start-up, Okko, a brand focused on providing the 
most invisible, most comfortable underwear essentials for 
women.

Neil Patel and Chris Corbett ’09 
graduated from the Perelman School 
of Medicine this year. While at Reserve, 
their friendship began during a 
summer internship at Cleveland Clinic. 
In 2014, they both matriculated at the 
University of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine, where they were assigned 
(not by choice) to the same learning 
team. They then (by choice) joined 
the same anatomy team. This spring, 
both matched into surgical residency 
programs. Chris will be pursuing a 
career in urology, and Neil will be going 
into otolaryngology — head and neck 
surgery. 

Megan Saab and Drew Monroe were married in Bozeman, 
Montana, on Sept. 1, 2018. 

2009
Class Correspondent: Mr. Dick H. (Hunt) Hearin III ‘09 | 
hunthearin@gmail.com
Kyla Gaines wrote in to share: “I’m getting married on June 
15, 2019, in Atlanta, Georgia! My fiance’s name is David Byas-
Smith.”

2010 10th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Miss Patricia P. Boh ‘10 | 
patriciapboh@gmail.com
Pavlos Androulakakis is attending the University of Cincinnati, 
working on a PhD in electrical and computer engineering.

2011
Class Correspondent: Mrs. Kristina A. (Dungan) Meier ‘11 | 
dungank@gmail.com
Natalie Boerio shared that several alumni reunited in 
Grasmere, Cumbria, England (home to William Wordsworth), 
to celebrate the wedding of True DeBolt and Ryan Kenmare. 
Longtime Reserve moms Jo DeBolt, Mary Grace Boerio and 
Kathy Schiciano were also in attendance. 

In May, Emily Clark finished her fourth year at King’s Academy, 
a boarding school in Madaba, Jordan, where she was an English 
teacher, volleyball coach and dorm head in an upperclassmen 
girls dorm. This fall, she’s excited to be starting as an English 
teacher and lacrosse coach at Taft School in Watertown, 
Connecticut. While she’ll continue to work on her master’s in 
English at the Bread Loaf School of English in the summer, 
she also plans on pursuing a part-time master’s in educational 
leadership during her time in the States. 

Marisa Rosenberg was excited to share that she got engaged 
on March 23 to Logan Yanoff. 

2008

Congratulations to Lauren 
Croasdaile ’07, who married Thomas 
Erb on June 9, 2018.
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2012
Class Correspondent: Miss Inga L. Wells ‘12 | inga.wells.1@
gmail.com
After two rewarding years as Operations Manager at the 
visionary start-up Akron Children’s Museum, Alex Eliopoulos 
will be relocating to Cambridge, Massachusetts, this fall to 
attend graduate school at Harvard University.

Allison Forhan writes: “On Monday, April 15, I ran and finished 
my first Boston Marathon. 26.2 miles is a long way to go, but 
having friends and family cheering you on along the course 
makes it so much more enjoyable — especially when you have 
a crowd of your best friends from WRA cheering you on at mile 
25, the final stretch, the time when encouragement is needed 
most! It was about two minutes after I passed the 25-mile 
marker when I heard a crowd screaming my name. I looked left 
to see Alex Eliopoulos, Doug Fetterman, Emma Horgan, Eric 
Rauckhorst and Marc Rauckhorst cheering and screaming 
on the side, off the course. Seeing them put the biggest smile 
on my face; it gave me the extra energy I needed to get to the 
finish line. I crossed that finish line and threw my hands into the 
air, my first Boston Marathon in the books!”

Marc Rauckhorst has spent the last year working at a FinTech 
start-up in Downtown Cleveland while living in Hudson with 
fellow WRA alums Mihir Shah, Grant Ederer, Brian Buehler 
and Annie Preston. He will be moving to Philadelphia this 
fall to study behavioral economics and decision science at the 
University of Pennsylvania.

Rachel Silver is in her third year at the dark web company 
Terbium Labs. She was also accepted to Johns Hopkins’ MBA 
program and is doing the admirable feat of attending classes 
part time while working! In what free time she has left, she also 
serves as the co-chair of a volunteer committee called Repair 
the World.

2013
Class Correspondent: Mr. Max B. Rosenwasser ‘13 | 
mrosenwasser@laalliance.org
Trent Pacer is finishing his second year of law school at New 
York University and enjoying living in New York City with so 
many great Reserve alums. 

Ji Yong Shin is getting married on May 18 in Virginia and will 
continue with his new auditing job in Washington, D.C.

2014
Class Correspondent: Miss Eleanor Kilpatrick ‘14 | emk102@
case.edu
Griffin Trau will be spending the next year in the Czech 
Republic as he was awarded the Fulbright English Teaching 
Award (ETA). Following his year abroad, Griffin will be moving to 
Washington, D.C., to work as a consultant with Deloitte.

Miles Van Blarcum 
spent last summer 
at The Nature 
Conservancy’s 
worldwide office in 
Arlington, Virginia. 
Miles had lunch 
with CEO Mark 
Tercek ’75. Also 
during the summer, 
Miles was able to 
hear Mark speak 
in front of the U.S. 
Capitol, defending 
the Land and Water 
Conservation Fund. 

2015 5th Reunion

Class Correspondent: Mr. Brendan Kelley ‘15 |  
kelley.851@buckeyemail.osu.edu
Katie Chlysta graduated from Denison University in December 
2018. She will attend Walsh University’s Doctor of Physical 
Therapy program in the fall.

Molly Hulver reports: “This upcoming fall, I will be moving 
to Upstate New York to pursue a PhD in biochemistry and 
molecular biology at the University of Rochester’s School of 
Medicine and Dentistry.”

Darby Johnson writes: “I will be graduating from Hobart and 
William Smith Colleges in May with a Bachelor of Science in 
geoscience (with a concentration on meteorology). Next fall, I 
will be attending Ohio University for graduate school, pursuing 
my master’s in meteorology.”

Kimmy Morrison spent this past spring studying abroad at the 
University of St Andrews in Scotland. At St Andrews, she studied 
medieval Scottish history and European art history. Next fall, she 

Pictured above: Mark Tercek ’75 (second 
from the left) and Miles Van Blarcum ’14 
(first on the right).

Allison Forhan ’12 ran her 
first Boston Marathon this 
year.

A group of ‘12 alums surprised Allison 
Forhan at the Boston Marathon, 
cheering for her on the sidelines. 
Pictured above: Alex Eliopoulos, 
Doug Fetterman, Emma Horgan, Eric 
Rauckhorst and Marc Rauckhorst, 
carrying Allison Forhan.
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Kimmy Morrison sent in this 
photo from her travels studying 
abroad at the University of St 
Andrews in Scotland.

Did you know you can nominate 
an alumna or alumnus for the 
annual Alumni Awards? 

If you would like to submit a classmate’s name 
for consideration, please visit WRA.net/alumni/
alumni-association-awards

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD 
Originating in 1982, the Alumni Association 
Award is presented annually to an alumnus or 
alumna who has demonstrated outstanding 
commitment to Reserve.

MORLEY SCIENCE MEDAL
Established in 2003, the Morley Science Medal 
is awarded to an alumnus or alumna of Western 
Reserve Academy for scientifi c attainment. 

THE WARING PRIZE
Established in 1972 to honor faculty master J. 
Frederick Waring, the Waring Prize is awarded 
to an alumnus or alumna of Western Reserve 
Academy who, by his or her way of life and 
achievements, represents the human and 
individual values Reserve strives to foster.

will begin her last academic 
year at Hiram College in 
Hiram, Ohio. At Hiram, Kimmy 
is involved with the Garfi eld 
Center for Public Leadership 
program and the Eclectic 
Scholars program, and is a 
student ambassador. She 
also will enter her last season 
as captain of the women’s 
swimming and diving team. 
Kimmy will graduate next 
spring with a degree in history 
and environmental studies. 
After graduation, she intends 
to join the Peace Corps, where 
she hopes to work in the 
environmental or education 
sector.

Emily Winson writes: “I graduated from The Ohio State 
University in May and will be attending The Ohio State University 
College of Veterinary Medicine in the fall. I will be spending May 
traveling to Boca Grande, Florida, and enjoying the lake life on 
Catawba Island in Ohio. I will be running with a college-aged 
group of individuals from Boston to San Francisco in June to raise 
money and awareness for young adults with cancer through the 
Ulman Foundation. Though I am very busy, life is great! I send my 
best to the Reserve community!”

2016
No Class Correspondent
Mario Marset Ehrle was awarded a USM Foundation 
scholarship to fund his trip to the 2019 American Sociological 
Association conference in New York City this summer.

2017
No Class Correspondent
Having completed her second year at the University of Michigan, 
Olivia Chan is pursuing a Bachelor of Science in biochemistry 
on the pre-medicine track. At UMich, she serves as the 
President of Alpha Chi Sigma, the university’s co-ed professional 
chemistry fraternity; engages as a Barger Leadership Institute 
(BLI) Fellow in the Mindful Leader Program; conducts research 
with redox-regulated proteins in the Ursula Jakob Lab in 
the Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental 
Biology; and choreographs and performs with Vibrance Dance 
Company, a student-run contemporary and jazz dance group. 
In the past two years, Olivia has had the opportunity to go on 
fully funded trips to Detroit, Michigan, to learn about the deep 
roots and culture of the city, and to Windom, Texas, to apply 
the meditative and mindful practices she cultivated in the BLI 
program on a silent retreat. This summer, Olivia will partake in 
the Perrigo Undergraduate Fellowship Program at the University 
of Michigan’s Life Science Institute, where she will research the 
neural control of breathing in the Peng Li Lab.

NOMINATE
A PIONEER.

THE ALUMNI AWARDS
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In Mem� iam
WRA Magazine wishes to express its sincere condolences to all family and friends of the deceased. 

George A. Hoy Jr., 92, died on December 9, 
2018. George served on the Board of 
Trustees of Western Reserve Academy 
during a capital campaign and as the City 
of Hudson’s Chairman of the Municipal 
Planning Commission, for which he 
authored the fi rst Hudson Comprehensive 
Master Plan to preserve the historic town 
center. George received his Master of 
Science in experimental learning theory 
from Kent State University. He was also a 
WRA alumni parent to Cynthia Bowman ‘78. 

Class of 1939
Kenneth Dexter Miller Jr., 96, died on 
Sept. 8, 2018. After graduating from Western 
Reserve Academy, he attended Princeton 
University, where he graduated with 
highest honors in 1943. In his WRA senior 
Hardscrabble, he was referred to as “Big 
Flex–Brain Boy” and was proud of it. He was 
an industrious man of great integrity and 
intelligence, but his legacy will be the quiet 
grace and kindness he showed to his family 
and those around him. He and his family 
shared decades of wonderful summers 
together in Stoneham, Maine.

Class of 1941
James R. Horner, 95, died on Dec. 26, 
2018. Jim enlisted in World War II, where he 
was a Navy midshipman. After returning 
to civilian life, he graduated from Case 
Western Reserve University in Cleveland, 
Ohio. He then pursued a deep commitment 
to educating youth. He was a private school 
administrator for over 35 years, working 
at the St. Paul School in Concord, New 
Hampshire; Western Reserve Academy; 
Hinckley School in Hinckley, Ohio; and fi nally 
retiring in 1988 from Durham Academy in 
Durham, North Carolina. 

Class of 1943
Richard John Bauer, 93, died on Aug. 
14, 2018. A native of Akron, he graduated 
from Western Reserve Academy in 1943 
and the University of Akron in 1950, where 
he lettered in basketball and golf. Richard 
served his country in the U.S. Army Air 
Corps from 1943 to 1946 in Panama and the 

Galapagos Islands. He was the CEO of Bauer 
Enterprises in Stow for 35 years and an elder 
of his church, Stow Alliance Fellowship. His 
achievements included helping start the 
Stow Home Bible Study Seminar and holding 
a Bible study for men at Silver Lake Country 
Club for more than 35 years. He loved golf, 
gardening, building and hunting and was a 
32nd-degree Mason. 

Class of 1944
Robert William Soulen, 94, died on March 
16, 2019. Robert and his wife, Margaret Ann 
(Ehalt) Imhoff , recently celebrated their 53rd 
wedding anniversary. They were married in 
Mansfi eld, Ohio, on Feb. 12, 1966. Robert 
attended the Mansfi eld schools through 
10th grade and then attended Western 
Reserve Academy, where he graduated in 
1944. He then enrolled at the University of 
Michigan. Robert was an architect, and after 
retiring became an ordained lay pastor. A 
loving husband, father and grandfather, he 
took great pleasure in his personal time with 
family and friends, and he enjoyed traveling 
with his beloved wife.

Class of 1947
Walter Henry Holtkamp Jr., 89, died 
on Aug. 27, 2018. After graduating from 
Reserve, “Chick” attended The University of 
Chicago (graduating in 1951) and served in 
the U.S. Navy for four years. He then joined 
The Holtkamp Organ Company in 1956 
and became the president of the company 
in 1962, continuing until his retirement 
in 1996. The company is the oldest 
continuously operating manufacturing 
company in Cleveland. He designed and 
built instruments for major schools such as 
the Juilliard School, the Cleveland Institute 
of Music, Union Theological Seminary, the 
University of Notre Dame and the University 
of Alabama. For decades he was a board 
member of the Musart Society of the 
Cleveland Museum of Art. 

Philip George Tarr, 89, passed away 
in February 2015. He regarded Western 
Reserve Academy with considerable 
aff ection and credited his time there as 
a large factor in his development. After 
Reserve, he graduated from Baldwin Wallace 

and became a realtor. He had three children, 
Philip, Nancy and Melanie. 

Bruce Walter Rogers Jr., 89, died on Nov. 
20, 2018. “Bud” spent weekends in the 
“picture-perfect” and meticulously-cared-
for garden of his West Akron home. Bud 
was a committed volunteer and advocate 
for charities, community organizations 
and academic institutions in Akron and 
Northeast Ohio. Bud earned a Bachelor of 
Mechanical Engineering degree from the 
University of Akron. He was a consummate 
grammarian, fi rmly committed to inculcating 
proper language usage.

Class of 1950
Robert Phillip Weisberger, 87, died 
on April 20, 2019. After graduating from 
Reserve, he went on to the University of 
Michigan’s School of Business and became 
an offi  cer in the U.S. Air Force. He was a 
successful stockbroker and investment 
advisor. He loved to travel, play golf and 
spend time with his family and friends.

Class of 1951
Dale Russell Davis, 85, died on March 10, 
2019. Dale served his country in Korea as 
a member of the U.S. Army. He earned an 
engineering degree from the University of 
Pittsburgh. He had a long and successful 
career in industrial sales. Dale is most 
remembered for his fantastic sense of 
humor. He taught his children to look for the 
absurd in everyday life and to have fun. His 
children all credit him with passing on this 
invaluable coping skill! 

Class of 1952
William M. Balliette Jr., 84, died on Jan. 12, 
2019. He graduated from Wyndham High 
School in Ohio in 1951, Western Reserve 
Academy in 1952, and Dartmouth College in 
1956. In 1959, after three years in the U.S. 
Navy, Bill was discharged as a Lieutenant. 
He then enrolled at the law school of the 
University of Pennsylvania, where he met 
and married classmate Andrea Cafi ero. They 
were married for 56 years. 

James Edgar Taylor II, 84, died on Nov. 
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WRA Magazine wishes to express its sincere condolences to all family and friends of the deceased. 

Alison Jones Burner, 54, died on 
May 24, 2019. Beloved wife, mother, 
daughter, sister and aunt, Alison died 
peacefully at her childhood home in 
California following a courageous seven-
month battle with a malignant brain 
tumor. Typical of her selfl essness, Alison 
chose an experimental immunotherapy 
regimen rather than traditional 
treatment, in the hope that a way could 
be found to successfully combat this 
dreaded disease and save others. 

Alison was born and raised in Pacifi c 
Palisades, attended Palisades Elementary 
School, graduated from Marlborough 
School (1982), and earned a degree in 
political science from Wellesley College 
(1986). During college years, she interned 
for Congressman Anthony Beilenson in 
Washington, D.C., and for the law fi rm 
of O’Melveny and Myers. After Wellesley, 
she worked in the education department 
of the Morgan Library in New York and 
found her calling. She then obtained an 
M.Ed. from Harvard University Graduate 
School of Education in 1990. There she 
met her future husband of 28 years, 
Chris Burner.

They moved to Hudson, Ohio, where 
Chris accepted a position at Western 

Reserve Academy and Alison worked 
at educational nonprofi ts, fi rst at 
agencies that help underprivileged 
students attend college and then as 
a program offi  cer at the Burton D. 
Morgan Foundation. They had planned 
a move this summer when Chris retired 
as Head of School at Western Reserve 
and accepted a new position as Head of 
Nichols School in Buff alo, New York.

A devoted, thoughtful and caring mother, 
Alison raised two exceptional children. 
Matthew is completing a master’s degree 
in Chinese history at Columbia University 
and will enter law school at the University 
of Pennsylvania in August. Abigail will 
start her sophomore year at Gettysburg 
College in the fall. Both children relied 
on their mother for advice, guidance 
and support, but she also had a 
wicked, irreverent sense of humor that 
brightened their lives.

Besides her husband and children, 
Alison is survived by her parents, Judy 
and Steaven Jones of Pacifi c Palisades; 
her loving sister and best friend, Lawry 
Meister, also of Pacifi c Palisades; and a 
number of nieces and nephews. All are 
devastated by her loss.

20, 2018. Jim was born in Cleveland on 
Aug. 1, 1934, to Sarah Helen (Gregory) and 
S. Blackwell “Ghost” Taylor. He grew up in 
Shaker Heights, Ohio, and after graduating 
from Reserve, earned a Bachelor of Arts 
from Yale University in 1956 and an MBA 
from The University of Pennsylvania’s 
Wharton School in 1958. He went on 
to serve as an offi  cer in the U.S. Army 
Finance Corps, based at Camp Drum, near 
Watertown, New York, where he met his 
wife of 52 years, Teri. He retired from the 
army as a First Lieutenant in 1961 and 
returned to the Cleveland area to begin a 
career in accounting at Ernst & Young. 

Class of 1954 
Kelly Reynolds III, 81, died on May 26, 
2017. Kelly moved to Hudson in 1949 when 
his parents bought the Nathan P. Seymour 
House on Prospect Street. After graduating 
from Western Reserve Academy, Kelly went 
on to Stanford, where he studied drama. He 
ultimately earned his Bachelor of Arts at San 
Francisco State, where he majored in English 
literature. In later years, Kelly and his wife, 
Reda, raised Whippet racing dogs on their 
six-acre farm near Bradenton, Florida. 

Eric Gilbert Koskoff , 81, died on Aug. 13, 
2018. Eric was born in Luxembourg while 
his mother was studying music in Europe. 
At age 7, after his mother brought him to 
the United States, he was happily adopted 
by a successful neurosurgeon, Yale David 
Koskoff , and his wife, Elizabeth, a playwright 
and concert pianist. They were drawn to Eric 
in part because of his birth mother’s musical 
heritage. After attending public schools in 
Pittsburgh and graduating from Western 
Reserve Academy, Eric went on to attend 
Haverford College (1958) and the University 
of Pennsylvania Law School (1964). He 
practiced law for almost 20 years, fi rst in 
Pittsburgh and later in Maryland, before 
fi nding a new talent: computers. He enrolled 
in the computer science graduate program 
at Johns Hopkins and started his second 
career in 1981. In 1995, he moved to Florida. 
He was a longtime supporter of dance and 
ballet and owned a computer company that 
specialized in real estate. 
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Ellsworth LaRue Boyd, 82, died on Aug. 3, 2018. “Steve” was born on July 
15, 1936, in Hudson, Ohio. Upon graduating from Reserve, he immediately 
moved to Colorado, where he attended the University of Colorado 
until 1957. In that year, he moved to Aspen full time and became a ski 
patrolman at Aspen Highlands. Throughout the 1960s and for decades 
to come, Steve ran a construction business and built many of the town’s 
iconic residential and commercial buildings. In 1969, he married Susan, his 
wife of 20 years, and helped raise three children from their home in West 
Vail: Steve Boyd Jr., Cait Boyd and Tom Boyd. Steve’s love of the mountains 
played a central role in everything he did, and he embraced the outdoors 
in all its forms. He was an avid skier, fl y fi sherman, backpacker and hunter. 

Class of 1957
John Thomas Moyer, 79, died on Aug. 13, 2018. John was a proud 
graduate of Western Reserve Academy, Ohio University and Ohio 
Northern University, where he earned his law degree. He joined his 
father’s law practice in Barberton, Ohio, in the early 1960s. After his 
father’s death in the 1970s, John pursued his lifelong love of construction 
and working with his hands. John’s happiest memories were growing 
up on the family farm outside of Medina, Ohio, in Poe. A consummate 
storyteller, he without a doubt loved Ohio, the Cleveland Indians and his 
alma maters. 

Class of 1958
Edward Theodore Johnson, 78, died on Oct. 6, 2018. Ed was a giant of 
a man, both fi guratively and literally. Charismatic, genteel and witty, he 
was a man of “fi rsts,” yet was modest about his many accomplishments. 
Ed attended Western Reserve Academy and was notably the institution’s 
fi rst black border and graduate. He became Reserve’s varsity track captain 
and excelled as a student of German. He was awarded the Robinson Prize, 
which is presented to the graduating student deemed to have made the 
greatest advances academically, athletically and morally. Ed then attended 
Amherst College before enrolling in Yale University’s graduate school. 
From there he graduated in 1968 and continued to make history as the 
fi rst black graduate to earn a Master of Architecture degree. Ed leaves 
an enduring legacy and is responsible for the design of many projects 
beautifying the Boston landscape.

Class of 1960
Arthur Joseph Eaves, 76, died on March 14, 2019. Art was a graduate 
of the Brentwood School in Brentwood, Essex, England. He received his 
Bachelor of Arts from Columbia University and a PhD from the University 
of Notre Dame. Art’s passion was teaching and mentoring students of all 
levels, and he continued to do so long after he offi  cially retired. Art will be 
remembered for his beautiful singing voice, his fl air for the dramatic, and 
most importantly his kind heart and generous nature.

Joseph Mahan Wells, 77, died on March 12, 2019. Joe attended Western 
Reserve Academy and then Avon Old Farms School in Connecticut. He 
then continued his education at Denison University and the University 
of Pittsburgh. A veteran of the U.S. Navy, he served from 1966 to 1968 in 
Vietnam. He began his lifelong career at Homer Laughlin China Company 
as a part-time worker in 1963. In June 2002, he became CEO, and in 2013, 
he retired and became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 

Herbert Leonard Mager Jr., 76, died on Oct. 16, 2018. Herb was born 
in Cleveland and was a proud Cleveland sports fan. After graduating 
from Western Reserve Academy, Herb went to Harvard, from which he 
graduated in 1964. After serving in the U.S. Army, Herb attended business 
school at the University of California, Berkeley and graduated with his 
MBA in 1969. Herb had a social and intellectual life that brought him great 
joy. He audited classes at UC Berkeley and was becoming an expert in 
European history. 

Helen Tremaine Gregory, 
73, died on Jan. 24, 2019. 
Beautiful condolences were 
penned by her husband 
of 50 years, Stanford W. 
Gregory Jr., and published 
in the Hudson Hub-Times
and Akron Beacon Journal. 
We include an excerpt 
from his piece: “Born Helen 
Maud Tremaine on January 
1, 1946 in New York, N.Y., 
Helen was the youngest of 

four daughters. She attended the University of Colorado, 
Boulder, completing her BA in International Relations in 
1968. Her professional career began at UC Boulder as 
an undergraduate editor of the campus newspaper, The 
Colorado Daily. After we married in 1968, I was called to 
active duty in the U.S. Air Force in the Republic of Korea. 
Helen moved to Seoul and worked as an editor at The 
Korea Herald, an English language newspaper. After we 
returned to the U.S. in 1969, she became an editor in 
University Publications at UC Boulder. 

“...Helen was hired by Western Reserve Academy in 1988 
where she served as the Director of the Annual Fund 
until 1993 and the Director of Advancement until 2009. 
In her tenure at WRA, she raised over $100 million. The 
Honorable John D. Ong, Chairman of the WRA Board of 
Trustees during Helen’s tenure, recently remarked in a 
letter to Helen, ‘The School would not be what it is today 
without the organization and planning that you provided.’ 
In November of 2018, a classroom in the Mathematics 
building at WRA was dedicated to Helen’s service.

“Outside of Helen’s professional pursuits, in the 1970s she 
became a member of the Kent Planning Commission and 
was instrumental in the development of Kent’s recycling 
program. She was also chair of the Kent Environmental 
Council from 1992-94 when Haymaker Parkway was 
dedicated. Since that time, she was on the Portage Park 
District Foundation board, and she co-founded the Kent 
Choral Society. In 2010, she established a foundation 
for the education of girls in Cambodia called Women 
4 Women Ohio, which has provided educational funds 
for over 40 girls in pursuit of high school and college 
education. Helen was awarded the Environmental 
Conservation Award for lifetime achievement in 2018 for 
‘enriching the community through leadership and service.’

“In the last weeks of her very diffi  cult battle with brain 
cancer, one of the hospice physicians said she was very 
unusual because of her futile though persistent attempts 
to fi ght the inevitable onset of her brain tumors. At that 
time, I recall saying to her hospice nurse that people often 
give the advice to just ‘go with the fl ow.’ Helen never took 
that advice in any of her life’s challenges. She rather went 
against the fl ow. It was not the easy way, but for her it was 
the right way. I know from my long experience with her 
that her way was the right way, and though she is not with 
me now to once again take my hand, I have learned, as 
others have, to do what she would do: follow the correct 
path, not necessarily the easy one.”

Ellsworth LaRue Boyd, 82, died on Aug. 3, 2018. “Steve” was born on July 

In Mem� iam, c� t.
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Class of 1961
Thomas Albert Baither, 76, died on Dec. 
20, 2018. After Western Reserve Academy, he 
went on to Washington and Lee University 
and graduated from the University of 
Toledo with a dual degree in economics and 
Spanish. He worked in fi nancial investment, 
most recently as a partner at Touchstone 
Wealth Partners with UBS Financial Services. 
Tom relished life and cheered on the Toledo 
Rockets for half a century. 

Class of 1969
Jeff rey Lyle McKenzie, 66, died on March 
15, 2018. Jeff  was born in Denver, Colorado, 
and while growing up, embraced his talent 
as a swimmer. Jeff  became Captain of 
Western Reserve Academy’s swim team. 
His attention to swimming changed once 
he realized his real passion in life was 
cowboying. Jeff  was a remarkable cowboy 
and enjoyed training and jumping horses, as 
well as playing polo.

Class of 1970
Jon Harold Hammond, 67, died on Feb. 
3, 2019. Jon was born in Wadsworth, Ohio, 
and attended Western Reserve Academy for 
one year on the Pittsburgh Press Newsboy 
Scholarship to Independent Schools. After 
WRA, he built a reputation as a football 
star, earning his nickname “Humble, Happy 
Warrior.” He graduated from the University 
of Virginia and remained an avid UVA sports 
fan his entire life. On his 61st birthday, he 
proposed to the love of his life, Andrea 
Helfrich. They enjoyed their married life in 
Juno Beach, Florida, and Hilton Head, South 
Carolina. Jon was a true gentleman, and he 
remained a giving, thoughtful, loyal and fun-
loving family member and friend throughout 
his 66 years.

Class of 1972
William Rowe Janney III, 64, died on Nov. 
4, 2018. He spent much of his childhood 
in Princeton, New Jersey, and then later 
in Hudson at Western Reserve Academy. 
Bill attended Washington College and 
graduated in 1976. After college, he taught 
tennis in Princeton and later became a 
teaching professional at John Newcombe’s 
Tennis Ranch in New Braunfels, Texas. 
Bill owned a tennis store in Pascagoula, 
Mississippi, where he also taught the sport. 
For several years, he was a tennis sporting 
goods sales representative. After relocating 
to Naples, Florida, he joined his father’s real 
estate company and was also a Southwest 
Florida rep for Golfers Guide, a regional golf 
magazine. In May 1996, he attended his 

Class of 1953 
David Brantner Jones, 83, died on March 19, 2019, after a 
two-year battle with leukemia. Stepfather to Head of School 
Christopher D. Burner ’80, Dave was born and raised in 
Medina, Ohio. He was a student in the Medina public school 
system until he attended Western Reserve Academy. He 
then studied economics at Denison University in Granville, 
Ohio, and after his graduation spent four years in the U.S. 
Navy. He then worked for the U.S. Treasury Department 
as a National Bank Examiner. In 1965, he took a position 
with the Old Phoenix Bank in Medina, where he was 
elected president in 1976. He was preceded in death by 
his fi rst wife, Dorothy Virginia Jones. In Hudson, Dave and 

his second wife, Rosemary Hileman Jones, lived very near Western Reserve Academy, 
where they remained active and beloved members of the school community. Together, 
they saw four grandchildren attend the school. Dave was a devoted member of the WRA 
Alumni Association Board, a special Trustee, a generous donor and wonderful brother, 
father and grandfather of his own cadre of Pioneers. From the classroom to the fi eld to 
the stage, Dave and his family enriched WRA in many ways. In addition to his steadfast 
support of WRA, he was an advocate for breast cancer research, and his life was marked 
by many successes as a student, citizen, business leader and charitable force. 

20-year Washington College reunion and 
was reunited with his classmate Margaret 
Goldstein. They wed in December 1996 and 
were married almost 22 years. Together 
they owned Janney Real Estate Services, Inc. 
Bill was active at WRA, where he served on 
an advisory committee. He helped found the 
fi rst scholarship golf tournament, which is 
still held every Reunion Weekend.

Class of 1980
Jeff rey Alan Bergman, 56, died on Dec. 
19, 2018. Also known as Billie and/or B.J., he 
was a kind and passionate man. A Buddhist 
and nature lover, he cherished Yosemite 
and had a kinship with Native Americans. He 
graduated from Humboldt State University, 
was an environmental engineer and was a 
longtime resident of Nevada City, California. 

Class of 1988
Michael David Ginder, 48, died on Aug. 
16, 2018. Mike had a passion for living an 
extremely healthy life, so his lung cancer 
diagnosis was a shock to all who knew him. 
He was a 1992 graduate of Ohio University, 
with a Bachelor of Science in zoology. Mike, 

who had known he wanted to be a dentist 
since he was 7 years old, proudly graduated 
from The Ohio State University College of 
Dentistry in 1996. Mike was appointed to 
the Ohio State Dental Board in 2016 and 
was also a member of the American Dental 
Association and the Ohio Dental Association. 

Class of 1999
Scott Colson Marcy II, 37, died on Jan. 17, 
2017. Scott spent four years in the U.S. Army, 
was a UH60 Blackhawk Crew Chief and served 
in Afghanistan for 18 months. Subsequently, 
he was a Sergeant in the Ohio Guard. 

Ryan David Wirtz, 37, died on Dec. 16, 
2018. He was described by his friends as a 
student, adventurer, diplomat, banker, son, 
brother, nephew, uncle, cousin, husband, 
friend and true citizen of the world. He 
graduated summa cum laude from Western 
Reserve Academy and then went on to 
Stanford University and The University of 
Chicago, from which he earned an MBA. 
Ryan will be remembered as an outgoing, 
courageous, enthusiastic and deeply 
invested loyal friend. 

Class of 1961

EDITORS’ NOTE: Not long after publishing the Summer 2018 issue of the magazine, we 
learned there were two grievous mistakes in our In Memoriam section: The wrong photos 
were placed next to Mr. Matthew Morse ‘09 and Mr. Charles Keiper ‘57. 

We apologize for this most serious error, which is not refl ective of the care we have for each 
other as a Reserve family, not to mention our high standards for the magazine. We have the 
utmost respect for the closeness of this community, and in each issue we strive to create a 
publication that embodies the excellence of our school and the warmth of its people. Thank 
you to those of you who reached out to our offi  ce and listened, with compassion, to our 
sincere apologies.
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Help us share the 
Reserve experience! 
WRA would like to enlist your support in spreading the word 

about the school that makes us such a proud network of 

parents, alumni and friends. If you know of students in your 

communities who could  be future Pioneers, please send 

them our way at  WRA.net/admission/referral!

The WRA Admission Team
In the coming months, the WRA Admission Offi  ce will be 

traveling throughout the country and across the globe 

meeting future Pioneers! Review our travel schedule here: 

WRA.net/admission/admission-travel. 

For information about our events and to learn more about 

volunteer opportunities in the Admission Offi  ce, please 

contact Associate Director of Admission & Ambassador 

Program Lead, Nancy Hovan by email at hovann@wra.net or 

phone at 330-650-5880.

Refer RESERVE
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We thank each and every one of you — alumni, parents, grandparents, 
faculty, staff and friends — who chose Reserve and contributed more than 

$2,513,551 to The WRA Fund, which closed on June 30, 2019.

Your gift helps to provide a signature education that stands out from other elite schools. 
From innovative academic programs taught by an unparalleled faculty, to a scenic campus and its 
outstanding facilities, a Reserve education is an exceptional experience. But only because of you.

THANK YOU!


